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as a 

goldfish 

A lot of electronic and electrical 

equipment is going to sea 
these days. But it won't 

stay there long—in fact, 

it won't even stay sold— 

unless it is Noise-Pronled 

against radio interference. 

To you— the manufacturer 
this means that your product 
should include C-D Quietones 
in its basic design. With safety at 
sea— as well as listening 
pleasure— at stake, your marine 
customers demand the kind of 
interference-free equipment 
operation C-D Quietones are 
designed to give. Of the hundreds 
of Quietone types available, there 
may be one which will fit your 
needs to a "T"; if not, our sleeves are 
rolled up and we're ready in 
our modern and complete 
Radio Noise-Proofing Laboratory— 
to design the specific filter you need. 
C-D Quietones will solve your 
radio noise and spark suppression 
problems speedily, permanently 
and effectively. Your inquiry is invited. 
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation, 
Dept. 16.8, South Plainfield, New Jersey. 
Other large plants in New Bedford, 
Worcester, and Brookline, 
Massachusetts, and Providence, R. I. 

Make Your 
Products More 
Saleable with 
C-D Quietone 
Radio Noise 

Filters and Spark 
Suppressors. 
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SHELL 
High strength alumi-
num alloy ... High 
resistance le corrosion 
... with ...dot. finish 

CONTACTS 
High current capacity 
...Low voltage drop. 

SCINFLEX 
ONE-PIECE 
INSERT 

High distlectrIc 
strength ... High arc 
rests f . 

AND THE SECRET IS SCINFLEX! 
Bendix-Scintilla* Electrical Connectors are precision-built to 
render peak efficiency day- in and day-out even under difficult 
operating conditions. The use of "Scinflex" dielectric material, 
a new Bendix-Scintilla development of outstanding stability, 
makes them vibration-proof, moisture-proof, pressure-tight, 
and increases flashover and creepage distances. In temperature 
extremes, from —67° F. to + 300° F., performance is remark-
able. Dielectric strength is never less than 300 volts per mil. 

The contacts, made of the finest materials, carry maximum 
currents with the lowest voltage drop known to the industry. 
Bendix-Scintilla Connectors have fewer parts than any other 
connector on the market—an exclusive feature that means 
lower maintenance cost and better performance. 

*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

Write our Sales Department for detailed information. 

• Moisture-proof, Pressure-tight • Radio Quiet • Single-piece Inserts 
• Vibration-proof • Light Weight • High Arc Resistance • 
Easy Assembly and Disassembly • Less parts than any other Connector 

Available in all Standard A.N. Contact Configurations 
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to a etter 
television 

for more people 

NOW YOU CAN design a television receiver that thousands in-
stead of hundreds can afford to buy. You can improve electronic 

performance and make a longer lasting set—all at less cost. 

The answer is simple. Specify Selenium Rectifiers in the mul-
tiple power supply. 

You eliminate power transformers, rectifier tubes and filter 
chokes. You cut the weight of power supply by as much as 90 per 

cént, because a complete Selenium unit weighs less than half a 
pound. Power supply parts can be mounted almost anywhere in 

the set for important space savings, too. 

You get cooler operation for longer life of all components... 

electronic advantage of no interference to the cathode ray tube 

by stray magnetic fields . . . new design flexibility. Lighter and 
more compact television receivers are now a reality! 

First manufacturer of Selenium Rectifiers in this country and 

pioneer of their many applications, Federal is first, too, in Sele-

nium Rectifiers to power television receivers. 

Write today for "Selenium Rectifiers for 

Television Receivers"—a paper that gives full 
information. Write Dept. F966. 

OC VOLTS TO 
POWER TELEVISION 
RECEIVER 

c - 
R ,—r-

• 

C, - 125 M.F.0 250 VOLT TYPE FR 
- 125 M.F.0 350 VOLT TYPE FR 

R » FEDERAL 404P 2795 
R, - 22' IWATT 

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation 
KEEPING FEDERAL YEARS AHEAD ... is IT&T's world-wide 
research and engineering organizedion, of Which the Federal 
Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N. J., is O unit. 

SELENIUM and INTELIN DIVISION, 900 Passaic Ave., East Newark, New Jersey 

In Canada:—Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P.O. 

Export Distributors,— International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N.Y. 
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.1.-nh FM Sets... 
Sylvania Lock-In Tubes... 

handle emergency calls rapidly and 

smoothly for Morro Limousine 

2- way radio permits 
drivers to notify central 
office of completion of trip. 

W ITH 10 of its 14 limousines equipped with 

2-way Link FM, Morro Limousine Service is 

always ready- 24 hours a day —to respond promptly 

to emergency calls for home-to-hospital transporta-

tion — anywhere in the entire Borough of Brooklyn. 

Cars are strategically located throughout the borough, 
to reach any point in the shortest possible time. 

Since quick, unfailing service is the essence of 
Morro Limousine's business, Link Radio Corporation 

turns to Sylvania Lock-In Tubes to prevent com-

munications interruptions. These tubes stay firmly in 

place in their sockets . . . have no soldered joints, few 

welded ones. Elements can't warp or weave. Con-

nections are short and direct ... getter located on top. 

Loss and leakage are reduced. See Sylvania Distribu-

tors or write Radio Tube Division, Emporium, Pa. 

SYLVANIAvEIECTRIC 

Office con immediately ad-
vise driver of other calls 
in the some neighborhood. 

Transmitting and Receiving Units 
used by Morro Limousine Service, 
manufactured by Link Radio Cor-
poratiareNew York. 

The famous Lock-In Tube's 
superiority makes it the 

ideal choice for equipment 
on the road, in the air, on 

the rails, marine radar, FM 
and television. 

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS 
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NOW... The CLARE Type "J" Relay 

can be Mounted as Conveniently  as a Radio Tube! 

Famous Clare Type "J" d-c Relay 
how availoble in plug-in type where 

quick removal or replacement is desirable 

-r 

Clare Type "J" d- c Relays combine the best features of the 

conventional telephone type relay with the small size and light 

weight which modern compact design requires. 

Check these outstanding features of Clare Type "J" design 

which provide hitherto unheard of performance by a small relay: 

* Independent Twin Contacts 

* High Current-Carrying Capacity 

* Large Armature Bearing Area 

* Efficient Magnetic Structure 

Specifications of Clare Type 

d-c Relay with plug-in 

mounling. 

* High Operating Speed 

* Large Contact Spring Pileups 

Clare sales engineers, with long experience in every type of 

relay problem, are located in principal cities. They will be 

glad to provide you with complete engineering data on the 

Clare Type "J" Relay, show you how it may be "custom-built" 

to meet your exact requirements. 

Look for them under "Clare Relays" in your classified phone 

book . . . or write C. P. Clare & Co., 4719 West Sunnyside 

Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois. In Canada: Canadian Line 

Materials Ltd., Toronto 13. Cable Address CLARELAY. 

CLARE RELAYS 
First in the Industrial Field 



The NEW El-MORN CM15 
MINIATURE CAPACITOR 
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TELEVISION, RADIO 

AND OTHER 

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS 

HOW LONG IS HALF AN INCH? 

EL-MENCO's answer is illustrated above — 
the new miniature CM15. That half inch of silver 
mica capacitor is miles long on performance . . . age-
long on endurance .. . 2 to 500 mmf. long on range. 

The CM15 is short on delivery time (unlimited 
production) . . . short on limitations (tolerances: ± 
20% to 1%) . . . short on guess work (6-color coded 
to Joint Army-Navy Standard Specifications JAN-
C-5 for fixed mica dielectric capacitors). 

The long and short of it is this: EL-MENCO's new miniature 
CM15 possesses the value inherent in all EL-MENCO products— 

PERFORMANCE 

Foreign Rodio and Electronic Manufacturers 

communicate direct with our Export Department 

at Willimantic, Conn., for information. 

MOLDED MICA 

• ENDURANCE • RANGE • 
Write, on firm letterhead, for samples and catalog. 

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., Inc. 
WIWMANTIC, CONNECTICUT 

PRICE • DELIVERY 

JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS 
ARCO ELECTRONICS 
135 liberty St., New York, N. Y. 

is Sole Agent for El-Menco Products in 

United States and Canada. 

811,CO. TRIMMER 
CAPACITORS 
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Laboratory set-up for measuring tone of chime tubes. Lissajous figure on screen of cathode ray oscillo-
scope is being used to determine the frequency ( cycles per second) of the chime's fundamental note. 

eeete 
,wee.#e 
BECAUSE of the importance of the 

market for brass tube used in door 
chimes,Revere some time ago embarked 
upon a complete scientific study of the 
musical qualities of such tube, to deter-
mine the factors responsible for pleas-

ing tone. Here is a brief report of the 
work, which offers an example of the 
thoroughness with which Revere at-
tacks problems concerning the appli-
cation of its mill products. 
The first step was purely experi-

mental. We proceeded by ear. Over 100 
samples of tubes in various alloys, 
tempers and gauges were hung up, 
struck, listened to, and preferences 
obtained from many people. These 

tests indicated not only what was the 
best alloy, hut also what were the 
proper temper and wall thickness 

requirements to produce the most 
acceptable and desirable tone. But 

Revere did not stop there. It was desir-
able to know what made that tone 
preferable, what were the factors that 
influenced it, and how they could be 
controlled. It was felt that only with 
such complete information in hand 
could Revere be in position to control 
chime tube quality ticcurately, and fill 

customers' orders reliably with a stand-
ard product. 
The project then was turned over to 

a laboratory physicist who is also a 
talented musician. Here began the most 

ambitious and lengthy and scientific 
part of the work, employing the most 

modern electronic apparatus, including 
a heat-frequency oscillator and a 
cathode ray oscilloscope. These made 

it possible to dissect the tone produced, 
measuring the frequency and intensity. 
of the fundamental note and its partials 

with an accuracy of one cycle per 
second. Much new information was 
uncovered. For example, the strike tone 

so clearly heard when the chime is 
struck does not actually exist in the 
tube, but is a difference tone between 

the 1st and 3rd partials. Hence, for 
good tone, those partials must be 

equal in intensity and duration. 
It requires seven closely-typed pages 

just to sum up the work in general 

terms; the laboratory records fill a 
large volume. The net of it is that 
Revere really knows about all there is 
to know about chime tube, scientifi-
cally, musically, physically, and, of 
course, how to produce it. If you need 
such tube, come to Revere. ' 

Perhaps you use brass tube not for 

its sound, but for its corrosion resist-
ance, strength, machinability, the polish 
it takes, the ease with which it can be 

bent, soldered, brazed, plated. Revere 
also knows how to control the factors 

influencing such applications, so come 

to Revere for brass tube for any pur-
pose. 

Revere also makes other types of 
tube, including copper water tube, 
condenser tube in such alloys as 
Admiralty, Muntz, cupro-nickel, tube 
in aluminum and magnesium alloys, 

lockseam tube in copper alloys and 
steel, and electric welded steel tube. 

Many of these can be had not only 
round, but also square, rectangular, 
oval, and in various flutings and special 
shapes. The Revere tube line therefore 
is complete, and awaits your orders. 
The Technical Advisory Service will 

gladly collaborate with you in such 
matters as selection of alloys, tempers 

and gauges, and in fabrication pro-
cesses. 

REPERE 
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Founded by Paul Revere in 1801 

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York 

Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, Ill.; Detroit, Mich.; 
New Bedford, Mass.; Rome, N. Y.— Sales Offices in 

Principal Cities, Distributors Everywhere. 
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How stabilized feedback 
reduces ampler distortion... 

keeps gain constant 

(A) IDEAL AMPLIFIER existing only in theory. 
Output exactly duplicates input, except for 
amplification. 

(B) AMPLIFIER WITHOUT FEEDBACK. Signal 
suffers distortion, shown as separate a-c 
voltage accompanying output signal. 

(C) AMPLIFIER WITH STABILIZED FEEDBACK. 

Sample voltage, containing signal and dis-
tortion in same ratio as in output, is fed 
back in opposing phase to input. Distor-
tion portion is amplified in opposition to 
distortion arising in amplifier. 

LIKE many other major advances in 

electronics, the development of sta-

bilized ( negative) feedback was a 

direct outgrowth of telephone prog-

ress. To produce telephone repeaters 

with the necessary gain stability and 

low distortion, H. S. Black, of Bell 

Telephone Laboratories, took a sample 

voltage of the amplifier output and 

fed it back into the amplifier in oppos-

ing phase. Before-and-after effects 

are shown in simplified form in the 

accompanying figures. 

How Feedback Reduces Distortion 

Signal portion of feedback subtracts 

from input signal. ( In practice, input 

receives additional amplification to 

maintain original output voltage.) 

Distortion portion, encountering no 

opposing voltage in input, is ampli-

fied in opposition to distortion volt-

age arising in amplifier. Hence distor-

tion voltage largely cancels itself out 

— output corresponds closely to input. 

Noise originating in the amplifier is 

reduced in a similar way. 

How Feedback Stabilizes Gain 
The relations of input, output and gain can be shown as follows: 

Net Input Overall 
floss feedback) Output Gain 

Voltage Gain 
without Feedback 

Feedback Voltage 
Total Input (negative) 

1000 10.1 10 
500 10.2 10 

As shown, the gain of the amplifier 
stages incorporating feedback can 

drop 50 percent, with a drop in over-
all gain of only 1 percent. 
Hence gain remains virtually con-
stant, regardless of changes in power 

supply or performance of components. 

.1 100 9.9 
.2 100 9.8 

Users of all line and power amplifiers 

and all AM transmitters designed by 

Bell Laboratories and made by West-
ern Electric benefit by these outstand-
ing advantages of stabilized feedback: 
greatly reduced distortion and noise, 

virtually constant gain. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
World's largest organization devoted exclusirely to reseorch 

and development in all phases of electrical rommunicotions, 

TELE - TECH • June. 1948 



W HILE stabilized feedback is now 

accepted as an indispensable tech-

nique in the communications art, ac-

tual design of a stabilized-feedback 

amplifier calls for painstaking mathe-

matical analysis and control of phase 

and gain characteristics over a wide 

frequency spectrum. Without such 

control, feedback may introduce new 

faults more objectionable than those 

eliminated. The extensive experience 

of Bell Laboratories engineers gives 

to the users of Western Electric equip-

ment assurance that the outstanding 

advantages of feedback will actually 
be realized. 

Assurance of Quality Performance 

As used in all Western Electric Audio 

Amplifiers ( except one-tube pre-am-

plifiers) properly applied stabilized 

feedback insures flatter gain- fre-

quency characteristic and automatic 

suppression of noise and distortion 

arising from sources within the ampli-

fier. In new loudspeaker amplifiers 

(which include the output coil within 

the feedback loop), output impedance 

is so low that matching to multiple 

loudspeakers is as simple as adding 

lamps to a lighting circuit. 

Flat Frequency Response 

Flat frequency response is maintained 

in Western Electric AM Transmitters 

by stabilized feedback actuated by the 

final radio frequency output. Hence 

attenuation of high modulating fre-

quencies is virtually eliminated. No 

hum suppression circuits are needed, 

because of reduction of noise and dis-

tortion from all sources, including 

final amplifiers. 

Stabilized feedback, correctly applied, 

is just one of the factors in the out-

standing performance of Western 

Electric Amplifiers and AM Transmit-

ters. For full information on all oper-

ating features, call your local Graybar 

Broadcast Representative, or write 

Graybar Electric Company, 420 Lex-

ington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

Western Electric 
Manufacturing unit of. the Bell System and the 

nation's largest producer of communications equipment. 

Feedback as you want it keeps gain 
virtually constant in Western Ele-
inc Audio Amplifiers — cuts noise 
and distortion down to a minimum. 

Correctly applied 
feedback gives you 
these advantages 

IN AMPLIFIERS 

, 

IN AM TRANSMITTERS 

0 

• • • • 

Feedback designed by Bell Labora-
tories does away with need for 
hum suppression circuits — main-
tains flat frequency response. 

—QUALITY COUNTS— 

DISTRIBUTORS: IN u S. A.--titaybat 

tied•Ic LompnnyIN CANA llit, AN ,, NeW• 

FOUNDLAND—Northern Electric Co„ Vet, 

TELE -ITCH • June. 1948 
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There's a Beckman eli at 
(Trade Mark of the HELIcal P 1 11 OTentiometer) 

to simplify YOUR Potentiometer— Rheostat Problems! 

(Cutaway Views) 

MODEL B—Case diameter-3.3"; 
Number of turns-15; Slide wire 
length-140%"; Rotation-5400 °; 
Power rating-10 watts; Resistance 
ratings-50 to 200,000 ohms. 

HELIPOT'S Wide-Range, High-Precision Control 
Advantages Available in Many Sizes of Units 

li e ¡ p 01 —the original helical potentiometer— 
has proved so popular in modern-

izing and simplifying the control of electronic cir-
cuits, that many types and sizes of Helipots have 
been developed to meet various potentiometer-rheo-
stat problems. Typical production Helipot units 
include the following ... 

MODEL A—Case diameter-1.8"; 
Number of turns- 10; Slide wire 
length-46 1/2"; Rotation-3600°; 
Power rating-5 watts; Resistance 
ratings-10 to 50,000 ohms. 

WIDE CHOICE OF DESIGN FEAIURES a wide 

Not only ore Helipots available in 
range of sizes and ratings, but also can be 
supplied with various design feotures to 

meet individual requirements . • • s, screw 

ll Available with special length shafts, flatted sho t 

Con be supplied with shaft extensions at each end to permit 

coupling to indicafing instruments of two 

or other devices. 

> May be provided in ganged asse t even less. 

ies or three 
driver slots 

units, all operating from a common shat. 
11, Available with linearity tolerances of 0.1%—and 
>Models A & 2. can be modified to include additional tops 

windings. ecial featur . 
at virtually any point on ...and many other sp es 

Investigate the many important advantages to be gained. by 

using the Hetipot in your electro 

control applications. 

Virite outlining your problem? 

,vtatii:. 

MODEL C—Case diameter-1.8"; 
Number of turns-3; Slide wire 
length- 13.5"; Rotation-108W'; 
Power rating-3 watts; Resistance 
ratings-5 to 15,000 ohms. 

SPECIAL MODELS 

In addition to the above standard Mono& units, special models 

in production include ... 

MODEL D—Similar to Model 13, above, but longer and with greater 

length of slide wire. Case diameter-3.3"; Number of turns25; 
Slide wire length234"; Rotation-9000 °; Power r•ting--15 

watts; Resistance ratings-100 to 300,000 ohms. 

MODEL ESimilar to Model B, but longer and with greater length, 
of slide wire than Model D. Case diameter-3.3"; Number of turns 

.---$0; Slide wire length-373"; Rotation-14,400'; Power rating 

—20 watts; Resistance ratings150 to 500,000 ohms. limier 

Send for HELIPOT Literature! 

THE HeliPOICORPORATION 
1011 Mission Street 

South Pasadena 3, California 

10 
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SELECT from the 

Many Bliley crystal units are first pro-

duced on a custom-built basis for special 

application. Quite often these designs con-

tain outstanding features that are desir-

able in many applications and when this 

occurs the unit is included in our catalog 

listing. Our Bulletin 36 contains 22 stand-

ard crystal units, all widely used in com-

mercial and governmental applications. 

Bliley engineers are constantly utilizing 

GROUP 

euey 
CRYSTALS 

our many years of specialized experience 

to solve new frequency control problems. 

If you have a frequency control applica-
tion, whether standard or specialized, we 

can probably come up with the right an-

swer. Remember to specify Bliley TECH-

NIQUALITY crystals for greater accura-

cy, stability, quality, and advance design. 

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY OF BULLETIN 36 

5LIILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY • UNION STATION BUILDING • ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA 

11 
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ELECTRONICS 

RELAYS ... for any duty, any duty cycle 

COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNALING Designed specifically for use in indus-
trial electronic equipment, communications and signaling equipment, 
this General Electric telephone-type relay has a service life measured in 
many millions of operations. Working from five basic contact arrange-
ments, combinations can be stacked to satisfy intricate circuit switch-

ing requirements. 
Welded-crossbar palladium contacts, new-type molded insulation 

and stainless steel bearings contribute to this d-c relay's longevity. 
Coils rated 1 to 250 volts, 0.1 to 26,000 ohms; contacts 3 amps maxi-
mum. Bulletin GEA-4859. 

VENDING MACHINES AND DISPENSERS 
Designers of coin changers, coin-
operated phonographs, drink dis-
pensers, and similar automatic 
devices will soon be familar with 
G.E.'s new appliance relay, an in-
expensive multi-contact unit. Fea-
turing quiet operation, reliability 
and compactness, the CR2790G 
relay is available in ratings of 24 
and 115 volts a-c, 24 volts d-c, 5 
amps continuous. Bulletin GEA-
4864. 

cr,\ro 

4 
oAr. 

-L L .J-

-r -r -e- -r 

e«re 

-r 

HEAVY-DUTY GENERAL-PURPOSE Three contact arrangements 
—spst, dpst, and dpdt—plus four mounting arrangements 
give the CR2790E real versatility. Mounting arrange-

ments available are the enclosed form shown here, open 
form, back-connected form for panel mounting, and a 
plug-in form for use in process control equipment. 

Its heavy silver contacts are rated 10 amps continuous 
at 115/230 volts, 60 cycles; normally open contacts will 
make and break 45 amps, normally closed contacts 20 
amps. Bulletin GEC-257 gives full details. 

• 
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DYNAMOTORS FOR QUICK DELIVERY! 

Shopping for fractional-hp dyna 
motors? General Electric can now supply 
you on a short-shipment basis! Produc-
tion has finally caught up on these d-c 

to a-c converters for communications 
service Standard dynamotors are avail-
able in ratings of 200 and 500 volt-
amperes, 60 cycles, continuous duty. 
Specials are also available, but on a 
slightly longer shipment For more com-
plete information on these fhp equip-
ments, contact your G-E representative 
or write Fractional-horsepower Motor 
Div., General Electric Co., Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. 

MORE PULL IN LESS SPACE 
You'll find these new, small, all-

welded solenoids useful in any applica-
tion where a straight-line thrust is re-
quired ... they're a natural for vending 
machines. The small unit requires only 
three cubic inches of space, and develops 
0.26 pounds pull at i-inch stroke; its 
"big brother" produces 3.7 pounds at 
{-inch stroke. 
Brazed-in pole shader increases effi-

ciency, insures quiet operation. Varnish-
impregnated coil provides high resist-
ance to shock, splashing water, oil. 
Check Bulletin GEA-4897. 

TIMELY HIGHLIGHTS 
ON GE COMPONENTS 

SHOW IT, THEN THEY'LL KNOW II 

If your organization has an educational 
program underway, or plans une, ask 
your G-E representative to show you the 
Industrial Electronics Training Course. 
Rated tops in visual training by the 
nation's industrials, schools and institu-
tions now using it, the complete kit 
contains twelve half-hour slide films with 
records, individual lesson guides keyed 
to the film, and a manual for the course 
instructor. 

Everything from fundamental elec-
tronics to up-to-the-minute electronic 

- • ? 

# 

production tools are forcefully described 
and explained in this easy-to-take visual 
course. Check Bulletin GES-3303. 

NEED SOMETHING SPECIAL IN 

CAPACITORS? 

Here's a new .0075-muf, 10-kv d-c 
capacitor for television, precipitation, 
and similar electronic equipment re-
quiring filtering in high-voltage power 
supply. Other capacitances (.0005 to 
.01 muf) and voltages (3 to 30 kv) can 
be supplied. 
Ceramic container acts as insulator, 

simplifies mounting, cuts size (volume) 
to 1/5th without lowering quality in any 

Mil BIM Ian 

ee 

way. Ingenious internal hermetic sili-
cone seal eliminates solder. Pyranol 
filled -Contact your G-E representative 
or write Transformer Div., General 
Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass., for quo-
tation. 

LOOKING FOR 

PERMANENT MAGNET DATA? 
These two new bulletins are packed 

full of application and design informa-
tion to help you build magnets into your 
electronic equipment. CDM-1 covers 
"Permanent Magnets"; CDM-2 de-
scribes "Cast and Sintered Alnico Mag-
nets." Coupon below will bring this 
valuable information to your desk 
quickly. Check it now. 

UM MI IM - MMII 

• GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Section B642-17 
# Apparatus Department, Schenectady, N. Y. 

Please send me the following bulletins: 

DGEA-4859 Telephone-type Relay 

OGEA-4864 Appliance Relay 

GEC-257 

GEA-4897 

Name 

1:10Es-3303 Electronics Training Course 
C CDM-1 Permanent Magnets 

General-purpose Relay DCOM-2 Cast & Sintered Alnico 

Solenoids Magnets 

Company  

Address 

City  State ....... 
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P I ON [ ERS 

A QUIET REVOLUTION IN CAPACITOR DESIGN 

(THE SMALLEST MOLDED UBULAR EVER MA NU-

FACTURED!. • • 

and rated up to 125° CI 

UNIQUE, MINERAL 

FILLED MOLDING MA-
T . . . Provides ERIAL!  
unequalled  pr0tect101i 
against moisture absorp-
tion even under condi-
tions of extreme humidity! 

Seven Physical Sizes 

Color-Coded and Available in 20%, 10% and 5% Decade Values 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM NOMINAL CAPACITIES 

Mold Size 

65 P 

7s P 

.1 75" D. x 1-1/16" 

.1 95" D. x 1-1/16" 

.250" D. x 1-1/16" 

.375" D. x 1-1/16" 

.175" D. x 1/4" 

.200" D. x 3/4 " 

.250" D. X 1/4 " 

1 00V @ 

1250 C. 

.015 

.022 

.047 

.15 

.0068 

.01 

.022 

200V @ 
850 C. 

.01 

.015 

.033 

.1 

.0047 

.0068 
015 

* alternnte rating 150V (IX 125. C 

400V 0 
850 C. 

.0068 

.01 

.022 

.068 

.0033 

.0047 

.01 

600V 
859 C 

.0022 

.0033 

.0068 

.001 

.0015 

.0033 

NEW SPRAGUE MOLDED PROKARS* 
... dependable capacitors for sub- miniature assemblies 

SUB- MINIATURE PAPER CAPA-
CITORS IN METAL CANS WITH 
HERMETIC, GLASS-TO-METAL SEAL 

• 

for the most severe applications 

• 

Yes, this little can houses a high quality hermeti-
cally sealed Paper Capacitor! Rated at 100 volts, 
C Working, t'ais .5 mfd. unit measures .4" x 

11"g". Presently being manufactured in quantity, 
variations of this sub-miniature type can be made 
to your specifications. Write for complete informa-
tion about this and even smaller hermetically sealed 
units now in production as shown below. 

Write for 

0 F 

These new molded Prokars were designed specifically to 

satisfy stringent military requirements. Types 65P & 75P 

are now in mass production and are available in a wide 

range of capacities— from .00047 mfd. to . 15 mfd! 

Though higher in price than standard units, they easily 

justify the term "premium" in performance. Rated for 

—50° C to 125° C operation, these small but rugged 

units are ideally suited for any electrical or electronic 

application in which size, temperature, humidity and 

physical stress are dominant considerations. 

Engineering Bulletin No. 205 A 

. 7  

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

P R AN GO UR TE HE LAE DC AT RF I SC MASS.  COMPANY, 

ELECIRIC AND ELECTRONIC PROGRESS 
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Lead-In Lines Play an Important 

Part in Television Reception 

The effects of attenuation and impedance mismatch 
on FM and Television reception are minimized by 

Anaconda Type ATV* lead-in lines. 

The satin-smooth polyethylene insulation of Type 

ATV line sheds water readily, thus avoiding subse-
quent impedance discontinuities. This material also 
has exceptionally high resistance to corrosion. Count 

on Anaconda to solve your high-frequency transmis-
sion problems—with anything from a new-type lead-in 

line to the latest development in coaxial cables. .7. 
*An Anaconda Trade-Mark 

A Type ATV Lead-In 

for Every Need 

Anaconda offers a complete selection of Type ATV 

lead-in lines for 75, 125, 150 and 300 ohms imped-
ance unshielded and 150 ohms shielded. For an 
electrical and physical characteristics bulletin, write 
to Anaconda Wire and Cable Company, 25 Broad-
way, New York 4, N. Y. 

ANAiÓNDA 

ANACONDA WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY 
TELE - TECH • June, 1948 
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TELE-TIPS 

10-TUBE TV receiver is nearer to being 
an actuality than some may think. And 
it will result in a $100 set with a 7-in. 
picture tube. Unlike the $99.50 TV re-
ceiver dud referred to in this column on 

two occasions, this time we've seen the 
plans. We will report further after the 
patent has been granted on the circuit. 

STRATOVISION is still very much 
alive. For the past several weeks West-
inghouse has been testing above the 
Baltimore-Pittsburgh area with favor-
able results. A Pennsylvania hopef 
with a television receiver, waiting for 
"The Day" when a station should start 
programming within his receiving range, 
inadvertently flipped his receiver switch 
and suddenly found himself gazing at 
Westinghouse's test program, much to 
his and everyone else's surprise. 

--HIGH SPEED LATCH 

EINEMANN 

1 The HIGH SPEED LATCH operates with 
-1-• minimum friction and maximum speed. It 
functions only under overload or short circuit 
conditions, but it does that even if the handle 
is held in the "ON" position during overload. 
The rotation of the latch releases contacts 
which are under heavy spring pressure. 

2 The HIGH SPEED BLOWOUT, through 
• magnetic action, gives instant arc inter-

ruption. The blowout contacts ore separated 
from each other by means of individual arcing 
charniers. The higher the current, the greater 
is the quenching effect, due to the intensifica-
tion of the magnetic field. 

/ The MAGNETIC- HYDRAULIC TIME 
•-e• DELAY retards the trip unit in time in-
verse to the magnitude of the current, allow-
ing passage of inrush currents, but causing 
instantaneous breaking of the circuit on execs-
sive overload or short circuit. 

HEINEMANN ELECTRIC CO. 
Manufacturer of 

Heinemann Magnetic Circuit Breaker:: 

149 PLUM ST. TRENTON, N. J. 

MICROWAVE service will be available 
shortly to television stations in the New 
York area on a rental basis. Bell Labs 
is installing facilities in the Empire State 
building which will be available for 
picking up remotes beyond line-of-sight 
of local stations. New York's WP1X may 
use the new microwave facilities for 
some of its distant remote programming. 

50-KW TELEVISION transmitter is un-
der development by Eitel- McCullough, 
Inc., in California. Application is being 
made for channel 13, which in the wide-
open spaces (both geographical and 
spectrum-wise) will afford excellent 
testing ground for this milestone in TV 
advance. 

ONE MILLION TUBES, more than half 
of which will come from one manufac-
turer, will be made in 1948, according to 
an industry authority. Two-thirds of 
these will be of the 10-in. variety. (This 
prediction checks with TELE-TECH's 
estimate that 910,000 receivers will be in 
use by the end of the year). In 1949, 11/2  
million tubes are forecast with two-
thirds of them coming from the same 
industry leader. 

FLAT 20-IN. TUBE is under develop-
ment by RCA. Its production will affect 
receiver design; also influence production 
costs of glass blanks which is still a 
problem in the manufacture of large-
diameter picture tubes. Handmade glass 
blanks for 20-in. tubes cost around $100 
today. 

AN INDUSTRY LEADER is trying to 
juggle half a dozen huge military pro-
jects without cutting into its commercial 
electronic program; is seeking permission 
to sub-contract; thinks spreading the 
"stuff" around is good for the industry. 
Cheek. 

BENDIX and TELETONE see it dif-
ferently. The former will begin selling 
direct to dealers; the latter will sell 
through jobbers. To each his own! 

GENERAL ELECTRIC is pricing its 
new 10-in, receiver just under $300. 

TV TRANSMITTER SALES, as revealed 
by recent survey, showed RCA with 90 
percent of the business. Taking note of 
this, we have it on highest authority 
that GE is laying plans to level-off this 
one-sided sales picture. 

WOR-TV, according to chief engineer 
Jack Poppele, is planning to build its 
tower atop the 500-ft. Palisade cliffs on 
the Jersey shore, opposite New York 
City, and thus approach NBC's TV tower 
height of 1260 ft. atop Empire State 
building. 

DOLLAR VOLUME in receiver sales for 
1948 will reach $250 million; station ad-
vertising volume will reach $5 million— 
we predict. -S. G. 
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For the last word in complete, up-to-the-minute 

facilities . .. or simple, low-cost equipment 

to suit your limited requirements ... 

Look to RAYTHEON for All Your Needs 

RC- 11 STUDIO CONSOLE 

NOW WITH CUE POTS FOR TWO TURNTABLES 

Provides complete high-fidelity speech input facilities with all control, ampli-
fying and monitoring equipment in one cabinet. Seven built-in pre- amplifiers, 
nine mixer positions, cue attenuators for two turntables. Simple, positive 
controls reduce operational errors. Frequency response-2 DB from 30 to 
15,000 cycles; Distortion—less than lc-lc from 50 to 10,000 cycles; Noise 
Level—minus 65 DB's or better. Meets all FCC requirements for FM. 

o 

RR-30 REMOTE AMPLIFIER 3 CHANNEL 

A lightweight, easy- to-carry combination of amplifier 
and power supply—simple and quick to set up. Provides 
three high-fidelity channels, excellent frequency response, 
high over-all gain. 

RP- 10 PROGRAM AMPLIFIER 

High gain, low distortion, excellent frequency 

characteristics. For rack or cabinet mounting. 

Ibi;j41, 

44966 ie 

RPC-40 PORTABLE CONSOLETTE 

Ideal for remote pickups yet complete enough 
to serve as a studio console. Four input chan-
nels for microphones or turntables, high level 
mixing, two output lines. Two RPC-40's inter-
connected provide 8- channel mixing—a fea-
ture of special interest to new TV stations 
planning future expansion. 

RR- 10 REMOTE AMPLIFIER 
SINGLE CHANNEL 

A complete, self-contained unit with 
built-in power supply. An excellent 

low-cost amplifier for remote pick-
ups requiring only one high-fidelity 
channel. 

RL-10 VOLUME LIMITER 

Engineered for high - fidelity AM, 
FM or TV speech input. Increases 

average percentage modulation 
without distortion. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

Industrial 

BOSTON 

CHATTANOOGA 

WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS 

and Commercial Electronic Equipment, FM, AM and 

Broadcast Equipment, Tubes and Accessories 

CHICAGO 

DALLAS 

LOS ANGELES 

NEW YORK 

TV 

SEATTLE 

WASHINGTON 

EXPORT SALES AND SERVICE IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

Raytheon Manufacturing Company, 50 Broadway, New York 4, N.Y., WH. 3-4980 



New Mutual-Don Lee Studios 

wieneemelg 
Wagaileen. 

seenns.... 

MASTER CONTROL CENTER, 
one of the largest and most com-
plete ever designed, features pre-
set switching.which allows opera-
tor to re-align circuits in advance. 
"DelayMaster"automatical ly does 
switching at proper time. 

******* Ingle /1.11,1811,1*/ • .1•111 

 Walk ' 
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M
UTUAL-DON LEE'S brand new 3 million dol-
lar Hollywood studios serve as the heart of the 

network's West Coast AM-FM-TV activities. The 
block-square building is as modern as tomorrow, and 
its audio facilities are unexcelled anywhere in com-
pleteness and flexibility. 

The impressive Master Control— custoni-built by 
Western Electric—is one of the world's largest and 
most complete control centers. It contains equipment 
for simultaneous multiple dispatching to 10 outgoing 
networks and 4 recording channels of programs origi-
nating in the 12 studios, 3 announce booths, 96 remote 
pick-up lines and 7 incoming networks. Many extra 
circuits are provided to handle special requirements 
and a complete monitor system makes all programs 
available to I managerial, sales, and public rooms. 
Through the use of pre-set program control with auto-

matic switching, only one master operator is required. 

Besides the Master Control equipment, Western 
Electric supplied for the studios 14 custom audio 
desks of the three types shown on the opposite page. 

The "king size" of this installation is indicated by 
the number of components in Master Control and the 
14 desks: 212 amplifiers, 67 rectifiers, 996 relays and 
6,999 jacks, joined by 145,500 feet of wire with 
108,074 soldered connections. 

Western Electric and Bell Laboratories engineers 
are experts in the design and construction of custom-
built audio and switching systems for stations of 
every size—as simple or complex as you require. For 
details see your Graybar Broadcast Representative, 
or write to Graybar Electric Company, 420 Lexington 
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

-QUALITY COUNTS 

DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. S. A.—Graybar Electric 
Company. IN CANADA AND NEW FOUNDLAND 
—Northern Electric Company, Ltd. Western 

:18 
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Custom Equipped by Western Electric 

STUDIO CONTROL CONSOLES-Eight of these 
serve the auditoriums and drama studios 
in the new Mutual- Don Lee headquar-
ters. Eachi console provides for six micro-

phone inputs, a reverberation circuit, two 
transcription inputs and a remote input 
channel. 

STUDIO-TYPE TRANSCRIPTION CONSOLES 
Three of these are used in the smaller 

studios for handling commentary and 
round-table discussion programs, disc 
jockey shows, and the playback of de-
layed broadcasts with facility for cut-in 
announcements. 

ANNOUNCE-TYPE TRANSCRIPTION CONSOLES 
—Three of these provide facilities in the 
KHJ network and FM announce booths 
for fading into and out of programs, giv-

ing identification and spot announcements 
and playing transcribed commercials and 
recorded fills. 

« 4> 

Electric 
Mutual-Don Lee's new $3,000,000 
block-square Hollywood home. 
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SCREEN CHARACTERISTICS AT A GLANCE ... 

The following types of fluorescent screens 
are available in Du Mont cathode-ray tubes: 

P1: Medium persistence green. High 
visual efficiency. For general-purpose 
visual oscillographic and indicating 
applications. 

P2: Long persistence blue-green 
fluorescence and yellow-green per-
sistence. Long persistence ai high 
writing rates. Short-interval excita-

tion. 

P4: Medium persistence white for 
television images. 

P5: Extremely short persistence blue 
for photographic recording on high-
speed moving film. Persistence time 

ALLEN B. DuMONT 

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING? 

VISUAL OBSERVATION? 

HIGH WRITING RATES? 

SHORT PERSISTENCE? 

for energy drop to 50% is 5 microsec-
onds. Available on special order. 

P7: Blue fluorescence and yellow 
phosphorescence. Long persistence at 
slow and intermediate writing rates. 
For filtering out initial " flash" and 
for high build-up of intensity under 
repeated excitation, this screen may 
be used with Du Mont Type 216-J 
Filter. 

Pli: Short persistence blue. For re-
cording high writing rates. Persist-
ence time for energy drop to 50% is 
10 microseconds. 

LABORATORIES, INC., 

eThere's a screen for every oscillographic 

purpose. But only Du Mont makes all types of 
screens. By having that extra Du Mont tube 

with the right screen available, you can cover 
a wider range of applications more quickly 

and realize far greater value from your oscillo-

graph, simply by switching tubes. 

As a time-, trouble- and money-saver, that 

extra, dependable, high-quality Du Mont tube 

should be on hand when you need it. So why 

not buy it now while you're thinking about it? 

And when replacing cathode-ray tubes, al-

ways remember that Du Mont tubes are made 

to RMA specifications and therefore fit any 

standard oscillograph. 

"Use the right screen for the right job. 

Descriptive data on request. 

O ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES. INC. 

PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY • CABLE ADDRESS: ALBEEDU, PASSAIC, N. .1., U S A 

' Fseir' 
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e 
ELECTRONIC SUB-CONTRACTING should be en-

couraged at this juncture in the national preparedness 
program. Government agencies are already putting out 
big construction schedules, assigning these to a few large 
concerns. But in light of experience of the past 6 or 7 
years, it was the sub-contracts to the smaller companies 
which built up the huge production output. All these 
concerns should have a hand in present preparedness. 

RECEIVER RADIATION may be one of the hurdles to 

good television reception as the number of sets in use 
increases. Principal offenders will be some of the low-
price TV sets which are being sold in quantities. Tele-
vision makers may easily strangle themselves and the 
new industry, if they permit sets to go out that cripple 
or render inoperable other sets in the vicinity. 

COSMIC STATIC or radio interference coming from the 
stars, is now being talked about a great deal, without 
bringing out any very definite information concerning 

its actual intensity in microvolts. Cosmic static is a 
fascinating subject, worthy of the most painstaking 
scientific study. But radio engineers need not worry 
about it as an interference bugaboo, for such stellar 

static comes in at levels far too low to be even detectable 
in present home or commercial receivers. 

QUALITY CONTROL—Most of us are familiar with the 
legend in which, for want of a nail, a kingdom was lost. 
Current analogy is communications equipment prema-

turely failing due to faulty components or poor quality 

materials. Better quality control of materials and com-
ponents at their source would go a long way towards 
eliminating many of the failures occuring in equipment 
after it leaves the factory. 

DON'T NARROW TV CHANNELS, we plead, in answer 
to proposal being made to gain spectrum space for more 
television stations. With unprecedented pressure now 
being exerted by nearly 200 applicants for TV licenses, 
-and more to come,—one bright (?) suggestion has been 

to cut down frequency-width since, it is claimed, only 
a 350-line picture is now obtainable anyway. 

Television needs the full detail of the 525 lines now 
authorized. Any fewer lines will forever hobble the new 
art. 

COST FACTORS IN TV RECEIVERS—The CR tube, 
cabinet, circuit design and method of circuit manufac-

turing are the major components and factors contribut-
ing to the cost of television sets. The sooner tube costs 
are lowered and new circuit designs resulting in the use 
of fewer tubes are developed, the sooner receiver costs 
will come down. Several firms are working with printed 
circuits, believing that these offer one step in the direc-
tion of lower costs. All in all, it is not surprising that 

competent engineers are predicting the next two years 
will see new circuits and new manufacturing methods 
drastically affecting receiver costs. 

AT&T COAXIAL LINKS GO WEST—At least 10 new 
coaxial cable links for television service are provided 
for in AT & T's $93 million expansion program for 1948. 
These links will transmit video programs from Boston 
to Richmond and as far West as St. Louis. Over 2000 

miles of coaxial will connect the middle West by Fall 
In December coaxial cables between Philadelphia and 
Cleveland will be activated. By the same time the link 

will be extended to Richmond and will continue west 
ward as video stations go on the air. 

TELE-TECH SALUTES WPIX 

Complete engineering analysis of construction, installation and 
operation of the New York Daily News television station WPIX 
will be published exclusively ii . TELE-TECH in July. Watch for 
this comprehensive engineerinestory on the postwar's No. 1 in-
dependent TV station. 
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TV POOL 
at National 
Conventions 
Engineering details of net-

work TV pool operations at 

Philadelphia political meets 

By STANLEY GERSTIN 

rNGINEERS responsible for re-
,i l. cording on television screens 

the history-making events expected 

to transpire in Philadelphia's con-
vention hall in June for the Repub-

lican presidential convention and in 
July for the Democratic conclave 
have finally completed their plans, 
except for minor details. Program-

wise, this greatest of all television 
shows to date will feature continu-
ous convention-floor coverage and 
dozens of special events which will 
be televised from temporary studios 
from within the convention build-

Diagram showing position of 4 TV cameras 1 at 3 locations to be operated as a network 
pool during the Republican and Democratic 
conventions. Note fifth camera operated by 
WFIL-TV personnel for ABC at entrance. 
Operating details are described in story 
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ing. Engineering-wise, the two ma-
jor national conventions will mark 
the most gigantic undertaking yet 

attempted by the still-young tele-
vision industry, and it is expected 
that plans for convention coverage 

will serve as a guide or primer for 
future coverage of comparable na-
tional events. 

BASIC ENGINEERING PLAN 
In order to provide equal facili-

ties for all the television interests, 
operations are based on a plan 

whereby 4 networks; namely, NBC, 
CBS, DuMont and ABC, will operate 

• a television pool. They will operate 

pend on lighting installations being 
made for newsreel camera opera-

tions. 
AT&T will have 4 cable lines run-

ning through Philadelphia. One 
originates from Washington, D. C., 
and runs through Philadelphia to 
New York. The second reverses this 
course from New York to Washing-
ton. These will be used to carry 
regular programs. Two additional 
coaxials will be provided by AT&T, 
starting from Philadelphia and run-
ning 2 northward to New York and 
2 southward to Washington. These 

latter 2 cables will carry the con-
vention show. One of the 2 cables 

cameras will be used in 3 positions 

with CBS occupying camera posi-
tion No. 1; DuMont and NBC at 
position No. 2 with one camera each; 
one camera at position No. 3 atop 
the master control room will be op-
erated by camera crews from NBC, 
CBS and DuMont in rotation. An 
announcer will also be in the booth 
for camera position No. 3. ABC will 
operate the outside camera at the 
entrance to the auditorium. 

Actually, 8 cameras will be avail-
able for the pool; that is, 2 from 
each net, although only 5 (4 inside 
and 1 outside) will be in constant 
use, with the remaining cameras as 

VIDEO CONTROL ENGINEERS 

CBS NBC DuM. 

1 % e 
NBC 

e e • 

CBS °r CBS NBC DuM. DuM. 

MONITORS 

-  

AUDIO CONTROL 

ENGINEER 
( ROTATED 

AUDIO 
EQUIPMENT 

TECHNICAL 
DI RECTOR 
( ROTATED ) 

SWITCH 

PROGRAM 
DIRECTOR 

• , ROTATED ) 

TECHNICAL. 

SUPER VISO 

EQUIPMENT 

ROOM 

MON. CBS NBC NBC DuM. NBC NBC J NBC NBC 
TU£S. CBS CBS NBC DuM. CBS CBS CBS CBS 
WED. CBS NBC DuM. DuM. DuM. DuM. DuM. DuM. 

Diagram illustrating assignment of personnel by 3 participating nets (CBS, NBC, DuMont). Daily order of assignments is illustra-
tive, not factual. Note that day each net becomes responsible for two cameras, same net's personnel takes charge throughout 

5 cameras; 4 within the convention 
hall from 3 platforms and one out-
side the building at the entrance. 
This pool will use the AM audio 
facilities. The pool will be available 
to any television station desiring its 
pickup. Each net will also operate 
its own special studio elsewhere in 
the building for special-events pro-
gramming; local affiliates of each 
net will also operate their own 
cameras in temporary studios. In-
dependents ( unaffiliated TV stations 
such as WPIX, New York News sta-

tion) will operate individual studios 
for exclusive programming. 

Several miles of coax cable will 
connect all pool cameras to the mas-
ter control room and from there to 
the AT&T control room; other cam-
eras will be connected directly to 
the AT&T control room. 
Cameras will be equipped with 

image orthicons and crews will de-

will be used continuously and ex-
clusively by the television pool. The 
second or share cable will be used 
by all the stations and nets for ex-
clusive periods by allotted time de-
termined by drawings. If the pool 

cable fails, the share cable will be 
taken over for pool telecasts. 
Both north and south cables will 

terminate in AT&T's receiving sta-
tions in Washington and New York 
from where feeds will go to respec-
tive stations desiring to pick up the 
Philadelphia convention signal. 

Respective operations of the pool, 

independents, local stations and the 
television newsreels, in detail, will 
be as follows: 

NETWORK TELEVISION POOL 
As stated above, NBC, CBS, ABC 

and DuMont will comprise the pool 
which will provide exclusive cover-
age on the convention floor. Four 

spares. All cameras will be coordi-
nated by a common sync generator. 
DuMont agreed to modify its cam-
eras for use with another manufac-
turer's generator to facilitate pool 
operation. 

The master control room for the 
pool will be a special booth built 

above the speakers' rostrum on the 
right. This control room will be oc-
cupied by the technical director, the 
program director, the monitoring 
panels and the audio control panels. 
The 4 cameras in the 3 positions 
inside the hall will feed to the mas-

ter control room where the final 
outgoing picture will be selected. 

At the same time, sound will 
feed to the control room fiorn the 
centralized sound control booth lo-

cated between the 4 AM booths be-
hind the rostrum ( see drawing). 
AM sound installations will serve 

(Continued on page 68) 
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What They Say about Third article in a series con-
ducted by editors of Tele-Tech 

ENGINEER PAY 
Engineers, who brave electronic unknowns, fear to tread in field 

of human relations; hesitate to speak publicly on "engineer pay" 

READERS of TELE-TECH have 
manifested considerable interest 

by mail, phone and in personal con-

versation with the editors on the 
subject of this series of articles on 
engineer pay. But almost to a man 

they hesitate being quoted. "I be-
lieve that...."one engineer writes, 
"but don't quote me." An executive 
says "Because of my position in the 
industry I wouldn't want to stick 
my neck out by being quoted. How-
ever, I believe that..." 

Pay, like certain social diseases. 
is not a subject to be hushed up. 
Talking about it will do more good, 
let off more steam and clear the at-
mosphere for better understanding 

and make possible a realistic evalu-
ation of an engineer's worth than 
any form of silent treatment. 

In this, our third in a series of 
articles on the subject, we are pub-
lishing a few letters and comments 
about engineers and engineer pay. 
Previous articles appeared in the 
April and May issues of TELE-
TECH. Readers who wish to com-
ment for publication are assured 
that their names will not be used if 

they so request. Pertinent comments 
follow: 

PAY FOR EXPERIENCE 
By RALPH H. LANGLEY, 
Radio Consultant, Great Neck, N. Y. 

Two thoughts come to mind in 
reading the article "How Much Pay 
is an Engineer Worth?" 
I wonder just how many of the 

men you classify as "Studio Engi-
neers", "Transmitter Engineers" 
and "Chief Engineers" have any 
right to call themselves engineers 
at all. Too many of them, in my ex-
perience, are no more than amateurs 
carried away by the romance of ra-
dio, and getting no small part of 
their satisfaction from the mere 
privilege of working in this fasci-
nating field. No uniform salary base 
can be set up for these people, and 
if it were, they would be the first to 
undersell themselves. This is only 
the topic paragraph for what could 
run into quite an article. 
Any discussion of salary that does 

not take into account the worker's 

years' of experience in his field is 
basically unsound. No doubt many 

station operators prefer to hire new 

Median base monthly salary rates of graduate and nongraduate engineering employees in public and private employment by experience level 
runs null by Engineers Joint Council 
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men as often as there is a request 
for a raise. But unless there is some 

relation between pay and accumu-
lated proficiency, the worker has 

only a job, with no security and no 
incentive. This, perhaps, is where 
the union steps in to set wages and 
salaries, and put a price on a man's 
efforts, no matter how long he has 

served or how good he has come to 
be. 

The most satisfactory method I 
have found for determining what 
an engineer's pay should be is to 
base salary on years out of school 

and I mean, of course, engineering 
• school. There are salary tables on 

this basis for minimum, average, 
and maximum rates. These need ad-

justment for today's cost of living, 
but they indicate what a man 
should be earning if he is good 
enough to be in engineering work. If 

an applicant can be hired at a lower 
figure, that may be a sound reason 
for not hiring him. If he asks for 

more, it is at least worth while to 
find out why he thinks he is worth 
it. He may be right. 

The poor old law of supply and 
demand has taken quite a kicking 
around in the last few years, but I 
am afraid that it what is setting the 
salaries for broadcast personnel, and 
for many others who are working 
in the engineering field. This situa-

tion cannot be cured, however, by 
putting a price tag on each job. 

JOBS FOR ENGINEERS 
(ANONYMOUS) 

I have been greatly disturbed by 
the probably lack of openings for 

electronic engineers, and the fact 

that colleges have done little about 
taking care of these men. In fact, 
many colleges are encouraging men 
into electronics and away from 
power, whereas I saw recently that 
General Electric expects to take 10 
power men for their training course 
to one electronic engineer. 
You unquestionably have seen 

the reference that by 1951 it is esti-
mated that there will be only 50% 
of the positions available to all 
classes of engineers graduating. The 
implication is that every other en-

gineer must enter some other field 
from that for which he had planned. 
The peak year is considered to be 

1950 when there will be around 70,-

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT ENGINEER PAY? 

Does the pay of engineers in the communications industry keep pace 

with the rise in income in other industries and professions? Considering 

the elements of education, application of skill, engineering responsibilities 

and contribution to communications and our economic life, are engineers 
receiving adequate pay? 

Do engineers feel adequately paid? 

In short, how much is on engineer worth? 

The editors of TELE-TECH invite expression of opinions from the 

I engineers themselves. Tell us what you think. Your name will not be 
used if you wish to remain anonymous. 

000 graduates with only 30,000 posi-

tions available. If we use the 1951 
and subsequent estimates, there 
should be nearly 20,000 electrical 
engineers for less than 10,000 open-

ings. If we attempt to apply the 
General Electric figures to the 
strictly communications industry 

and generalize a bit, one could 
readily come up with the fact that 
only one in 4 electronic engineers 
would have an electronic position 
available to him. 

(Editor's note: It is difficult to 
estimate the effect on pay levels that 
the above described situation will 
have, but it is obviously an impor-

tant consideration in the whole eco-
nomic picture.) 

STATISTICS ON ENGINEERS 

From Engineers Joint Council report) 

Engineers all types) by 1950 will 
total 337,000 

25 percent of all are electrical en-
gineers 

Medium income of inexperienced en-
gineers: 

1929: $ 1300 
1939: 1580 
1946: 2500 

30 percent of all engineers are in 
administrative work: design, de-
velopment and applied research 

Educational status: 
3.7% are PHDs 
15.4% are MAs 
4.1 have no degree 

76.8 are bachelors 
Earning power for most engineers 
peaks off after 35 to 40 years of 

service 

ENGINEERS IN MANAGEMENT 
By Dr. O. H. CALDWELL. 
Editorial Director, TELE-TECH 

Radio engineers can be proud of 
the industrial wealth they have 
created and continue to create. They 

have observed that their knowledge 
and their efforts are at the center 
of businesses which collect hard 
round dollars in the millions. From 

now on, radio engineers must not 
be satisfied to be merely employees 
and staff aides in the huge indus-
tries they have created. 
Radio engineers should them-

selves take business and industrial 
leadership. It is time for the radio 
engineer to be the "big boss" of his 
own concern and shape its general 
policies. Instead of avoiding and 

evading business responsibility in 
order to keep close to the design 

room and slide rule, radio engineers 
should prepare to reach out them-
selves for the top management posi-

tions,—for independent proprietor-
ships—for public service in fitting 
radio into broader usefulness to 
humanity. 

Radio engineers are perfectionists. 
But even from this aspect of per-
fectionism alone, radio men will ad-
mit that fullest perfection in radio 
cannot come unless the radio engi-
neer has the greatest freedom in 

which to work. And this means that 
there must be radio engineers at 
the top who can give sympathetic 

encouragement to radio engineers 
throughout the organization. Let ra-

dio men accept and even seek out 
these management responsibilities. 
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New Circuit Design 

for WOW TESTER 
Pitch perceptor measures varia-

tions in amplitude at any rate 

from a half to 40 cps; provides 

inked graphs and oscillograms of 

the characteristics under study 

By M. G. NICHOLSON, 4- : 4, ..0.1,11.il. . 4.ill..41 I orp.. Buffalo 

I F VARIATIONS in speed of pho-
nograph recording or playback 

occur at a rate of one or two per 
second or slower, with appreciable 
amplitude, a listener will recognize 
a continuous change of the pitch of 
the music being reproduced. If, on 
the other hand, these variations are 
at a higher rate, a listener probably 
will not recognize the effect as one 
of changing pitch, but as a vibrato 
to the music, if the rate is in the 
order of 5 to 10 per second. For 

variations at rates of about 15 per 
second, the effect may be described 
as a flutter. For rates still higher, 
the general effect is one of disso-
nance, often quite difficult to rec-
ognize and isolate. 

These variations in frequency 
(pitch) in the reproduction of a 

constant frequency note is defined 
as "wow." This equipment will 
measure wow from a negligible 
quantity up to 2.55-, where wow is 
defined as the peak variation in 
frequency from the mean frequency 
divided by the mean frequency. This 

definition should be further restrict-

Photo shows rack with beat oscillator at top: center unit takes 

signal through discriminator: voltmeter and analyzer at bottom 

ed, as to the frequency of the wow. 
but since there is little agreement 
in this matter, we have arbitrarily 
designed this equipment to cover 
the spectrum of one-half to 40 cy-
cles per second ( See Footnote A). 
This includes wow from eccentric 
turntables ( 78 rpm), idler wheels, 
motors up to 2400 rpm, and spools 

in wire recorders. 
Frequency variations at rates less 

than one-half of a cycle per second 
are not read 'on the wow meter, but 

since they cannot be ignored in the 
proper design of phonographs and 
wire recorders, provisions are made 
in this equipment where slow vari-

ations from zero to one-half of a 
cycle per second are read simulta-
neously on a separate meter. This 
meter is calibrated in cycles per 
second deviation. An example of a 

Footnote A. Since the time of the design and 
construction of this equipment there has been 
a draft of proposed standards relativa to flut-
ter or wow by the Sound Committee of the 
SPME reported in the journal of the Society 
of Motion Picture Engineers in August 1947. 
Flutter (wow) is defined as the R.M.S. value 
rather than the peak value as used in the 
calibration of this equipment. The range of 
frequencies considered as flutter is all rates 
up to 200 cycles per second". 

slow speed variation in frequency 
(pitch) is a phonograph, where the 
decrease in load upon the motor as 
the pick-up moves from the outer 

edge of the record towards the cen-
ter allows the turntable speed to 
increase during the playing of a 
record. Another example is a wire 
recorder where the loading of the 

motor varies as the wire level wind-
cycle, which may be in the order of 

4 cycles per minute. 
This equipment will also measure 

variations in amplitude at any rate 

from one-half to 40 cps for varia-
tions up to 25,,' . This percentage 
figure corresponds to the accepted 
definition of percentage amplitude 
modulation. An example of varia-
tions in amplitude is a wire recorder 
with the wire not being continu-

ously held in contact at the gap in 
the head due to mechanical flutter 
of the wire. This would not neces-
sarily result in frequency variation 

(wow) but the audible effect would 
be practically identical. 

Provisions for recording milliam-
(Please turn to next page) 
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WOW TESTER CIRCUIT DESIGN (Continued) 
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Fig. 1: Showing wow and deviation circuit 
responses recorded by equipment used with 
Esterline-Angus recording millianuneters 

meters and a recording oscillograph 
make it possible to obtain automati-
cally inked graphs and oscillograms 
of the characacteristics being meas-
ured. It is particularly desirable to 
use recording meters on wire re-
corders since there is usually an 
appreciable change in wow and slow 
variations in the frequency through-
out the entire length of the wire. 

Measuring Wm% Sources 

Wow usually consists of more 
than one component. Thus, a means 
for measuring the amplitude and 
frequency of the major components 
will enable the user to identify the 
various sources. As an example, a 
phonograph record changer may be 
found to have one component at 1.3 
cps, another at 5.5 cps, and very 
little else. The source of the 1.3 cps 
component may be the result of 
eccentricity of the turntable or 
spindle since it revolves at 1.3 revo-
lutions per second ( 78 rpm). The 
5.5 cps component may be from a 
high spot on the idler wheel which 
revolves at 5.5 revolutions per sec-
ond. If, on the other hand, a com-
ponent at 11 cps were found, it 
could be from an elliptical idler 
wheel. An analyzer covering the 
spectrum from one to 32 cps has 
been built into this equipment for 
determining the nature of the wow 
and amplitude modulation. The se-
lectivity is substantially indepen-
dent of the frequency. 
A constant frequency recording 

known to have very low wow is 
used in testing phonographs. The 
problem of testing wire recorders 
is complicated by the fact that the 

wire speed on most machines in-
creases as the takeup spool fills, and 

Fig. 2: The selectivity characteristic of 
the selective amplifier is illustrated for 
5 different frequencies across the band 

by the difficulty in obtaining a re-
ccrding with sufficiently low wow 
to be negligible. If a constant fre-
quency note is recorded on the ma-
chine being tested, and then played 
back, there will probably be can-
cellation of some of the wow com-
ponents. If, however, the wire is 
completely rewound on the spool, 
and then rethreaded in the machine 

with the various idlers, level wind-
ing mechanism and spools, in a new 
random relationship, cancellation is 
quite unlikely. This condition ap-
proximates the condition of record-
ing on one machine and playing it 

back on another. 
The frequency of the constant 

frequency record may be anything 
between 2200 and 4000 cps. A fre-
quency of 3000 cps is preferred, 
since the wow meter is calibrated to 
read directly at that frequency ( See 
Footnote B). 
The output of the unit being 

tested is amplified, then frequency-
converted in a mixer to 450 cps, 

passed through a balanced discrim-
inator, filtered and then read on a 

Footnote B. The above committee proposed that 
the standard flutter test frequency for 35 mm 
film and discs be 3000 cycles per second. 

Fig. 3: Bandpass amplifier circuit with de-
generative network. Details of this cir-
cuit shown in schematic on preceding page 

vacuum tube voltmeter as wow. The 
low frequency output of the dis-
criminator is filtered and applied to 
the deviation meter which reads up 

to plus and minus 50 cps from the 
center. This meter is very useful in 
indicating proper "tuning in" of the 
signal from the constant frequency 

record. 
Two rack-mounted units are re-

quired to perform the complete op-
elation. The first unit carries the 
signal through the discriminator. 
The second unit measures and ana-
lyzes the output of the first unit. 
This second unit may be used sepa-

rately as a vacuum tube voltmeter 
and analyzer for frequencies from 
one to 32 cps. 

In the course of development of 
this equipment, it was necessary to 

have a source of voltage variable in 
frequency from one to 20 cps in ad-

dition to that available in existing 
laboratory equipment for all fre-
quencies needed above 20 cps. 
Rather than build a temporary os-
cillator for this purpose, a perma-
nent piece of equipment was con-
structed. It is included as a third 
unit in the same rack with the 2 
wow measuring units, but is not 

necessary to their operation. 

Typical Wire Tests 

The photograph shows the com-
plete rack of equipment. The top 
unit is the one to 20 cps beat oscil-
lator. The center unit takes the in-
coming signal up through the dis-
criminator. The lower unit contains 
the vacuum tube voltmeter and fre-
quency analyzer. Typical tests on a 
wire recorder are shown in Figs. 5, 

6 and 7. A signal of 3000 cps was 
recorded on the wire recorder, and 
then played back for measurement 

of low frequency deviation, wow 
and amplitude modulation. Fig. 5 is 

Fig. 4: Output of bandpass amplifier (T10) 
shown as curve A. with response of tuning 
(t12) shown in curve B. Details in article 
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Fig. 5: Low-frequency deviation from 3000 cps 

a record showing the low frequency 
deviation from 3000 cps which is 

represented by the center line. Each 
small division represents a frequen-
cy shift of 2 cps, with the upward 
direction representing an increase 
in frequency. The speed of the tape 

was about one division per 50 sec-
onds. It can be seen that the fre-
quency from the wire recorder in-
creases sharply about every 15 sec-
onds. This corresponds to the rate 
at which the level winding mecha-
nism operates. A microswitch was 
attached to the mechanism and con-
nected to the edge marker pen of 

the E-A recording meter, to give 
an impulse at the instant when the 
head of the wire recorder reached 
the top of its travel. By comparing 
these edge marks with the frequen-

cy shift, the effect of the mechani-
cal loading upon the driving motor 
by the level winding mechanism 
can be readily seen. 

Fig. 6 shows the wow produced 
by the system. In this particular 
recorder there is very little change 
in the wow at the rate of operation 
of the level winding mechanism, 
even though there was a pro-
nounced pattern on the chart ob-
tained on low frequency deviations. 

Fig. 7 shows the resulting am-
plitude modulation. There appears 

to be a rhythmic variation corre-
sponding to the level winding rate 
on parts of the chart, but not on 

others. This may be the result of the 
vectorial sum of the amplitude 
modulation put on the signal in the 
process of recording and that added 
during the play back. 

The input impedance of the first 
unit is about 2 megohms. The input 
voltage may be any value from 

7 

Fig. 6: Wow recorded during test 

0.0005 to 0.1 of a volt at any fre-

quency between 2200 and 4000 cps. 
The incoming signal passes through 
a three stage amplifier equipped 

with an automatic gain control 
which holds the output level to 

within one db over the range of 
input voltages from 0.0005 to 0.1 of 
a volt. The source of signal to op-
erate the gain control circuit is 

taken from the output of the second 
stage. Since the AGC biasing volt-
age is proportional to the output 
voltage of the second stage, it fol-
lows that if the third stage can be 

adjusted so that its gain is inverse-
ly proportional to the AGC biasing 
voltage, the output voltage will be 
a constant. A very close approxima-
tion over the indicated range is ob-
tained with the choice of screen, 
plate and cathode resistor values 
shown in the circuit diagram. 

A limiter could have been used 
for wow measurements instead of 
the AGC on the amplifier but since 
AGC would have been necessary 

when making measurements on 
variations in amplitude, it is used 

for both conditions of operation. 
The AGC circuit is very rapid in 
operation when used for wow meas-

urements, thus effectively "wiping 
off" any amplitude variations. The 

AGC circuit is made to operate at 
a very low rate of speed when used 
in measuring variations in ampli-
tude. This change is done automati-

cally by the FM/AM selector switch. 

The constant level output voltage 
of the input amplifier is converted 
to a center frequency of 450 cps in 
the triode mixer tube (T7). The 
oscillator injection is obtained from 

the variable frequency oscillator 
consisting of tubes T5 and T6. 

15% 

Fig. 7: Amplitude modulation recorded in test 

The output of the mixer consists 
of signals of several frequencies. The 
desired signal component is cen-
tered at 450 cps, being the difference 

in frequency of the local oscillator 
and the incoming signal. The un-
desired signals consist mainly of 
components at the local oscillator 

frequency, the signal frequency, the 
sum of these two, and harmonics of 
each. A band-pass amplifier is 
placed immediately following the 
mixer, consisting of 2 triodes (T7 
and T8) connected with degenera-

tor networks of resistor and capaci-
tor elements. Choice of circuit 

arrangement and values was dic-
tated by the need for high attenu-
ation at and above 2200 cps, which 
is the lowest frequency component 

of the undesired signals mentioned 
above. 

Tuning Indicator 

Since it is necessary to tune the 
local oscillator to approximately 450 

cycles from the incoming signal, a 
tuning indicator is required. For 
this purpose, a degenerative selec-
tive amplifier (T10) adjusted to 
give Maximum gain at 450 cps is 
connected to a part of the output 
of the band-pass amplifier and the 
amplifier (T11) which drives the 
rectifier and monitor meter (M1) 

combination. The response of the 
tuning indicator is shown in Figure 
4, Curve B. The output of the band-
pass amplifier operates a beam 
power tube which drives the dis-
criminator. 

The balanced discriminator con-
sists of 2 double-T networks ( modi-
fied Wien bridge), one having zero 

(Continued on page 62) 
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EI OR MEASURING the loss char-
acteristics of a given insulating 

material, a suitable specimen is pre-
pared as the dielectric between 
metal electrodes to form a capacitor, 
the losses in which are primarily 

due to the dielectric. These losses 
are usually.expressed and evaluated 
in terms of power factor. 

This circuit, Fig. 1, is similar to 

those employed with resonant rise 
technics ( i.e., Q-meter, susceptance 

variation) but has been refined to 
attain a high degree of resolution in 
detecting changes in the resonant 

voltage of the measuring circuit. It 
permits the direct substitution of 
both the conductive and susceptive 
components of the specimen, and 
eliminates evaluating the total 
measuring circuit parameters for 
calibration. 
The circuit normally operates at 

resonance as indicated by the maxi-
mum deflection of the voltmeter. 
Obviously, when a capacitor speci-

men is substituted in the measuring 
circuit, the susceptive component is 
given by the change in capacitance 
of the variable air capacitor; the 
conductive component is given by 
the change in the variable con-

• ductance. 
Cs = C, — C, IC ( 1) 
G, = — G, = (2) 

The capacitance settings ( C) are de-
termined by the resonance indica-

Fig. 1: Basic measuring circuit. Here. G 

represents the diode circuit conductance 

Fig. 2: Diagram of differential voltmeter. 
DC load voltage E, is balanced by EDC The 

111111111111111111eir 

Fig. 3: Conductance meter containing the circuit described in this article (lab model) 

New Measuring Circuit 
Instrument provides simple device for determination 

tion without and with the specimen, 
respectively. The conductance set-
tings (G) are determined by main-
taining the same magnitude of reso-
nant voltage without and with the 
specimen. Thus, the total measuring 
circuit conductance and capacitance 
are unchanged by substitution of the 

specimen. The magnitude of the res-
onant voltage ( E) may be used as 
a measure of the conductance since 
the circuit Q is equal to E/e = 
where e represents the constant in-

duced voltage, from which 
G — ewC/E (3) 

Therefore, the total conductance can 
be adjusted by means of the magni-
tude of the resonant voltage, all 
other factors remaining constant. 

Theoretically, then, this technic is 
ideal for rf impedance measure-
ments since it employs direct sub-

stitution and the results are deter-
mined entirely from differences, as 
indicated by equations ( 1) and ( 2). 

In practice, however, the accuracy 

of measurement is limited by the 
calibration accuracy and stability 

By W. A. McCOOL. lim n() Engineer. 

of the variable circuit parameters 
and the resolution in resetting the 

resonant voltage. 
A real continuously variable con-

ductance, suitable for this applica-
tion, is not practicably realizable. 
However, the equivalent conduct-
ance of a series diode circuit, ex-
cited from an anti-resonant circuit, 

is very stable and can be accurately 
calibrated in terms of the de load 

resistance. 
The resolution in resetting the 

resonant voltage in the basic circuit 
of Fig. I is poor because very small 

voltage changes cannot be detected. 
In fact, with an ordinary vacuum 
tube voltmeter, no voltage change at 
all can be detected when a very 
low-loss specimen is substituted in 

the measuring circuit. Fig. 2 is a 
diagram of a "differential" type of 
voltmeter which can be employed 
for detecting small voltage changes 
simply by comparing the magnitude 
of the resonant voltage with a fixed 
reference. The basic measuring cir-
cuit with refinements have been in-
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Fig. 4: Circuit includes conductance diode, differential VM, oscillator, power supply 

for Conductance Meter 
of rf losses in high quality insulating materials 

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 

corporated into the complete labora-
tory instrument which conclusively 
demonstrated that the inherent the-
oretical possibilities can be realized. 

In the laboratory model (photo 
and Fig. 3 showing schematic of cir-
cuit), operation is limited to a single 
frequency (one mc) for simplicity 
of design and construction. The ref-
erence voltage for the voltmeter is 
supplied from the oscillator output, 
thus providing compensation for any 
fluctuations in the measuring circuit 
excitation. This oscillator output 
is regulated by means of an auto-

matic amplitude control, which 
practically eliminates the interac-
tion between the coupled circuits. 
In other words, the induced voltage 

in the measuring circuit is main-
tained at a constant value despite a 
considerable transfer of power, in 
contrast to the very loose coupling 
usually used in resonant rise tech-
nics. 

The operation of the conductance 
meter is simple and straightforward. 
The voltmeter, which incorporates a 

sensitive center zero microammeter, 
can be adjusted to read very small 
or very large changes in the meas-
uring circuit voltage (depending 

upon the amount of degeneration 
employed) and, therefore, serves as 
both a balance and a resonance in-
dicator, respectively. It is interest-

ing to note that the voltmeter does 

not accurately measure the resonant 
voltage but simply facilitates main-

taining it at some constant level 
(±1 millivolt in 50 volts) during 
the course of a measurement. Other-
wise, the measuring procedure is 
identical to that outlined previously 
for the basic circuit. 
The conductance calibration of the 

series diode circuit is derived from 
its rectification characteristic.' If the 

conducting portion of the static di-
ode characteristic is assumed to be 

linear, and if the series diode circuit 
is excited by an anti-resonant cir-
cuit, it can be shown that the effec-

tive residual circuit conductance GD, 
in terms of the dc load resistance RI., 
the applied peak ac voltage E', and 

the de voltage E. is given by 
— sin 0 cos 0 1 (4) 

GI, = 

R. (tan O — 0) R.. 
where O is one-half the angle of 

"current flow" ( = arc cos EA/E') 
and is used as an independent pa-
rameter. For a suitable range of 0, 
EA/E. can be plotted against RD/11r, 
resulting in a universal diode curve 
from which the effective conduct-
ance of any series diode circuit can 
be determined by applying meas-
ured values of RI., E', and EA. The 
time constant of the resistance-

capacitance load must be very much 
greater than the period of the op-
erating frequency. The error in-
volved in assuming a linear static 
characteristic is negligible when IL 
is very much greater than the aver-
age dynamic plate resistance. 

Fig. 4 illustrates a typical diode 
calibration from which restricted 
ranges have been selected for use 
in the conductance meter. From this 
curve various values of fixed re-
sistance are selected to connect in 
series with a single variable resist-

ance to provide these ranges. Since 
conductance change is given by load 

iesistance change, this arrangement 
permits direct calibration in terms 

of the specimen conductance. 

The calibration accuracy has been 
checked by substituting the equiva-
lent conductive component of a pre-

cision resistor-capacitor series com-
bination for that of the diode cir-

(Continued on page 48) 

'Everett, W. L. "Communica tion Engineering," , Fig. S: Diode circuit conductance curve w ith 

page 427. selected operating range points indicated 
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Where to Sell to Uncle Sam 
Military and civilian agencies buying radio and electronic communication equipment 

for national defense requirements listed by department name, headquarters and address 

MILITARY 
SIGNAL CORPS 
Office of the Chief Signal Officer. Pentagon 

Bldg.. Washington, D. C.. REpublic 6700. 
Signal Corps Procurement District: Signal 
Corps Depot, ( Purchases all Signal equip-
ment), 2800 South 20th St.. Philadelphia. 
Howard 5-2000; Signal Corps Electronic 
Lab. ( Procures research and development 
equipment). Fort Monmouth. N. J., Eaton-
town 3-1060. 

AIR CORPS ( Aircraft radio and other equip-
ment installed in ground locations bought 
by Signal Corps). 

Headquarters U. S. Air Force. Director of 
Air Communications, Pentagon Bldg., Wash-
ington. D. C.. REpublic 6700. 

Army Air Forces Materiel Center. Wright 
Field. Dayton. Ohio, Madison 6511. 

Procurement Districts: Ill E. 16 St.. New 
York City, GRamercy 7-4700; 8505 West War-
ren Ave.. Detroit. Hogarth 7504; 506 Santa 
Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica, Calif. 

Air Transport Command: (Air Supply Divi-
sions) 67 Broad St.. New York City. WHite-
hall 4-1600; 18 Tremont St., Boston, Capitol 
7-9700; 39 So. LaSalle St., Chicago, Randolph 
9720; West Warren St., Detroit, Hogarth 
7504; 1114 Commerce St.. Dallas; 3636 Bev-
erly Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif., Drexel 7081. 

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT (Short wave dia-
thermy equipment, ultra-violet and infra-
red sources, electrocardiographs, galvanic 
generators, etc.) 

Office of the Surgeon General, Supply Divi-
sion. Pentagon Bldg.. Washington, D. C.. 
REpublic 6700. 

Army-Navy Medical Procurement Office: 84 
Sands St., Brooklyn. N. Y., MAin 5-4581. 

CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE ( Miscellane-
ous electrical equipment; clips, connectors, 
wire, etc.. under radio and electronic head-
ing). 

Office of the Chief Chemical Officer, Pentagon 
Bldg., Washington. D. C.. REpublic 6700. 

Chemical Procurement Districts: Army Chem-
ical Center. Edgewood, Md. 

District Offices: 111 East 16th St.. New York 
City, GRamercy 7-4700; 158 W. Harrison St.. 
Chicago. Harrison 4390; 1114 Commerce St., 
Dallas; Bldg. 141, Ft. Mason. San Francisco. 
West 1-6111. 

ENGINEER CORPS ( Welding equipment, 
alarm systems. etc.) 

Office of the Chief of Engineers. Graverly Pt., 
Washington. D. C., REpublic 6700. 

Chicago Procurement Office: 158 W. Harrison 
St., Chicago. Harrison 4390. 

TRANSPORTATION CORPS 
Office of the Chief of Transportation, Pentagon 

Bldg.. Washington, D. C., REpublic 6700. 
(All procurements from Transportation 
Corps Depot, Marietta, Pa.) 

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT ( Limited amounts 
electrical and electronic test and measure-
ment equipment). 

Office of the Chief of Ordnance, Pentagon 
Bldg.. Washington. D. C.. REpublic 6700. 

Main Ordnance Procurement Districts: 116 
East 16th St., New York City, GRamercy 
7-4700; Detroit Arsenal Administration Bldg., 
28251 Van Dyck, Centerline. Mich., Plaza 
3700; Boston Army Supply Base, 140 Fed-
eral, Boston, Hubbard 2-9800; 1660 East 
Hyde Park Blvd.. Chicago. Butterfield 5-800; 
311 Old Post Office Bldg.. 4th Ave. & Smith-
field St., Pittsburgh. Grant 5966. 

QUARTERMASTER CORPS 
Office of the Quartermaster General. Supply 

Division, Temporary A Bldg., 2nd Street, 
S.W., Washington, D. C., REpublic 6700. 
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Washington Quartermaster Depot (Lamps, 
ranges, fixtures, generators, etc.), Alexan-
dria, Va. 

Quartermaster Procurement Districts: 111 E. 
16 St., New York City. GRamercy 7-4700; 
1819 W. Pershing Rd., Chicago. Lafayette 
5-5500. 

Quartermaster Depot: Oakland 14. Calif. 

Quartermaster Purchasing Office: 1819 W. 
Pershing Rd., Chicago. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT: Washington, D. C., 
REpublic 7400, Bureau extensions listed be-
low: 

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts: (Handles 
all contractual details). Capt. Roberts, Room 
0121 Navy Bldg.. Constitution Ave. at 18th 
St.. N.W., Ext. 2136. ( Direct contacts with 
Lt. Comdr. J. M. Malloy, Rm. 0135. Ext. 
5141.) 

Bureau of Ships: ( Handles majority of radio 
and electronic purchases). Necessary for 
suppliers to get on Master List. Forms re-
questing such listing available at office of 
E. Homer Bowie, Code 117. Rm. 1026, Navy 
Bldg., Ext. 2834 or Miss Crumb, Rm. 3038, 
Ext. 3922. 

Bureau of Aeronautics: Mrs. Helen C. Schmidt, 
Purchases, Navy Bldg. "W", Rm. 2W06, 
Ext. 5293. 

Bureau of Ordnance: Capt. William Porter. 
Ass't. to Contracting Officer, Rm. 3148, Navy 
Bldg., Ext. 3276. 

Naval Research Lab.: Anacostia. Wash. 20, 
D. C. Supply Officer, Code 302A, TRinidad 
2424. Ext. 30. 

Bureau of Yards and Docks: Mr. Donald M. 
Patterson, Manager, Contract Branch, Yards 
& Docks Annex ( Arlington Farms), Rm. 
2-B66, Ext. 4928. ( Occasional purchases). 

Army-Navy Medical Procurement Office: 84 
Sands St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.. MAin 5-4581. 

Marine Corps: Lt. Col. H. G. Fortune, Arling-
ton Annex, Arlington. Va.. Room 4000, 
Ext. 7583. 

CIVIL AGENCIES 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION: Washing-

ton, D. C. (Purchases also made at the 
various labs. and plants.) 

Procurement Sect., Field Operations Branch. 
Office of Administrative Operations. Bldg. 
T-3, 16th & Constitution Ave.. N.W., STer-
ling 8000, Ext. 498. 

OFFICE OF NATIONAL DEFENSE, Pentagon 
Bldg.. Washington. D. C., REpublic 6700 

STATE DEPARTMENT, 21st St. and Va. Ave., 
N.W., REpublic 5600. 

IINIT'L BROADCAST DIVISION, Office of As-
sistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs. 
(Procurement of relay "Voice of America" 
broadcast transmitters and related equip-
ment.) 

U. S. COAST GUARD (Coast Guard radio 
equipment). 1300 E Street N.W., Washington. 
D. C.. EXecutive 6400. 

Radio Engineering Section. Materiel Division: 
U. S. Coast Guard, Washington, D. C. 

CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION 
Radio Engineering Section. Signals Division. 

Civil Aeronautics Administration, Depart-
ment of Commerce, Washington. D. C.. 
EXecutive 2460 ( Bulk of CAA procurement.) 

Central Depot. Civil Aeronautics Administra-
tion. Fort Worth, Texas. ( Maintains a reser-
voir of replacement parts.) 

Regional Offices ( Emergency purchases): New 
York, N. Y.; Atlanta Ga.; Chicago, Ill.; Fort 
Worth. Texas; Kansas City, Mo., Los An• 
geles. Calif.; Seattle. Wash.; Anchorage, 
Alaska. 

MARITIME COMMISSION 
Procurement Division. Commerce Bldg., 14th 
& Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C., 
EXecutive 3340. 

WEATHER BUREAU 
Procurement Section. U. S. Weather Bureau, 
Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.. 
Michigan 3200 ( Handles actual purchase de-
tails). 

Instrument Division. U. S. Weather Bureau. 
Department of Commerce, Washington. D. C.. 
Michigan 3200 ( Designs all equipment). 

Regional Offices ( Emergency purchases): New 
York, N. Y.; Atlanta. Ga.; Chicago; Fort 
Worth, Texas; Kansas City, Mo.; San Fran-
cisco; Seattle, Wash.; Anchorage. Alaska. 

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
Purchase Section. National Bureau of Stand-

ards. Connecticut Ave. & Upton St., N.W.. 
Washington. D. C., ORdway 4040. 

Radio Division. National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington. D. C. ( Radio and electronic 
equipment.) 

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
Office of the Chief Clerk, Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, Department of Commerce, Wash-
ington, D. C., District 2200 ( Actual purchase 
details). 

Division of Coastal Surveys. Coast and Geo-
detic Survey. Department of Commerce. 
Washington. D. C. 

Division of Geomagnetism and Seismology, 
Coast and Geodetic Survey. Department of 
Commerce. Washington. D. C. 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 
Engineering Department. Federal Communica-

tions Commission. New Post Office Bldg.. 
14 & Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington. 
D. C., EXecutive 3620. 

FOREST SERVICE 
Division of Fire Control and Improvement. 
Forest Service, Agriculture Department. 
14th St. & Independence Ave.. S.W., Wash-
ington. D. C.. REpublic 4142. 

Regional Offices ( Maintenance items): Phila-
delphia ,Pa.; Milwaukee. Wis.; Atlanta, Ga.: 
Missoula, Mont.; Denver, Colo.; Albuquer-
que. New Mex.; Ogden, Utah; San Francisco, 
Calif.; Portland. Ore. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT ( Bureau of Fed-
eral Supply, 7th and D Sts., S.W., Wash-
ington, D. C.. District 5700). 

FOREIGN PROCUREMENTS ( Apply to respec-
tive Embassies, Washington, D. C.) 

EUROPEAN RECOVERY PROGRAM (State 
Department. Virginia Ave. & 21st St., N.W., 
Washington, D. C., REpublic 5600). 
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Rieke Diagrams for 

OSCILLATOR DESIGN 

An improved method for plotting load changes aids in 

analyzing oscillator performance and also facilitates critical 

coupling 

By LEONARD S. SCHWARTZ, Naval Research Laboratory. Washington. D. C. 

STANDING I 
OSCILLATOR WAVE 

nATTENUATORI  
!DETECTOR I 

I F CHANGES in power output and 

frequency of an oscillator corre-
sponding to changes in its load are 
plotted on a circular type of imped-
ance diagram such as a Smith' chart, 
one obtains contours of constant fre-
quency and power output. Such a 
plot is known as a Rieke diagram.' 
This form provides a powerful tool 
for the analysis of the performance 
of microwave oscillators such as de-
termining the proper coupling be-

tween an oscillator and a transmis-
sion line, and other performance 
factors. For example, an oscillator 

is normally designed to deliver 
power to a matched load, but if the 
load changes, both the frequency of 
the oscillator and the power it de-
livers may change. Since we do not 
often have control over the varia-

tions in the load connected to an 
oscillator, it is desirable to design 
the oscillator in a way to minimize 
the changes in power and frequen-

cy. Rieke diagrams will aid us in 
doing this. The equipment needed 
for acquiring the data of a Rieke 
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. 

As to the wavemeter shown in 
Fig. 1, it may be any one of three 

main types, operating according to 
the transmission or absorption prin-

ciples: ( 1) coaxial-line, ( 2) cylin-

•Now with Hazeltine Labs. 
' P. H. Smith "Transmission Line Calculator" 
Elsetrvnies, vol. 12, p. 29, Jan. 1929. 

2 F. F. Rieke and E. Evans, "R-F Loading of 10 
Cm. Magnetrons," Radiation Laboratory Report 
62-2, Aug. 24, 1942. 

WAVE-

METER 

DOUBLE 
SLUG 
TUNER 

Fig, 1 

Equipment for obtaining Rieke Diagrams 

drical-cavity, and ( 3) transition. 
The oscillator, standing wave de-
tector, etc. would be connected to-

gether by means of coaxial cable 
(air or dielectric-filled) or wave 
guide. The wavemeter might be 

connected to the line by means of a 
T-section with a probe. 

In employing Smith charts to 
plot Rieke diagrams, it is first nec-
essary to obtain a reference point 
on the chart that corresponds with 
a physical point on the slotted line, 

and that is associated not only with 
the impedance characteristics of the 
oscillator under test but with the 
characteristics of the measuring 
system as a whole. A procedure is 
to remove the plate voltage from 
the oscillator tube and then to feed 
power from a signal generator into 
the load end of the slotted line in 
the direction of the non-oscillating 
cavity. The signal must be at or 
near the mid-frequency or matched 
load frequency of the oscillator. The 
cavity is detuned from the signal 
frequency, and the probe moved to 
a position of a voltage minimum 

called the positioti of the "detuned 

short." The cavity is then tuned 
until the voltage at the probe rises 
to a maximum value for which set-
ting the system is tuned to its reso-

DISSIPATIVE IL__ POWER 

 ElATTENUATORF—' METER 

nant frequency. This represents the 
condition for impedance match. Un-
less the transmitter cavity is very 
loosely coupled to the line, it is more 

accurate to move the probe a quar-
ter wavelength away and tune for 
minimum probe pickup. 
The zero impedance at this point 

looking towards the cavity is the 
impedance which would be seen at 
the successive voltage minima look-

ing towards the load if a short were 
placed across the load end of the 
line. On the Smith chart this imped-

ance is represented by a point on 
the periphery at zero angle. 
The Smith chart is a system of 

orthogonal circles, those with cen-

ters on the diametric line being 
contours of impedance with constant 
reactance. In plotting Rieke dia-

grams, it is unnecessary and even 

undesirable from the standpoint of 
clarity of illustration to include 

these circles, although it is desirable 
to remember that if they were pres-
ent they would determine the im-
pedance of the points we plot. 

For a given incident wave the 
voltage measured by the probe at 

any position along the slotted line 
is proportional to the length of the 

vector drawn from the zero imped-
ance point on the Smith chart to the 
point representing the load imped-

ance seen at that position. In par-
ticular, as the probe is moved along 

(Please turn to next page) 
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RIEKE DIAGRAMS (continued) 

the line away from the load this 

impedance point moves in a clock-
wise direction along a line of con-
stant voltage standing wave ratio, 
represented by any of the concen-
tric circles in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. 

Usually, we are only interested 
in the length of the voltage vector 
which represents the voltage in-
duced on the probe and not in its 
phase. How this length varies with 

probe position is shown by allow-
ing the point representing the load 

impedance to rotate as the probe is 
moved. It should be evident, how-

ever, that as far as the length of 
this voltage vector is concerned, it 
is immaterial whether the point 
representing the load impedance ro-
tates in a clockwise direction or the 
point on the periphery of the Smith 

chart to which the voltage vector is 
drawn rotates an equal amount 

counter-clockwise. 
The advantage in the latter view 

is that if we visualize the movement 
of the probe as a movement of this 
peripheral point, we can hold the 
impedance plot fixed. In this way 

the impedances are always repre-

sented by their values measured at 
a fixed position, for example, the 
position of a detuned short. From 

this, one can formulate the rule for 
locating the probe position on the 
Smith chart. Measured from the 
zero impedance point ( on the diam-
eter at the periphery marked zero), 
the angular position on the Smith 
chart is equal to twice the electrical 

length of slotted line between the 
probe and the reference point at 

which the load impedance is meas-
ured ( position of detuned short). 
The sense is clockwise when the 

probe is on the load side of this ref-
erence point. 

In the experimental procedure, 
points which represent fractions of 

a wavelength are marked off from 
the zero reference position on the 
slotted line on a scale alongside the 
milled slot. The signal generator is 
then replaced by the load consisting 

of the double slug tuner, dissipative 
attenuator, and power meter, and 
plate voltage is reapplied to the os-
cillator tube. Thereupon, the oscilla-
tor generates standing waves in the 

slotted line, and one of the minima 
is made to fall on the reference 

Fig. 2 at right 
shows the Rieke 
diagram as charted 
at 70% coupling 

Fig. 3 (center dia-
gram (at right) il-
lustrates recording 
at 100% coupling 

Fig. 4 at far right 
is a Rieke diagram 
at 128% coupling. 
Detailed explana-
tions appear in the 
first column of text 

on this page 

points successively by means of the 
double slug tuner. In this way a 
complete traverse of the Smith chart 

is made. Power and frequency read-
ings are plotted for several standing 
wave ratios, different graphs repre-

senting different values of coupling 
of the oscillator to its load. A suc-

cession of power and frequency 
points of the same or approximately 
the same value are connected to 
form a system of curves, as in Figs. 

2, 3, and 4. 

Rieke Diagram Theory 

At ultra-high frequencies and 
microwaves, the oscillator circuit is 
some form of completely enclosed 
cavity. Energy is coupled out of it 
by means of a capacity probe, a 
loop, or an iris ( a simple hole). The 

extracted energy may be essentially 
due to capacitive or inductive cou-
pling, depending on the size and 

position of any of the three coupling 
elements with respect to the oscil-

lating field within the cavity. 
The definition of coupling that 

we are now about to make has a 
unique meaning if, and only if, we 

specify the standing wave ratio 
along the transmission line between 

the oscillator and the load. The per-
centage of critical coupling is the 

ratio of the power delivered to a 
matched load ( one that terminates a 
transmission line in its characteris-
tic impedance) to the maximum 

power that the oscillator is capable 
of delivering to that load. Suppose, 

for example, that the line is termi-
nated in its characteristic impedance 
and that a capacity probe is being 
gradually inserted in the oscillator. 
The amount of power coupled out of 

the oscillator will increase to a max-
imum and then decrease as the 
probe is inserted deeper and deeper. 
At the point corresponding to maxi-
mum power output the coupling is 
said to be critical or 100%. In the 
region beyond critical coupling, the 
probe is over-coupled to its load. 

An explanation of what is hap-
pening can be assisted by a study of 
Fig. 5 which is an approximate 

equivalent circuit for an oscillating 
cavity coupled to its load through a 

length of transmission line 1. The 
coupling is represented as inductive, 
but it could be capacitive or a com-

bination of capacitive and inductive 
as it is intended to be a general 
coupling network. For convenience 
we shall use the constant current 
form of the oscillator circuit and 
employ admittances in place of im-

pedances. 
Now assume that the equivalent 

of the tube and oscillator cavity 
conductance is G and that the oscil-
lator itself is resonant at some fre-

quency f.,. In general a transmission 

line will have a characteristic ad-
mittance Y.,, but usually this ad-

mittance is chiefly conductive, so 
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we designate it as G„. Across the end 
of the line at terminals 3 and 4 a 
load admittance Yr. is connected. If 
this load is matched to the line, it 

will have the value Y. = G„; then, 
if one were to look in the direction 
of the load at terminals 1 and 2, he 
would see a conductance G„. This 
value G,, is transformed by the cou-
pling network into an equivalent 
conductance G, which is the load ac-
tually seen by the oscillating cir-
cuit. When one inserts the capacity 
probe deeper and deeper into the 
oscillating cavity, he is changing the 

value of G,. For zero coupling G, is 
zero, and it increases with the cou-
pling. It can be readily shown that 

the oscillator will deliver maximum 
power to G,. when G,. = G. This is 
what is meant by 100e or critical 

coupling. For G,.>G the power 
transferred again decreases. It is 
thus seen that the "right" depth of 
probe for critical coupling means 
simply that the coupling network 
transformation ratio is appropriate 
to convert G„ into G. 

• Standing Wave Characteristic 

On the other hand, suppose that 
the line is terminated by an admit-
tance Yr. = Gr. where Gr.,G„. Then 
standing waves will be set up in the 
line. Consider for the moment only 

the conductance that would be seen 
at terminals 1 and 2, looking in the 

direction of the load. Assume that 
the standing wave ratio is r. Then if 
the length of the line 1 is varied, the 
conductance presented to the input 
terminals 1 and 2 will vary through 

the extreme values G„/r and rG,, 
as shown in Fig. 6. This variation in 
load conductance will be trans-

formed into a conductance Go/r<G„ 
<rG, across the oscillator circuit. 
Now, clearly, a different depth of 

insertion of the probe for either rGe 
or G„/r is necessary to produce 
maximum power transfer; i.e., criti-
cal coupling, than would be re-
quired for G,.. At the same time, 
however, it is to be noted that if 
the probe depth is that which gives 
critical coupling for a matched load 
and if then the matched load is re-
placed by an unmatched load, it is 

still possible to get a maximum 
transfer of power from the oscilla-
tor to the load simply by changing 
the length of line until the con-

ductance at terminals 1 and 2 looks 
like G„. Instead of changing the 
length of line an equivalent process 
would be to shift the phase of the 

standing wave along the line. 

There are, therefore, three things 
involved in making G, = G: ( 1) the 
physical coupling, ( 2) the value of 
Gr., and ( 3) the length of the line 1, 
or what is the same thing, the posi-

tion of the standing wave minimum 
along the line. However, once we 

select two of the conditions the third 

is determined, so that in effect there 

are only two degrees of freedom. It 
can be seen that it is important to 
specify the conditions of match or 
lack of match along a transmission 
line when speaking about coupling. 

Increasing the Coupling 

In commenting on the procedure 
of varying the coupling, we have 
limited ourselves to the capacity 
probe form only because it is the 
easiest to vary. But if we were ex-
perimenting with loops, we would 
increase the coupling by increasing 

the size of the loop; and if it were 
an iris by increasing the size of the 
hole. Most important we would find 
that the performance of an oscillator 
as far as frequency and power vari-
ations with load are concerned is 
dictated primarily by the extent of 
the coupling and not by the kind. 
An attempt has been made to 

shed some lied on the meaning of 
coupling. We involved Figs. 5 and 
6 in the discussion, and in the inter-
est of simplifying the analysis, we 

spoke of the load as being solely 
conductive. Actually, of course, the 
load will in general be an admit-
tance. Our previous arguments will 
apply except that we must remem-

ber that the G, which the oscillator 
sees will be the result of a trans-
formation of admittance which in-

(Please turn to next page) 
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RIEKE DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

Fig. 5: In equivalent circuit of loaded oscillator. G. is 
equivalent conductance coupled into oscillator circuit 

dudes susceptance as well as con-

ductance and that the susceptance 
component of the admittarice at 
terminals 1 and 2 will also contrib-
ute to the conductance, as well as 
contributing to the equivalent sus-
ceptance, shunted across the oscil-
lator circuit. By the same token, the 

conductance component of the load 
will alter the equivalent susceptance 
in shunt with the oscillating cir-

cuit. 
It is emphasized that the above 

explanation of the behavior of the 
oscillator is based on a model which 
only approximately corresponds to 
an actual oscillator in that the ef-
fects of feedback are neglected. On 
the basis of studies made at 1000 mc, 
however, it does appear that this 

model is useful provided that the 
coupling is not appreciably greater 
than critical. 

Power Contours 

The power curves are plotted in 

terms of the percentage of the max-
imum power delivered to the load 
by the oscillator. In Figs. 3 and 4 
the dashed contours represent the 
power output for the over-coupled 
condition. The percentage of critical 

coupling can be read from the dia-
gram directly by noting the power 
contour which passes through the 
center of the circle. Thus, in Fig. 2 

the power contour marked 70 passes 
through the center of the circle, and 
we say that the oscillator is 70% 
coupled to its load. On the other 

hand in Fig. 4 we see that the cen-
ter of the circle diagram lies be-

tween dashed contours 70 and 80. 

Estimating that its position is 
roughly 72, we say that the oscilla-

tor is 28% over-coupled to its load, 

.e—(r-i) G 

Go Go G 

Fig. 6: This drawing illustrates the admittance variation 
with the change in position of the standing wave minimum 

ox that the coupling is 128%. In Fig. 
3 we note that the contour marked 
100 passes through the center of 
the diagram meaning that the oscil-
lator is 100% or critically coupled 
to its load. How are the power con-

tours obtained? 
As has been said, one changes the 

standing wave ratio by changing the 
load ( the double-slug tuner behaves 
as the load in the experiment) and 
by moving the position of the mini-
mum one obtains a succession of 
values for maximum coupling 
which, when plotted on the Smith 
chart, yield the contour marked 100. 
For the same insertion depth of the 
coupling probe, we then take a 
series of readings which hold for 
90% coupling by adjusting the 
VSWR and the position of its mini-
mum accordingly. Thereupon, we 
change the insertion depth of the 

coupling probe so that when YL=Yo, 
G.G. Assume this means that the 

oscillator delivers 70% of the maxi-
mum power of which it is capable 
as in Fig. 2. Then, as before, we 
obtain a series of values by varying 
the VSWR and positions of its mini-
mum to acquire contours for this 

fixed value of coupling which gives 
70% output when YL = Yo. A simi-
lar plot may be made for the over-
coupled case. It happened that for 
the probe setting used in obtaining 
the data of Fig. 4, the oscillator de-
livered only 72% maximum power. 

It will be observed that this is a 
different procedure from that de-
scribed earlier for obtaining the 
data for a Rieke plot. Actually 
either method could be followed, but 

in the writer's opinion the method 
first described is easier. 

General observations regarding 

the power contours are: ( 1) It will 
be noted from the diagrams that 

the power contours between 90 and 
100 are more widely spaced than 
between say 50 and 90, signifying 

that the power variation with 
changes in VSWR is much less at 
critical coupling than for smaller 
values. The close spacing of the 
dashed contours in the over-coupled 
region will also be noted. This 
means large changes in power for 
relatively small changes in VSWR. 
These facts and the desirability of 
maximum power output argue 
strongly for critically coupling an 
oscillator to a matched load. 

Critical Coupling 

However, there are several points 

to be considered. One is that if the 
oscillator is pulse-operated, per-

formance in the region beyond criti-
cal coupling results in the genera-

tion of pulses which may be badly 
deformed, the amount of the de-
formation depending on the extent 

of the over-coupling. A second point 
is that frequency pulling is much 
more severe beyond critical cou-
pling that it is for values less than 
100% coupling. A third point is 
brought out by Figs. 3 and 4 which 

show a greater relative crowding of 
the dashed power contours, implying 
a more rapid variation in power 
output with standing wave ratio for 
coupling somewhat greater than 

critical than for coupling somewhat 

less. 
Now it is evident that if the cou-

pling is adjusted to a critical value 

for a matched load and if a mis-
matched load is then connected, the 

(Continued on page 64) 
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KOMO 
STATION WITH THE 

"NEW LOOK" 

NGINEERED to provide the Pacific North-
west with the most modern radio station 

extant from the point of view of engineering, 
equipment, layout efficiency, building construc-
tion and studio design, Fisher's Blend Station, 
Inc., presents these photos of KOMO, Seattle, as 
evidence of a station engineered for the "new 
look." Conceived by O. W. Fisher, president of 
.the station, in collaboration with F. J. Brott, 
chief engineer, representative photos show two 
studios with one control room (above left); 
polycylindrical walls and ceiling of "floating" 
studio (above right); transmitter with duct sys-
tem to carry off excessive heat ( right); area be-
tween studio ceiling and roof showing method 
of suspending room to eliminate vibration, eta., 
(below left); AM-FM transmitter ( below right) 
and control equipment set within an angle of 
two studios. AM transmitter is an RCA 50 kw. 

• Idikot r IPpvl 
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Sound Measurements in 

Study of sound characteristics in laboratory and studio empha-

sizes need for new technics, materials and construction methods 

THE acoustical engineer, in order 
to be of widest service, should 

know how sound acts in the studio 
and how to translate studio sound 
requirements into technics, materi-

als and construction methods based 
on acoustical measurements in stu-

dios and in the laboratory. 
A free sound field is one in which 

the sound waves from a source (a 
violin for example) diverge from it, 
with none of these waves returning. 
This condition is met in free space, 

at a great distance from all reflect-
ing surfaces. It is met closely enough 
for most laboratory purposes in spe-
cial rooms having thick sound ab-
sorbing boundaries, as much as 4 ft. 

thick. Such enclosures are called 
anechoic chambers. The "cut-off 
frequency" is that below which the 
boundaries have a coefficient of ab-
sorption less than 0.99. At frequen-
cies higher than cut-off the absorp-
tion is so great that the amount of 
energy returned is negligible. While 

the anechoic chamber is an en-

closure, there are no "room acous-
tics." The violinist may not care for 
the sound of his fiddle in it. 
The ordinary enclosure, such as a 

typical living room, contains ma-

terials whose coefficients of absorp-
tion at 512 cps vary from the 0.03 
of glass and plaster to the 0.75 or 
more of cushions. Experiment has 
shown that sound in a typical living 

room behaves approximately as if 
all the absorption were on the sur-
faces of the room and these surfaces 
had a coefficient of absorption of 

about 0.10. A typical broadcasting 
studio might have an average ab-
sorption of 0.25. Although by ordi-
nary standards of auditoriums the 
studio is considered acoustically 
rather dead, it is very live compared 
to the anechoic chamber. A simple 
rectangular room containing the 
furniture of a studio and treated 

with a sufficient area of commercial 
1-in, thick acoustical tile on the ceil-
ing, so that the average absorption 
coefficient at 512 cps was 0.25, 

would exhibit many of the phenom-
ena of room acoustics and further-

more would be a poor broadcasting 

studio by modern standards. 
Let us examine such a room in 

comparison with a free field or its 

equivalent, the anechoic chamber. 
The rms sound pressure level at a 
point is that due to all the sound 

waves passing through the point. In 
a free field only the wave directly 
from the source passes through the 
point. In the room, because of par-
tial reflection from the walls, the 
pressure level at a point is that due 
to many wave trains. Of importance 

in the room is the fact that at 2 
points equidistant from the source, 
the pressure levels are different due 

to the nature of the wave trains. At 
one point the important component 
waves may conspire, in amplitude 
and phase, to give maximum reen-
forcement, resulting in relatively 
high pressure level. At the other, 
there may be maximum cancella-
tion, resulting in a relatively low 

Reeves Laboratory 
band studio in New 
York City where 
some of the sound 
measurement tests 
were made. Note 

the acoustical con-
struction of the 
walls. Equipment 
used in recording 

the tests is shown 
on following pages 
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BC Studios 

By WILLIAM JACK, Johns-Manville Corp., Somerville. N. J. 

ptessure level. As we recede from 

the source, the pressure level jumps 
about in an erratic manner and it 
is a common observation that cer-

tain points can be found more dis-
tant from the source higher in pres-

sure level than certain points nearer 

the source. This is known as sound 
pattern. 

In a free field, the pressure level 

decreases uniformly with distance 

(Please turn to next page) 

Automatic analyzer 
and recorder for 
frequency analysis 
of a sustained 
sound. Test charac-
teristics are de-
scribed in the ac-
companying article 

I. Continuous frequency sweep record in small heavily treated 
room. Microphone 1 in. from speaker. 2. Sweep record with mike 
located 8 in. from speaker. 3. Sweep resulting with mike lo-
cated 60 in. from speaker. 4. Sweep record in an average room. 
Mike 96 in. from speaker. 5. Typical decay record made in a lab 
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SOUND MEASUREMENTS IN BROADCAST STUDIOS (Continued) 
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Decay time over frequency range at one pair of speaker-micro-
phone pcsitions. Each point is decay average at that frequency 

from the source at the rate of 6 db 
decrease per distance doubled. In 
the room, with the source in a 

fixed position, there is a definite 
sound pattern for each frequency. 
Suppose that the violin is sounding 

its A, consisting of the fundamental 
at 440 cps and its second harmonic 
at 880 cps. We will define the true 
output of the source as that which 
occurs in a free field and will fur-
ther suppose that at a distance of 
4 ft. the fundamental measures 79 
db and the harmonic 74 db. Two 
components at these levels sum to 
80 db. In a free field 8 ft. from the 
source, the fundamental will be 73 
db and the harmonic 68 db. The 2 
components sum to 74 db. Anywhere 
in a free field the harmonic will be 
5 db lower than the fundamental. 

Effect of Sound Pattern 

Suppose that the violin has the 

same output but it is in the room. 
No longer do we have a consistent 
decrease with distance for each 
component, nor even for the sum 
of the 2 components. At one point 
we might find the fundamental 10 
db above the harmonic and at an-
other point 10 db below the har-
monic. We might find variations in 
total level of as much as 15 db from 
point to point. The effect of sound 
pattern is two-fold on these steady 
state examples. A small change in 
the position of the listener might 

give a large change in pressure level, 
or a large change in quality, or both. 

Let us further examine the room 
in comparison with a free field for 
the case of sound dying away after 
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Lower curve gives decay at 1000 cps for volume in question. For 
decay at other frequencies, multiply by ratio value in top curve 

the source has stopped. The Eyring 
equation for reverberation is 

T = 0.05V/-S ln ( 1 - 
where T = time in seconds for the 

average sound energy to 
drop 60 db 

V = volume of room in cu. ft. 
S= area of the absorbing 

surfaces in sq. ft. 

ln = logarithm to the naperi-
an base 

a = average absorption coeffi-
cient of the absorbing sur-
faces given by di Si/S 

Suppose that when the violinist 

stops playing a certain note the 
vibration characteristics of the in-
strument are such that it decays at 

the rate of 60 db in 0.1 sec. At any 
point in a free field the reverbera-
tion time is 0.1 sec. In general, how-
ever, each frequency component de-
cays at its own rate near the violin. 

Suppose that the 440 cps note de-
cays in 0.1 sec and the 880 cps har-
monic formed with it decays in 0.05 
sec. At any point the auditor chooses 
to listen in a free field, these cer-
tain decay times will be associated 
with these notes. Using our example 
of 79 db and 74 db for the 440 cps 
and 880 cps components, respective-
ly, at 4 ft. from the source, after 
0.01 sec. from the stopping of the 
source the 440 cps component has 
decreased to 73 db and the 880 cps 
component has decreased to 62 db. 
The harmonic is 11 db below the 
fundamental. After 0.02 sec. the 
levels are 67 db and 50 db respec-
tively, with the hemonic 17 db be-
low the fundamental. The ear rec-
ognizes this effect and the brain as-

cribes a certain quality to the way 
the total tone dies away. 

A similar situation exists for 
sound building up. If the vibrations 
at the violin can be made to stop at 
once, the sound at every point in 
the room, from the viewpoint of an 

auditor at such a point, stops at 
once. There can be no reverbera-
tion in a free field. Any continua-
tion of sound is due to a continua-
tion of the source. The Eyring equa-

tion meets this extreme case, giv-
ing T = 0 for a= 1.0. Taking a 

broadcasting room space of 40 x 24 
x 16 ft. with i =•- 0.25, the average 
decay time is 0.68 sec. If the average 
absorption is 0.25 for both 440 cps 
and 880 cps, at a typical point in 
the room after the source has stop-
ped both components will die away 
at the rate of 0.88 db every 0.01 

sec. 

Tonal Decay Rate 

Using our example, this means 
that the 880 cps component, which 
was initially 5 db down from the 
440 cps component remains 5 db 

down from it during the entire de-
cay. After 0.1 sec from the stopping 
of the source the levels will be 70 
db and 65 db respectively. Not only 

will the ear be conscious of a longer 
decay rate compared to a free field, 
but it will ascribe a certain quality 
to this constant difference of 5 db 
between the components. If the 
average absorption is 0.15 for the 

440 cps component and 0.25 for the 
880 cps component, for example, the 
fundamental will die away at the 

rate of 0.46 db every 0.01 sec and 
the harmonic at the rate of 0.88 db 
every 0.01 sec. After 0.1 sec from 
the stopping of the source the 440 
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cps component has decreased to 74 

db and the 880 cps component has 

decreased to 65 db. This combina-
tion of decay rates has a quality of 

its own. The important thing to no-

tice is that the tonal characteristics 

which the ear hears are due both 

to the violin and - to the room. In 
cases where the source dies away 

quickly the decay rates of the com-
ponent tones are due entirely to the 
room. 

Room Sound Characteristics 
We have been discussing a rather 

simplified picture. Actually the vio-
linist is playing a combination in-

strument— the violin and the room 
itself. In a free field he plays only 

the violin, the sounds he produces 

radiating into space, with no por-
tion of them returning. In the room 

size used, a source at the room cen-
ter is 8 ft. from the nearest surface. 

At any other point the source will 

be 8 ft. or less from the nearest 
surface. For sound to travel the 16 

ft. from the source at the room cen-

ter to the nearest surface and back 
at 1125 ft. per sec requires 0.014 

sec. The first sound traveling out-

ward for 0.007 sec is in a free field, 
but as musical notes are sustained 

longer than this, for most of the 
note the source is emitting in a field 

containing a standing wave system. 

The combination in a room of 

various standing wave systems for a 
sustained note are responsible for 
the large variations in pressure level 

from point to point. Modern acous-

tical theory looks at the room as a 

system having many natural fre-

quencies, those in a hard-walled 

rectangular room being given by 
n = c/2 

where c velocity of sound in ft. 

per sec. 

H, W and L -= room dimen-

sions in ft. 

p, q and r = integers in the 

series 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. 
The lowest natural frequency is ob-

tained by p = 0, q = 0, r = 1. At 
low frequencies there are relatively 

few natural frequencies in a given 
band, say, 100-150 cps. In the 500-
550 cps band, which has the same 

width, there are relatively many 
natural frequencies. Each natural 

frequency has an associated mode 
of vibration, called a normal mode, 

of the air particles, giving a definite 
pressure pattern throughout the 
room. Under controlled experimen-
tal conditions single normal modes 

have been excited in small rooms 
and the plots of sound pressure 
shown to agree with theory. 

The boundaries of a room which 
affect its natural frequencies can 
vary as to volume, general shape 

and sound absorption. Walls can 

have smaller scale variations such 

as sawtooth irregularities, splays, 
curved surfaces and recesses. The 

sound absorbing material can be 
concentrated or scattered in patches. 

Various types of sound absorbing 
material, having different charac-

teristics of absorption vs. frequency 

can be used. Delayed reradiation 
after-effects from thin plywood 

units may be of some concern.' The 
furniture must be taken into ac-
count. 

When a source is sounded in a 

room, various normal modes are ex-

cited depending on the room, the 

nature of the source and its position 
in the room. Thus it becomes clear 

why the true acoustical output of a 

violin is different in different rooms 

or even in various positions in the 

same room. When the source is 
stopped each of the various modes 
excited decays exponentially, but 

each at its own rate. The composi-
tion of the resulting tone depends 

on the listener's location in the 

room, the initial level of the com-
ponent notes, the various rates of 

decay involved and the length of 

time elapsed since the source 
stopped. 

Decay vs. Frequency 

The designation of studio per-
formance most commonly used is 

decay time vs. frequency. Various 
technics are used in obtaining 

this relationship. A typical method, 

for a studio suitable for a small or-

chestra, uses a loudspeaker position 
at the center of the orchestra and a 
microphone position at the director's 

location. The speaker is energized 
at the test tone by a warble tone os-

cillator or disc records of such a 

(Continued on page 60) 

.Tele-Tech, Mar. 1947, p. 52 

Photos below show sound testing equipment. Left: Sound level meter wih vibration pickup. Right: High-speed level recorder 
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Flying Spot Designed for 

New RCA cathode-ray tube makes possible an improved method for 

converting title plates, test patterns and films to television signals 

1NTIL the advent of Farnsworth's 
U dissector tube and Zworykin's 
iconoscope, earlier methods of scan-
ning live television scenes utilized 

the flying spot method whereby a 
highly intense beam of light was 

projected on the subject through a 
succession of lenses on a scanning 

disc. 
Early experimenters with cath-

ode-ray systems also found an easy 
way of televising fixed pictures 

(photographic negatives) by plac-
ing them against the fluorescent 
screen of a tube whose beam was 
scanned in two directions in some 
prescribed manner. A phototube 
placed in front produced a series of 
video pulses that could be applied 
to a second cathode ray tube cir-
cuit, as in Fig. 1. 
Two regular oscillographs and a 

phototube with its amplifier were 
that were needed to set up such 

a "picture transfer" system. Since 
the transmission was generally over 
local circuits only, usually the ordi-
nary oscillograph circuits were 
modified so that one of them pro-
duced the horizontal ( or line) fre-
quency potentials to drive both 
cathode-ray tubes. Similarly the 

second oscillograph was wired to 
supply the vertical scans of both. 
Dispersion of the light spot through 
the glass introduced one of the main 
difficulties toward attaining good 

reproduced detail, however, so 
some sort of lens system was fre-
quently introduced between the 

screen of the "transmitting" tube 
and the film. 

These early experiments had one 
redeeming feature — simplicity. 
However, at scanning speeds suited 

Flying spot being adjusted in video signal 

generator by senior engineer L. E. Swedlund 
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Television Studio Scanning 

to televising live scenes, the delay 
characteristics of the phosphores-

cent screen contributed a smearing 
effect with some loss of detail. 
A similar problem still confronts 

television operations — that of pro-
ducing test patterns and other fixed 
titles or announcements. A common 
method is to set up a card on an 
easel and focus one of the studio 
cameras on it. This ties up a cam-
era and operating personnel and is 
an expensive method. In an alter-
nate system a monoscope tube is 
used which has a fixed scene per-
manently etched on the inside of 
the tube. However each station likes 
to have its own pattern, with call 
letters, included. The production of 

handmade monoscopes with such 
special patterns is costly. 

A solution to this difficulty has 
been provided by the RCA type 
5W ( P15) tube, a 5-in, cathode-ray 
tube intended primarily for use as 
the scanner in a flying-spot video-
signal generator. It has the advan-
tages of permitting a change of pic-
ture ( or test pattern) ' at will, and 

of reproducing the picture with the 
halftone fidelity of photographic 
film. 

The type 15 phosphor with a 
metallized back has a spectral-
emission characteristic with peaks 
in the blue-green and near-ultra-

violet regions. The ultraviolet radi-
ation has a persistence characteristic 
which is appreciably shorter than 
that of the visible region. Thus, by 
utilizing only the ultraviolet radi-

ation, it is possible to minimize 
trailing in the reproduced picture. 
Magnetic deflection and electro-
static focus are utilized to permit 
obtaining essentially uniform focus 
over the useful screen area. 
A flying-spot' video-signal gen-

erator consists essentially of ( 1) a 
flying-spot cathode-ray tube with 
its power supplies, deflection yoke, 
and scanning circuits; ( 2) a system 
to project the raster on the subject 

to be scanned, the latter may be a 
slide transparency, motion picture 
film, or an opaque object; ( 3) a 
multiplier phototube and circuit to 
intercept the radiation transmitted 
or reflected by the subject; ( 4) a 
video amplifier. 
A block diagram of such a sys-

tem arranged for use with a slide 
transparency is shown in Fig. 2. For 
best results, the enlarger type ob-
jective lens should be designed for 
low magnification and, preferably, 
be corrected to handle ultraviolet 
radiation. The diameter of the ob-
jective lens should be adequate to 
cover the slide to be scanned. 

Suitable filters for absorbing the 
visible and passing the ultraviolet 

Fig. 1: Basic fixed picture television or facsimile system using the 
new flying spot cathode-ray tube from the oscillograph tube 
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radiation of the screen are any of 
the following: Eastman Wratten 
Nos. 18A, 34, and 35 as well as the 
Corning Nos. 9863 and 5970. The 
choice of filter for a particular gen-
erator design is affected by a com-
promise between the permissible 
loss of signal output through ab-
sorption by the filter on the one 
hand, and the amount of trailing 
which can be tolerated, or the ex-
tent of equalization needed, on the 
other hand. 
The lag in buildup and decay of 

output from any screen of a tube 
used for this purpose produces an 
effect similar to the aperture effect. 
As a result the reproduced picture 
has an appearance similar to that 
produced by a signal deficient in 
high frequencies. Thus, it is neces-
sary to enhance the high-frequency 
response of the video amplifier by 
introducing equalizing networks of 

the resistance-capacitance type with 
suitable time constants. Sufficient 
equalization should be provided to 
give the desired screen-wave re-
sponse. 
Compared with standard phos-

phors the persistence of the P15 
screen is comparatively short so that 
less equalization is needed. If the 

P15 is used without an ultraviolet 
filter, less equalization is required 

(Continued on page 67) 

Fig, 2: Showing block diagram of the flying spot video-signal gen-
erator system for slide transparencies used in studio telecasting 
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Engineers Reveal TV Developments 

Cincinnati IRE Spring technical sessions featured by 

disclosure of new tuner circuits, special equipment 

By RALPH R. HATCHER. Engineering Editor, TELE-TECH 

TECHNICAL progress in televi-
sion was again aired at the Cin-

cinnati Spring meeting of the IRE 

in April, not only at the technical 
sessions but at many informal dis-
cussions between the engineers in 
attendance. The feature of the pro-
gram was the well selected papers, 
presented in non-concurrent ses-

sions, with preprints available at the 
time to facilitate discussion. 

Video Amplifier Compensation 

The first paper by A. B. Bereskin 
(Univ. of Cinn.) described a theo-
retical development of a new type 
of video amplifier compensation 
using cathode compensation with 
experimental verification of the 
principles involved, featuring low 

cost, simplicity, favorable time delay 
characteristics and linearity over 
wide frequency ranges. The paper 
disclosed how feedback, uniquely 
obtained in the cathode circuit of a 

video stage produced an unusual 
range with amplitude linearity. 
The compensating elements in 

the cathode circuit ( Fig. 1) consist 
of a small ( 1-2 microh.) inductance 

in series with a small mica capacitor, 
of the order of .001 p.f. The large 
electrolytic capacitor normally used 
in the cathode circuit is eliminated, 
thus increasing the reliability of op-
eration. The total cost of the small 
mica capacitor and the inductor used 
tor compensation is considerably 
less than that of the electrolytic ca-
pacitor that was eliminated. 

Typical results are shown in Fig. 
2. One of the parameters of the 

design is a factor ( 1 -I- g, R,) which 
is equal to the ratio of R,/R, where 
R. is the equivalent load resistance 

in a typical stage circuit which, 
when all cathode bypass capacitance 

is removed, will produce a middle 

frequency gain 3 db higher than it 

Fig. 1: Basic video amplifier stage with 
cathode compensation for high frequency loss 
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Fig. 2: Showing compensating circuit con-

stants giving values of design parameters 

is at some high frequency reference 
point ( f.). R, is the equivalent load 
resistance with perfect bypassing 
that will give similar results. Here 
the equivalent load resistance is 
equal to the values of tube plate 
resistance, plate load resistance and 
following grid resistance, all consid-

ered in parallel. 
Another design parameter is the 

factor ( a). The variables for Fig. 2 

were obtained from the two curves 
in Fig. 3. These two curves are the 
key to the compensation discussed 
in this paper and have been de-
signed to produce a time delay char-

acteristic that will dip approximate-
ly 4% to the valley and then rise 
about 6% to the pèak. Either flatter 
amplitude or time delay character-
istics can probably be obtained with 
slight variations in ( a) and f5/f0. 

Fig. 4 shows amplification and 
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Fig. 3: Theoretical curves of compensation 
characteristics. See text for full details 
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Fig. 4: Compensation curve of amplifier in-
dicates good input and output linearity 

delay curves for a cathode compen-
sated stage as in Fig. 1. It was also 
shown that when an extended volt-
age range is desired with linearity 
between input and output, a higher 

plate load resistance can be used, 
with typical values ( Fig. 4) giving 

linear output up to 70 volts at 1 mc 
and up to about 50 volts at 3 mc. 

Low/High Band Tuner 

A capacity tuned tuner using spe-
cially developed gang condensers 

was described by J. A. Stewart 
(Gen. Inst. Corp.). With two distinct 

L/C circuits used, one for each 
band: for the low band (dropping 
channel 1) 54 to 88 mc, a capacity 
ratio of 2.7 to 1; and for the high 

band, 174 to 216 mc, a capacity ra-
(Please turn to page 46) 
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MALLORY WIRE-WOUND VARIABLE RESISTORS 

DIMENSIONS, STANDARD TAPERS AND ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPES M, C AND E 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS.,. 
TYPES M, C and E 

I. Resistance values: Type M-1/2  ohm to 
70,000 ohms; Type C-6 to 10,000 
ohms (linear); Type E-100 to 150,000 
ohms. 

2. Standard resistance tolerance: ±10% 
(special tolerances available) 

3. Tapers: See curve 
4. Rheostat (Types M & c): With or will,. 

.sut "off" position 
5. Wattage rating (Type M): 4 watts 

3/8-32 CLASS 21115 

TYPE M IS USED WHERE POWER DISSIPATION UP TO 4 WATTS, 

IS REQUIRED. 

3/11-12 CLAW 2 tua 

TYPE C IS A SMALL 2 WATT UNIT, USED AS A METER COM-

PENSATOR, MINIATURE MOTOR CONTROL AND LIGHT DIMMER. 

3/5-32 CLASS 2 TM 

.250' 

TYPE E, RATED AT 7 WATTS, IS WIDELY USED IN PRECISION 

INSTRUMENTS, RESISTANCE BRIMS AND OTHER CIRCUITS 

REQUIRING ACCURATE SETTINGS. 

Prompt Delivery on Standard Types 
Quick Design Service on Specials 

(erierous stocks are normally maintained on these three standard 
types and production capacity is available at short notice for quantities 
above "shelf order" level. 

For "specials" of any type, Mallory offers: 1) design assistance by 
engineers with long records of accomplishment in developing electronic 
components of special sizes, shapcs, capacities and functions; 2) a manu-
facturing set-up that can tool-up and get into production in the shortest 
possible time after design is approved. 

Mallory wire-wound resistors are metal enclosed for rapid heat dis-
sipation and electrostatic shielding. Approved Precision Methods control 
the winding and assure long, noise-free life. Standard units are insulated 
for 1,000 volts D.C. breakdown to ground and are available for high volt-
age applications. 

Both "standards" and "specials" are made according to Mallory's 
high standard of accuracy, and required to pass the rigid inspection checks 
that continuously maintain the dependability of Mallory Approved Pre-
cision Products. 

T AND L PAD ATTENUATORS 
Designed to protide impedance matching between 
the input and output of audio circuits or resistire 
networks to secure maximum power transfer and 
aroid distortion. They are used in record players. 
sound motion picture equipment and various 
other audio distribution systems where multiple 
speakers are used. 

MALLORY RESISTORS 

P. R. MALLORY & CO.. Inc. 

(FIXED AND VARIABLE) 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

FOR PERSONAL REFERENCE 

Write in for your copy of Mallory's 
newest engineering data folder on 
tunable Resistors. 
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ENGINEERS REVEAL TV DEVELOPMENTS (Continued from page 44) 

tio of 1.54 to 1. The plate shape of 

the condenser was designed for 
modiflee straight line frequency to 

give good channel distribution. A 
detent mechanism on the shaft per-

mits sw itch-type channel selection, 
and a concentric shaft vernier drive 
permits fine tuning adjustment. 
The rf amplifier is a double-tuned 

push-pull stage using the 6J6 twin 
triode. Push-pull operation gives 
higher gain, improved selectivity, 
more stable operation with a 

grounded rotor condenser, and the 
signal-to-noise-ratio of a triode is 

about three times better than that of 

a pentode. 

Grid Dip Oscillator 

An analysis of test equipment 
required by a television receiver de-
signer was given by Jerry Minter 
(Measurements Inc.) He outlined 
the problems encountered and de-
scribed test methods suitable for 
their solution. The apparatus in-
cluded a simple grid dip oscillator 

for testing active and passive cir-
cuits ( Fig. 5), determining frequen-
. 
cy ranges, IF and video adjustments 
and dozens of other tests on circuits 

without their being connected to a 
power source. This grid dip oscilla-
tor also serves as a frequency mark-
er for a sweep frequency generator, 
especially if connected through an 
RC high pass filter (or differentiat-

ing) circuit. Square wave genera-
tors were also suggested for gener-
ating bar patterns for sweep 

Fig. 5: Grid dip oscillator circuit 
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of currently used repeater station in Bell relay system 

linearity checks, etc. 
A vacuum tube voltmeter finds 

frequent use as does a sweep fre-
quency generator when used to-
gether with a germanium crystal 
probe and an oscilloscope serves to 
give stage gain and selectivity 
curves. 

TV Film Camera 

T. T. Goldsmith and H. Milhol-
land ( DuMont) described electronic 
and camera equipment for recording 
television sight and sound on film, 
the picture made directly from the 
face of the cathode-ray tube. The 
camera was described in some de-
tail. The application of this technic 
was analyzed with regard to docu-
mentary recording, network syndi-
cation use, and theater television. 
For this service a 12-in, cathode-

ray tube was operated at 25,000 
volts. Due to the larger aperture of 
the lens, it is customary to scan an 
area of only 6x8 in. on the face of 
this large tube in order that the 
full rectangle of the picture is sub-
stantially flat and is exposed to the 
camera without any cutting of the 
corners, thus keeping good focus 
both electrically and optically. 
To transpose from the incoming 

30-frame system to a 24-frame per 
second film, carefikl adjustment of 
the open/closed shutter intervals 
must be attained. If this shutter is 

not adjusted correctly a bar of dis-
tortion is likely to appear in 

the recorded film picture. Such a 
lap-dissolve 'bar is noticeable as a 
flicker due to either underexposure 
on a few elements or lines of the 
picture. For best results, the shutter 
closure period (during which all 
pull-down motion must be com-
pleted) is very closely equal to one-
half the television field interval, or 
1/120 second with the open interval 
on shutter equal to 4/120 second, 
both combining to the required 1/24 
second for a frame on the film. 

Bell Microwave Relay 

A report on latest microwave ra-
dio relay facilities of the Bell Sys-
team was given by J. H. Moore, A.T 
&T). System operation using fre-
quencies of the order of 4000 mc 
was described in terms of directly, 

fading, etc. was described. A block 
diagram of a presently-used repeat-
er station is shown ( Fig. 6). A gen-
eral survey of the television as it is 
working out now, was given by R. 

E. Shelby ( NBC) with a report on 
the overall system problems that 
have shown up and must be con-
sidered for improving television 

quality. 

Mallory Inductuner 

The characteristics of the latest 

designs of inductuner, used by Du-
Mont and others, were described by 

Myron F. Melvin of the P. R. Mal-
lory Co. Diecast frames, improved 

(Please turn to page 48) 
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THEY KNEW 

HAT THEY WANTED 

And, like many other radio engineers, they also knew 

where to bring their plans for successful completion. 

Among recent Blaw-Knox installations is this rugged 

500 ft. Special Heavy Duty H 40 Tower for the 

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation's Station WLWT, 

supporting a 5-section RCA Television Antenna. 

oTrow,,wire Tower-building experience dating back to the days 

at your disposal when you enlist the 
services of Blaw-Knox engineers. 

BLAW-KNOXimoTOWERS 
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-ENGINEERS REVEAL TV DEVELOPMENTS (Continued from page 46) 

Fig. 7: Three groups of 13 trimmers mica connected to series tuned circuit of Hallicrafter's low-cost television receiver 

contacts and better temperature sta-
bility were particularly mentioned. 

The circuit as used in the DuMont 

receiver has a gain of 18 at channel 

1 and a gain of 10 at channel 8. This 

figure was obtained by placing the 

input at the antenna terminals and 

measuring the output at the grid of 
the first IF stage. Image ratio is 

41.5 db max. and 28 db min. with a 

better than 40 db rejection of chan-

nel 10 when tuned to channel 6, a 
special problem found on other re-

ceivers in the Philadelphia area. 

Hallicrafter RF Tuning Circuit 

The push-button controlled tun-

er used by Hallicrafters was de-

scribed by C. T. Carroll. Here 3 
groups of 13 mica trimmers are con-

nected in 3 at a time to series tuned 
circuits ( rf amplifier, mixer and the 

oscillator ( Fig. 7). 
The switch, coils and trimmer 

strips make up a single sub-assem-
bly. The trimmer strips are secured 

to the switch by soldering each off-

ground timmer lug directly to its 

switch lug. The 3 tubes associated 

with the tuner are mounted on the 

main chassis and the 3 off-ground 

connections between the tubes and 

sub-assembly are made by the first 
coils. 

The gain on all channels is ap-
proximately equal to three times, 

measured from a 300 ohm dummy 
antenna to 1000 ohms in the plate of 
the mixer. Image ratios are about 

15 times on the high-frequency 
channels and 60 times on the low-

frequency channels. 

CONDUCTANCE METER CIRCUIT (Continued from page 31) 

cuit. The results have agreed con-

sistently within 1c;-. 

Although the total measuring cir-

cuit parameters need not be known, 

the residual parameters of the vari-
able air capacitor must be deter-

mined. It is well known that the 

equivalent conductance of a variable 

capacitor varies with setting due to 

the residual 'series resistance, and 
that the static capacitance differs 

from the effective capacitance due 

to the residual series inductance. 

When measuring low-loss insulating 

material specimens at a frequency 

of one mc or higher, suitable cor-

rections, equation ( 2), must be ap-

plied for accurate results. 

The characteristics of the diode 

itself have relatively little effect on 

the conductance calibration, particu-

larly when the load resistance is 
quite high. For example, in a diode 

circuit using a type 6H6 diode and 
a load resistance of 100,000 ohms, a 

5,;, change in conductance can be 

expected from a 50'; change in ay-

TABLE 1 
Typical Conductance Meter Measurements 

at 1 Mc For Determining the Power Factor 
of Various Insulating Materials. 

Measure - 
Capaci- Conduc- ment 

Specimen tance tance P.F. Accuracy 
µmhos 10 ' 
4.01 147 3 
4.33 72.5 3 
4.62 60.1 3 
1.78 18.7 3 
1.073 9.36 3 
0.103 2.13 5 
0.061 0.88 5 
0.004 0.02 50 

Meerial mid 
Lucite 43.4 
Hard Rub er 45.6 
Micalex 121.9 
Glass 151.5 
Steatite 182.4 
Polystyrene 76.8 
Fused Quartz 110.4 
Dry Air 315 
( 1 atmos.) 

erage plate resistance. It is also 

interesting to note that the applied 
voltage can be varied over a wide 

range ( e.g., 20 to 25 volts) with 

negligible effect on the calibration. 
In Table 1 listing the power fac-

tors of several insulating material 

specimens, the estimated accuracy 

of measurement is given to in-

dicate the efficacy of the improved 
circuit. 

According to equation ( 4) the 
diode circuit conductance is not a 

function of frequency; however, the 

practical limitations are transit time 
and resonance of the diode, and 

difficulties in evaluating the residual 

parameters of the measuring termi-

nals, leads, etc. Conductance cali-

brations made at a frequency of 10 
mc were identical to those obtained 

at lower frequencies. 
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TEMPERAT11111" Peer 
(and how to avoid it) 

MO GET negligible temperature drift in your I-F trans-
I formers, the electrical characteristics of the cores 
have to be virtually constant throughout the entire 
use-range of temperature. 

But a core can be no more constant—can have no 

greater temperature stability—than the powder it's made 
of. That's why it's important to have cores made of 
G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron Powders. 

These powders, made by G. A. & F.'s exclusive, pat-
ented carbonyl process, have a unique degree of tem-
perature stability, and in direct comparison tests proved 
themselves superior to all other magnetic powders. 

G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron Powders 

for high frequency cores offer these advantages 

to the electronics industry: 

1. When used at radio frequency, G. A. & F. Carbon 1 

PERMEABILITY CHANGE DUE TO TEMPERATURE 
(For uncompensated toroid of G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron Powders) 
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(NOTE: Applicable to grades E, TH, and SF) 

Iron Powders are generally superior in coefficients of 
eddy current loss and residual loss. These low losses 
usually make for high Q. 

2. G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron Powders are also superior 
in coefficients of magnetic and temperature stability. 

3. In comparison with air-cored coils, G. A. & F. Car-
bonyl Iron Powder-cored coils permit considerable 
savings in volume, weight, and wire-length, along with 
great increases in inductance and Q. 

Ine Ask your core manufacturer for information about G.A.&F. 
Carbonyl Iron Powders. Or write direct to: Antara Prod-
ucts, 444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N Y. Dept. 64. 

These unique properties tell why 

G. A. & F. Carbonyl Iron Powders are superior: 

PROPERTY 

•pherical structure 

Concentric shell structure 
(some types only) 

High iron content 

\ lisence of non-fernsts metals 

Relative absence silnternal stress; 
regular crystal structure 

Sphere..,f size 

Variat. biac 

ADVANTAGE 

Facilitates insulation and 
compacting 

Low edit, current losses 

Exceptional permeability and 
compressibility 

Absence of corresponding 
disturbing influences 

Low hysteresis loss 

low eddy current losses; usable 
for high frequencies 

Extremely close parking 

G. A. & F. CARBONYL 
IRON POWDERS 

An Ant(i, ,I Product of General Aniline & Film Corporation 
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TV CHANNEL No. 1—Orderly growth, at least dur-
ing the present "shake down cruise" period, of the two 

leading postwar services, television and safety-mobile, 
appears to have been made possible in the FCC's action 
allocating TV channel 1 ( 44-50 megacycles) to safety-
mobile, but eliminating sharing of other TV channels by 
the fixed and mobile services. At the same time, the 
Commission fixed rigid standards for use of the 72-76 
mc band (between TV channels 4 and 5) to prevent in-
terference to video from use of that space by other radio 
services. 
The Commission's group of related actions, however, 

presages even more important developments later. Allo-
cations to specific safety-mobile services were expected 
to be taken up soon in FCC proposed rules, and the FCC 
moved toward a more permanent solution of its severe 
frequency allocation situation by setting a hearing for 
Sept. 20 to seek data on development of TV equipment 
capable of operating in the 475-890 mc band. The Com-
mission reiterated its previous stand that there is in-
sufficient spectrum space below 300 mc to make possible 
a "truly nationwide and competitive television system 
and that such a system must find its lodging higher in 
the spectrum where more space exists." 

In its far-reaching decision, the Commission also 
handed down a proposed revision of TV channel alloca-
tions, going beyond the original list of 140 areas and 
aimed at affording television service in the smaller cities 
and communities. A hearing on the proposal is scheduled 
for June 14. 

TV NETWORKING RATES—The FCC, which on 
June 14 will hear testimony on its new proposed TV 
channel allocations, will swing the following day into 
one of the major questions surrounding continued na-
tionwide video progress—the reasonableness of the net-
working rates filed by the Bell System and Western 
Union. Both the rates and some of the conditions of ser-
vice are expected to meet strong TV broadcaster oppo-
sition at the session, before the full FCC. 
The Commission upheld its previous stand that video 

networking should be put on a commercial basis, to 
avoid discrimination against other users of communica-
tions services, in rejecting a request of the Television 
Broadcasters Association for suspension of the rates, 
effective May 1. It did, however, go along with the TBA 
request for the investigation of the charges. 

DURR SUCCESSOR NAMED--Miss Frieda B. Hen-
nock has been nominated by President Truman to 
succeed Clifford J. Durr whose term ends June 30, 

1948. The Senate's reaction to the naming of Miss 
Hennock could not be ascertained at press time, but 
if she is confirmed, she will take FCC office July 1 for 

Latest Electronic News Developments 
Summarized by Tele-Tech's Washington Bureau 

a 7-year term. Miss Hennock is a New York lawyer 
who received strong support for the appointment from 
several New York Democratic party leaders. Now in 
her early 40s, she was the youngest woman to pass 
the New York bar and will be the first woman to serve 
as a member of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion. There is no evidence that she has had actual ex-
perience in the communications field. 

NO INVESTIGATION OF COMMISSION IN CARDS 
—Reliable political informants have indicated to TELE-
TECH that there is little possibility of the threatened 
probe of the FCC by the House Un-American Affairs 
Committee. The threat came in a floor speech by Rep. 
Hebert (D., La.), veteran and respected Congressman 
and a former New Orleans city editor, who flayed the 
agency for granting 3 FM and 2 television stations to 
two corporations headed by a suspected communist fel-
low traveler. Rep. Hebert did emphasize, however, that 
Commissioner Robert F. Jones, former Ohio Congress-
man, has taken a vigorous stand against the grant of 
stations to persons with allegedly communist leaning, 
and remarked that Mr. Jones "has brought clear think-
ing, dignity, and courage to that body (the Commis-
sion)." 

RADIO AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE—Communica-
tions, particularly radio in both its broadcasting, tele-
vision and mobile telephone services, bulks as the key 
mechanism in the plans for the mobilization of civilian 
defense which have been implemented by Secretary of 
Defense Forrestal. It is realized by the National Defense 
Establishment, under which the Army, Navy and Air 
Force are unified, that civilian defense preparations must 
be completely worked out in advance so that they can 
be placed in immediate effect in event of a national 
emergency, especially atomic bombing threats. 

The paramount role of communications in the civilian 
defense picture was recognized with the appointment 
of a Bell System top executive, Northwestern Bell 
President Hopley, as Director of Civilian Defense Plan-
ning. Within the past month representatives of the 
broadcasting and radiocommunications industries were 
called to Washington to pool their recommendations for 
operation in the event of a national emergency and 
atomic warfare. 
One of the first key civil defense officials named by 

Director Hopley was a communications chief, assistant 
vice-president Herbert J. Scbroll of the New York 
Telephone Co. 

ROLAND C. DAVIES 
Washington Editor 
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JJatÁ Vacuum .. make it, 
measure it and control it with DPI equipment 
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Butyl Phthalate Manometer 
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TEN years of research, development, design 
and manufacture of high-vacuum equip.. 

ment have given DPI a rare technical back-
ground in the field. 
The tangible result of this experience is DPI's 

wide variety of highly sensitive yet sturdy, 
trouble- free apparatus for making, measuring 
and controlling high vacuum. 
DPI high-vacuum engineering is contributing 

to the production of television tubes and other 
electronic devices, to vacuum metallurgy and 

metal evaporation, hydration, vacuum dis-
tillation, atomic energy, and in scores of 
industries which are just beginning to see 
in high vacuum a new medium with untold 
potentialities. 
To fit this wide range of applications, DPI 

has designed and produced more than 35 types 
and sizes of high-vacuum pumps, and also suit-
able controls, gauges, valves and accessories. 

Seven fine gauges to provide accurate 
readings of high vacuum are shown on 
this page. Each has a different range of 

maximum sensitivity—thus each is best fitted 
for a particular range of operation. 
The accompanying charts indicate the full 

range of each instrument. The Range of Maxi-
mum Sensitivity is indicated by the widest 

portions of that line. 
For equipment to attain high vacuum, to 

measure it and to control it, look to DPI— 
a pioneer in the field of high vacuum. Your 
questions will be carefully and promptly 
answered. Write— 

DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC. 
777 Ridge Road West, Rochester 13, N. Y 
570 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill. 

Manufacturers of Molecular Stills and High Vacuum Equipment; Distillers of Oil-Soluble Vitamins and Other Concentrates for Science and Industry] 
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Ifs 51.1 NEWSCAST 
Channel 1 Deleted; FCC Action 

Precedes Television Hearing Sept. 20 
When the FCC issued its long-await-

ed decision on television channel No. 1 
in May. it made the following determi-
nations: 

1. Deleted channel 1 (44-50 mc) and 
assigned it to non-government fixed 
and mobile services; 

2. Abolished sharing of all remain-
ing 12 television channels by non-
broadcast services; 

3. Allocated the band between 72 
and 76 mc to the fixed services on con-
dition that no interference will be 
caused to television; 

4. Set Sept. 20 for a public hearing 
to study the whole problem of tele-
vision channels; particularly in the 
matter of utilizing frequencies in the 
475-890 mc band for monochrome or 
color television broadcasting; 

5. Proposed revision of the table of 
allocations of the 12 channels to serve 
more areas throughout the nation. 
The proposed revision of the alloca-

tion table will be heard before the 

Commission on June 14. Insofar as FM 
is concerned, the FCC proposes to 
modify its rule to permit inter-city 
relaying by ST link on the 940-952 mc 
band, thus denying the 44-50 mc band 
for that purpose. At the same time, it 
pointed out that there was no rule 
against the use of the 88-108 band for 
rebroadcasting FM programs. 
The Commission also proposes rules 

to provide for new station and service 
classifications in the 25-30 mc band. It 
contemplates ( 1) grouping geophysical, 
. power, petroleum, provisional, press 
relay and motion pictures; ( 2) deleting 
certain channels now allocated to flight 
test and flying schools now on 118-132 
mc band; ( 3) shifting amateur service 
200 kc lower on the band; ( 4) assigning 
27.120 mc to industrial, scientific and 
medical services; ( 5) provide for public 
and aeronautical fixed services; ( 6) re-
align channels for land mobile services 
with 20 kc widths in lieu of previous 
25 kc. 

Chicago IRE Meet 

Approximately 400 attended the 
Chicago Section of the Institute of 
Radio Engineers' third annual one-day 
IRE conference at the Illinois Institute 
of Technology, April 17. 

This year the Meetings and Papers 
Committee deviated from the tradi-
tional formal paper presentation type 
of program by somewhat of an innova-
tion. In addition to standard panels on 
Management & Research, Quality Con-
trol and Magnetic Recording, there 
were also 3 panels termed "Sales En-
gineering." These panels were made 
up of 29 short engineering sales pres-
entations and demonstrations by well-
known engineers on components, prod-
ucts and processes, extemporizing the 
manufacturer's product. 

Karl Kramer, Chairman of the Chi-
cago Section, presided. The address of 
welcome was delivered by Dean W. A. 
Lewis of the Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology, and Benjamin E. Shackelford. 
national president, delivered the key-
note address. 

WCEMA Elects New Officers 
At the annual directors' meeting of 

the West Coast Electronic Manufac-
turers' Assn. in San Francisco in April, 
new officers were elected for 1948-49. 
James L. Fouch, general manager of 
the Universal Microphone Co., Ingle-
wood, and chairman of the Los An-
geles Council of WCEMA, was elected 
president. William Hewlett of the 
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, was 
elected vice-president and Ed Grigsby, 
sales manager of Altec Lansing, Holly-
wood, was elected treasurer. Noel Ed-
ward, sales manager of Hewlett-Pack-
ard, continues as secretary. 

Zenith Phonevision 
Zenith ir tends to be on the market 

this year with combination television-
phonevision receivers according to an 
open letter to the company's franchised 
dealers by E. F. MacDonald, Zenith 
Radio Corp. president. He said that 
the incorporation of phonevision units 
should add only $ 10 to the retail price 
of the television receiver and will 
make television possible in small 
towns not within TV station areas. 

TELEVISION- RADIO 
PRODUCTION BOX SCORE 

Receiver 
Production Jan. Feb. March April 

Postwar 
Totals 

Television 30,001 
Consoles 13,261 
Table M. 16,740 

AM Cs FM 1,339,256, 
AM- FM 136,015 

35,889 
10,295 
25,594 

1,379,605 
140,629 

52,137 
15,304 
37,833 

1,633,435 
161,185 

46,339 
12,536 
33,803 

1,182,473 
93,635 

349,413 
115,449 
234,964 

36,534,769 
1,834,464 

NEVI NAMES AND ADDRESSES 
Hillburn Electronics Products Co. 

has moved to larger quarters at 74 
Guernsey St., Brooklyn 22, N. Y. The 
company makes video and sound 
transformers known as the "ZV" series. 

Harlyn Products Co., with offices at 
60 E 42nd St., and factory at 6 Bond 
St., New York, N. Y., has been estab-
lished for the manufacture of loop 
antennas and other radio components. 
Principals of Harlyn organization are 
Arthur W. Roberts, Leo Flamm, and 
Harry Meyer. 

Ben Lehman, former vice-president 
and general manager of Radio Wire 
Television, Inc., and Hy Davis, pur-
chasing agent at Radio Wire, have 
formed the Davis Electronics Corp., 
located at 204 Main St., Hempstead. 
N. Y. The new company will handle 
complete lines of radio parts, public 
address systems, and television equip-
ment. 

Standard Arcturus Corp. has moved 
to a new and larger plant at 54 Clark 
St., Newark, N. J. This move provides 
sufficient expansion space for its af-
filiates, the Arcturus Electronics, Inc., 
the tube division; Kotron Rectifier 
Corp., the Selenium Rectifier Produc-
tion division, and the Arcturus Radio 
and Television Corp. 

Emeloid, Inc., manufacturers of plas-
tic products, formally began operations 
in its new plant at Hillside, N. J., on 
April 17. Emeloid's former home was 
Arlington, N. J. 

Equipment for N. Y. Rural 
Radio Net work Shipped 
Over half the equipment for a chain 

of 6 FM radio stations which will serve 
118.000 farms in 40 upper-New York 
state counties has been shipped by 
General Electric. The 6 stations operat-
ing as a n2twork expect to be on the 
air early this summer. 
Weather forecasts, market reports. 

farm talks, and other programs may 
originate from any of the 6 stations but 
all will broadcast the same programs 
during most of the proeram day. Sta-
tions will be located at Ithaca, DeRtiv-
ter, Cherry Valley, Turin, Bristol Cen-
ter, and Wethersfield. 

CONVENTIONS AND MEETINGS AHEAD 

June 10-12----Symposlum on Electron and Light Microscopy, sponsored hy 
Illinois Institute of Technology, Stevens Hotel, Chicago. 

'must 20-29—First Annual All Electronic Exposition, Southern California 
Radio and Electrical Appliance Exposition, Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los 

sept. 30-Oct. 2—Fourth Annual Pacific Electronics Exhibit, West Coast 
Elcctronics Mfgs. Assoc.. Biltrnore Hotel, Los A ngeles. 

Oct. 2-3—Southwestern Division, ARRL, Annual Coast Convention, Alexan-
dria ilOtel, Los Angeles. 

November 4-6 National Electronics Conference. Annual Technical Forum, 
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago. 
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Output of one of the marker 
oscillators used in setting 
sweep speeds to known 
values. This case repre-
sents 0.2 microsecond/ 
inch. 

1.2 lines of television 
signal. Horizontal 
synchronizing and 
blanking pulses at 
each end. Video 
modulation in center. 

Fractional part of a line. 
Horizontal synchroniz-
ing and blanking are 
shown. 

OTHER FEATURES... 

Provisions for attaching recording 
camera. Fine, clear focus over entire 
length of trace. 

Y-axis: Any degree of attenuation be-
tween 1:1 and 1000:1; great expan-
sion of negative polarity signal; un-
distorted deflection of at least 2"; 
frequency response within 3 db. from 
10 cps. to 10 mc. 

X-axis: Time-base duration variable 
from 1 to 15,000 microseconds. Hori-
zontal deflection of at least 4". 
5RP-A Cathode ray Tube. 12.000 volt 
accelerating potential. 

Tinte-base can correspond with any 
horizontal line in either or both inter-
laced fields. Calibrating generator for 
calibration of sweep-writing speeds 
by signals of 10, 1. and 0.2 microsec-
ond/cycle. 

Wide range of sweep-writing speeds; 
continuous variation between 0.25 and 
3000 microseconds/in. 

Delay ranges of 100 or 1000 micro-
seconds selectable for linear time 
base. 

Lidication as to exact occurrence of 
time-base with respect to overall tele-
vision picture. 

Interval of 0.25 microsecond may be 
measured to plus/minus 0.01 micro-
second. 

e 
• II 

• e • • 

Fractional part of 
line near center of 
line. Video modula-
tion produced by 
wedge, is shown. 

Television waveforms selected 

even to the scanning line and 

fraction of that line, for critical 

study or recording, with the new 

DU MONT 
Type 280 

-77/71/ 
—7 

OSCILLOGRAPH 
Vertical synchronizing and 
equalizer pulses as seen 
with 60-cycle-sweep repe-
tition rate; used for check-
ing interlace. 

eDU MONT proudly announces the 
new Type 280 Cathode-Ray Oscillo-
graph especially designed for tele-
vision studio and transmitter instal-
lations. Here at last is a means for 
accurately determining the dura-
tion and shape of the waveform 
contained in the composite tele-
vision signal, as well as the charac-
ter of the picture-signal video in 
conjunction with transmitter opera-
tion, according to FCC standards 
and practices. 

Excellent for research on all tele-

Fractional part of 
line near center of 
a test patternwhere 
wedge elements 
are more closely 
spaced. Note loss 
in amplitude of 
modulation. 

Trailing edge of horizontal syn-
chronizing pulse. 

vision equipment. Also for study of 
wide-band amplifiers. Well suited 
for industrial use wherever high-. 
speed single transients are studied. 

Consists of four units mounted on 
standard relay-rack type panels and 
chasses, and installed on mobile 
rack. Removable side and rear 
panels. Grouped controls for easy 
operation. 

By virtue of its great range of ap-
plications, Type 280 becomes a 
must" for television studio and 

research laboratory. 

Ø Further Details on Request! 
ALLEN B DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. 

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY • CABLE ADDRESS: ALBEEDU, PASSAIC, N. J., U. S. A. 
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Tubes and Communications Components 

,AADE 101 0, 5,,, 

Randal Tube 
Int•orporating all I he desirable features of 

conventional glass, metal and lock- in tubes. 
the liantal tube is dirt ctly interchangeable 
with its equivalent metal tn. (VI' type bet•ause 
it requires no extra shielding. Structural 
streng tin is achieved with S- pillar support 1'0 it-
struct ion. Permanent vaeuum is assured by 
the glass- to- glass seal tind the standard octal 
base is interchangeable with metal. Banta] 
vonst ruct ion is available in the following 
tYt,es ttSA7i IT. 6S.17(1T, 651:' 7(vt'. ; 
2S,\ 74T. 135.1711T. 12S-K7(1T. 12SQ7i 
Raytheon Mfg. t'o., 60 East 42nd St., N. N., 

Industrial Rectifier 
A quick-heating. 5-amp mercury vapor rec-

tifier tube has been designed for heavy-duty 
industrial rectifier applications at voltages up 
to GM, dc. Known as the NL-617 it is more 
compact than tubes previously available for 
this ra t ing; lower condensed met-Gun- trim-
}writ t tirc is pro, bled which makes pogSliblë 
peak inverse voltage rating of 1.000 volts. 
Filaments are r:el••.1 , it 2 volt,. 1'2 ;I'm,: r1 ,-• 

— National Ii , , I I " Mt IS lid, %, 

Geneva, Ill. 

Broad Band Antenna 
All television channels, FM bands and high 

frequency amateur bands (a range tir 40 to 
225 inc), can be picked up by t he Kolster 
broad band antenna. Throughout this t52 me 
spread, the standing wave ratio in a 300 ohm 
line is low. At most frequencies it is less than 
3 but tloes not exceed 4 at any point in the 
frequency range. The coil housing consists of 
a strong, lightweight, plastic tubing which is 
fitted to the upper and lower members by 
aluminum collars. The antenna may be In-
stalled with or without reflectors.—Skyring 
Thorne-Smith, Vienna, Virginia. 

TV Antenna 
"Telebeam," a long-range, high- gain tele-

vision antenna can be adjusted to any cha n - 
n. I and tuned perfectly 10 any television 
t ransmitting station. The rugged construct 1,11 

of titis new ant enna wit hstood gales of 7,, 
mph.- t'ole-Worner Corp., 11 W. Monument 
St- Dayton 2. Ohio 

11 in icil lire 1-Itici I y H ieroplaoni• 
Stu:, 111011 • 

miniature velocity microphone has the sen-
sitivity of the finest brifipleast ins microphon. s 
and fits comfort:I bly in the paint of the hand, 
making it ideal for use ut remote itickuits. 
The dim inut ive size of the leI3-2C is attributed 
to designing the magneiic is a part 
or the case. New highly efficient magnet ir  
materials have also contributed to the Ori i 
',duct ion in size. IIi 1 irect ional character-
,' 1.1 .• respans.• 

Virtibr 
I ei,.. on-p. mil jrne•rid u, ( aanden, N. J. 

Tr Picture Tube 
Approximately twice the light afforded in 

previous models, and improved image detail 
:Ind contrast are presented in the latest GB 
10- in, direct view television tube. An alu-
minum-backed fluorescent screen preVents loss 
of light and stray reflections Inside the tube, 
improving the brilliance of the pictures.— 
General Electric Corp., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Transmitting Unit 
Telepak is a new transmitting unit with a 

series of separately removable cells designed 
to lit in a basic frame. The cells are stand-
ardized in size, ranging from 173 of the stack 
height of the basic frame to a full stack. 
Because In•11 cell is independently mounted. 
removal from the frame for servicing or re-

The cells are individually 
li, iii ir Receptor Co., Inc., 251 

IS e.t 11111, l N. j.. N. Y. 

Radio-Microphone 
A crystal controlled portable UHF trans-

mitter and microphone, the BTP-1.1., is 
especially adapted to broadcasts In locations 
where wire connections are difficult or im-
pract teal. The transmitter section of the I STP-
lA operates at any frequency between 2.7, :t nil 
2s nie: maximum power output from the ri 
amplifier is approximately 0.25 watt. Powered 
by lot teries with a rwffitinueus servie; lit'. of 
4 looms :Ind Interntittent itereitite 
hours the unit has a carrier frequency 
stability of ±. 0 I% deviation. Total weight is 

lbs. — Radio Corp. of America. Camden. 

Lighting Plant 
Powered with a new engine which develops 

2.6 hp at 1500 rpm. the Ka t olight lighting 
plant is able to generate 1000 watts. The 
engine's governor limits frequency variations 
to less than t cycle between partial load and 
full load. Breaker points are mounted outside 
of the crankcase making it unnecessary to 
remove the flywheel to service them. A ma g-
nema t ic ignition system results in improved 
spark at start ing speeds. The Katolight is 
available with gravity carburetor and 1 gallon 
fuel tank or it can be supplied with mechan-
ically operated fuel pump.—Kato Engineering 
Co., Mankato, Minn. 

el 
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doe GERMANIUM 
VARISTORS 

(CRYSTAL RECTIFIERS) 

by 

Western Electric 

4-

Western Electric announces a new line 
of Germanium Crystals! There are five 

1N43 types — all exceptionally compact and 
1N44 sturdy . . . all identical in mechanical 
1N45 dimensions . . . and all supplied with 
1N46 pigtails for soldering into circuits. Elec-
1N41 trical characteristics have been stand-

ardized to meet the requirements of 
currently known applications. 

-QUALITY COUNTS-

FOR THESE (and many other) APPLICATIONS 

FILTER 

INPUT AND 
4-4 _ LOAD 

SIGNAL 

HALF WAVE 

SLICER 

POSITIVE 
TRIGGERING 
PULSE WITH 
STEEP WAVE 
FRONT 

SIG. 
GEN. 

RECTIFIERS 

INPUT 

4e-4 

FULL WAVE 

FILTER INPUTil 

AND 
LOAD 

SECOND DETECTORS 

DETECTED OUTPUT 

BRIDGE 

INPUT VOLTAGE 

VOLTAGE ACROSS RESISTANCE R 

SLICERS, LIMITERS AND CLIPPERS 

OUTPUT 

+50 

0— 

TIME TIME 

WITHOUT SLICER WITH SLICER 

PULSE GENERATORS 

OUTPUT 

/.• 

/ •••• 

TIME 

j WITH RECTIFIER 

WITHOUT RECTIFIER 

D-C RESTORERS 

E,— 

EC- 23 

FILTER 
AND 
LOAD 

er 0." WITHOUT D-C RESTORER D.0  WITH D-C RESTORER 

For complete specifications and application data 
sheets on Western Electric Germanium Crys-

May be used as power rectifiers 
at peak itiveise sokagcs up to 
115, and peak forward currents 
up to 125 ma. By connecting 
matched units in series or par-
allel, these values may be in-
creased. 

Used to good advantage as sec-
ond detectors at frequencies to 
over 60 mc. They have much 
lower impedance than vacuum 
tube diodes, and are particu-
larly effective in low-imped-
ance circuits. The 1N47 is 
tested for operation at 100 mc. 

In the slicer circuit, biased 
units conduct current through 
R when critical voltages E, and 
E, are reached, preventing 
overswing. In limiters and 
clippers only one branch need 
be used, with addition of low-
impedance d-c return path 
across output terminals or 
through signal generator. 

Unit damps out the oscillation 
after one-half cycle, producing 
a single pulse shaped similarly 
to half of a sine wave. This 
pulse may be clipped, pro-
vided clipper is isolated from 
pulse-producing tuned circuit 
to prevent damping out de-
sired half cycle. 

Circuit shows d-c restorer ap-
plied to a network widely used 
for coupling successive ampli-
fier stages. The germanium 
crystal prevents output volt-
age from swinging below Ec; 
thus negative peak of wave is 
established at Ec-

tals, call your local Graybar Broadcast Repre-
DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. S. A.—Graybar Electric sentative, or write Graybar Electric Company, 
Company. IN CANADA hr4o NEWFOUNDLAND — 

Northern Electric Company, Ltd. 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 
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HERE ARE GOOD REASONS WHY YOeHOULD 

BUY EIMAC TETRODES 

there beflea, 

CONSIDER THESE FACTORS . . . contributing to 
better tetrode performance . . . they are the result 
of extensive research plus the ultimate in vacuum 
tube "know-how" and they are your assurance of a 
tetrode tops in performance, mechanically and 
electrically rugged, stable in operation and with 
long life. 

BEAM POWER . . . controlled 
by electron optics, and 
the placement of grids 
and plate alone. Elec-
trons are emitted from 
the entire length of the 
filament and are actually 
channeled between the 
grid and screen bars. Careful engineering 
lowers internal feedback capacitances and 
increases screen- grid effectiveness. 

• 

>ATE 

4:w 
CROSS ,SECTiON 

SYMMETRY OF DESIGN . . . enables manufac-
ture of a mechanically rugged tetrode, with 
self-supporting internal elements. Gassy, 
inactive, internal insulators, shields and in-
effective portions of the elements are 
eliminated. 

'Trademarks reg. US Patent Office. 

PYROVAC* PLATES . . . are incorporated in all 
radiation cooled Eimac tetrodes. This new 
material contributes a mechanically rugged 
plate structure, high resistance to over-
loads, and exceptionally long life. The use 
of Pyrovac also enables the elimination of 
"getters" likely to form troublesome con-
ductive deposits on the inner surfaces of 
the glass envelope. 

PROCESSED GRIDS . . . by an exclusive Eimac 
technique . .. possess a high degree of sta-
bility and desirable non-emitting character-
istics that contributes to over-all circuit 
stability. 

INPUT-OUTPUT SHIELDING.. 
plus inherent operational 
stability enables simplifi-
cation of the associated 
circuits. Effectiveness of 
the shielding is so com-
plete that mounting pro-
cedures require only that 
the bottom of the base shell be flush with 
the top of the deck and grounded. 

Further comprehensive data on Eimac tetrodes or 
other Eimac vacuum tubes is yours, by writing 
direct. 

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC. 

196 San Mateo Avenue, San Bruno, California 

EXPORT AGENTS: Frarar & Hansen-301 Clay St.—San Francisco. Calif. 
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Does your long-distance reception have that " personal" 

sound of a friendly confidence, spoken close to your ear? 

Is it clear and distinct? Communications engineers every-

where find that where long- lines reception is weak and 

noisy, u repeater boosts transmission level, provides a 

quiet circuit Avoids confusion in telephone conversations, 

saves time and money for the operating company. 

The Kellogg Repeater is easy to install, simple to 

maintain. (You don't need tools or soldering irons few 

adjustments. Accurately-calibrated controls allow quick, 

easy changes from the equipment side of the unit when 

line conditions vary.) It consists of two vacuum tube 

amplifiers that amplify voice signals in both directions on 

a two-wire circuit. Improved filter design permits maxi-

mum gain, and a quiet telephone circuit. Kellogg Re-

peaters are assembled and wired on a " unit" basis for 

greater flexibility. Each unit mounts on a standard 19" 

relay rack, or in a cabinet. 

Contact Kellogg for complete details today! 

Ne‘‘-‘' eç9çe 

Send 

for our 

Repeater 

Booklet 

NOW! e 

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY 

6650 SOUTH CICERO AVENUE CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS 

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company 

6650 So. Cicero Avenue 

Chicago 38, Illinois 

NAME: 

ADDRESS 

CITY.  

SIATE.  
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CONICAL ANTENNAS 
The 

ultimate television 
and FM antenna 

for 
gain and resolution 

TELREX CONICAL 
FEATURES 

• High gain and band width. 

• Reception-13 channels and FM. 

• Anti- noise—anti- interference. 

• Good looking; rugged. 

Many types of antennas have been re. 
placed with Telrex Conicals with superior 

results. 

Model 4X-TV 
List price 
$41.00* 

Model 2X-TV 
List price 
$20.50* 

Less mast 

PERFORMANCE 

SPECIFICATIONS 

MODEL 2XTV 

4 DB gain over an extended dipole 
with reflector. 

MODEL 4XTV 

8 DB gain over an extended dipole 
with reflector. 

MODEL 8DXTV 

12 DB gain over an extended dipole 

with reflector. 

Results equivalent to a good 
rhombic. ( Note: for commercial and 
long distance reception only.) 

MANUFACTURERS — Eliminare your 
antenna problem. Write for quotation. 

DISTRIBUTORS — Write for proposi-

tion. 

TELREX, Inc. 
Antenna Specialists 

26 Neptune Highway. Asbury Perk, N. J. 

Phone: Asbury Park 14119 

New Test Equipment 
TV Highatoltage Meter 
A high-voltage metttr designed for television 

projection systems is now being offered with 
a. range from 0 to 30 kv, it draws 20 micro -

amps. The meter's bakelite panel with a 4- in. 
scale is housed in a solid oak cabin- t.- - 
Spellman Televisfon Co., Inc., 110 W. 21th 
St., New York II, N. Y. 

Cavity Meters 
High accuracy and resolution is achieved 

with these high-Q tunable cavities which 
measure microwave frequencies to absolute 
accuracies between 1/10.000 and 1/ 20,000. 
They can be used as transmission or ab-
sorption cavities that provide continuous fre-
quency coverage from 2575 to 3750 and 4500 
to 10.500 111, Calibration is made against a 
frequency standard accurate to one part in 
100.000. The tuning plungers use a double 
wavetrap instead of sliding contact fingers to 
develop an efficient and stable short circuit. 
Short coupling distance used between the 
cavity and the main line reduces the reaction 
of frequency upon coupling.—Industrial Dept., 
Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, N. Y. 

Gamma Radiation Meter 
Four ranges of sensitivity are provided in 

the portable 247A gamma ray survey meter 
which is calibrated to read in roentgens over 
full scale readings of 2.5. 25. 250, and 2500 
milliroentgens per hour. The case is water 
tight and the meter and ionization chambers 
are hermetically sealed. Weight of the in-
strument is 11lU lb --Victoreen Instrument 
Co., 5806 Hough Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio. 

Automatic Wattmeter Bridge 
Directly indicating microwave power over 

a range of 10 milliwatts down to a few 
microwatts. model 1231 wattmeter bridge has 
a range which can be extended to 100 watts 
by directional couplers or attenuators. Ac-
curacy is better than 5%. No operating ad-
justments except zero standardization are 
necessary because this bridge is automatically 
self- balancing. Three ranges, 10, 1.0, and 0.1 
mw are selected by a 3- position switch. Input 
rating is IIIvolts. 60 cycle ac.—Industrial 
Dept., Sperry (; yroscope Co., Great Neck, 

,11illiammeter 
--lffording plenty of space on its dial for a 

multi- range scale, model 56 motor has a 100° 
arc and a 5là in. scale length. It is housed 
in a rectangular bakelite case with extra 
heavy cross sections to stand up under rough 
handling and measures 6U x ki ,,‘ in. Marion 
Electrical Instrument Co., Manchester, New 
Hampshire. 

VHF Spectrum Analyzer 
As well as being a monitoring instrument 

for communicatien SYSterrfill analySitt, the 
Megalyzer can be used by television stations 
for display of transmitter output frequency 
distribution. All signals within a frequency 
sweep band 30 me wide anywhere within the 
vhf range of 30 to 300 mc can be observed 
simultaneously. The Megalyzer has a sen-
sitivity of better than 200 microvolts and a 
frequency resolution of 100 Eke. A self-con-
tained power supply is . iricorporated and 
operation is from 117 volts. 00 cycles.—Kay 
Electric Co.. Pine Brook. N. J. 

Sweep Signal Generator 
A sweep width of 500 kc to approximately 

10 mc has been incorporated in the 3 fre-
gut. t,,y - range bands uf model FMT FM and 
television sweep signal generator. The A, B, 
and C ranges are: 2-77 mc; 40-154 mc; 151 
—227 In,. model F' ..‘1T has high freulienCY in-

' ' ' Ugh and a maximum output 
of t -..1 , Electronic Corp. of Amurica, 351 
W. Bith st.. New York, N. Y. 

Electronic Test Panel 
A versatile and inexpensive electronic tube 

and circuit demonstration unit, the model 
MS- 100 test panel provides 2 standard octal 
sockets with each terminal brought out to a 
binding post. The unique radial binding post 
arrangement facilitates the insertion in series 
of standard circuit components with any tube 
element. Interconnections between elements as 
well as connections to supply leads are quickly 
made with short jumper prods and without 
soldering.—Moulle Specialties Co.. 1005-7 W. 
Washington St., Bloomington. Ill. 
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Raytheon Offers 4 TV 
Packages 
Raytheon Mfg. Co., whose complete 

line of television equipment was shown 
for the first time at the NAB conven-
tion in Los Angeles last month, is of-
fering 4 new television "packages." 
The first "package" for repeater sta-

tion operation, and costing between 
£50,000 and $55,000, includes a 500 - 
watt video transmitter with station 
monitors; a 250-watt audio transmit-
ter; high gain antenna and diplexer: 
video line amplifier, switching unit, 
distribution amplifier, picture monitor; 
two microphones and consolette. 
The second "package" consists of all 

the above items but with the addition 
of a single camera chain, a 16 mm film 
projector and slide projector and hence 
permits limited program capabilities. 
Its cost is from $75,000 to $80,000. 
The third "package" is for the broad-

caster who wishes to avail himself of 
the programming possible with the 

Rear View of TV camera and finder 

equipment outlined cilitr%e but who in 
addition desires dual camera perform-
ance to stage shows in large scale tele-
vision studios. The cost of $95,000 in-
cludes all the above equipment, and 
duplicating the camera layout with 
the addition of lighting and mixing 
equipment affords such special features 
as fades and lap dissolves. 

"Package" four is Raytheon's de 
luxe TV package for direct remote 
pick-ups with two sets of dual camera 
chains, microwave relay equipment, 
and costs approximately $135,000. 

Raytheon's new 5KW transmitter 
will change any of the preceding 
"packages" to a video carrier output 
of 5000 watts for use in larger metro-
politan areas. The company also 
showed its new FM antenna which 
features high gain, short height and 
eliminates need for de-icing equip-
ment. 

Magnetic Storms Forecast 
Magnetic storms originating from 

sunspots now can be forecast over 
short periods dependably to within 15 
minutes of the start of their destructive 
effects on radio communication. The 
prediction of solar disturbances was 
described to a joint session of the IRE 
and the International Scientific Radio 

Union by H. E. Hallborg and Miss 
Audrey Nelson, of RCA Communica-
tions, Inc., at Washington, D. C., on 
May 3. 

Investigations proved that the size 
of sunspots is a "meaningless criterion" 
in predicting havoc to radio circuits. 
Composition of the spots, their polarity 
and their position on the face of the 
sun were declared to be the determin-
ing factors of lethal bombardment. 
Moreover, it was established that a 
"critical zone" existed on the sun's 
face — an area with a radius of 26° 
from the optical center of the sun, on 
its eastern hemisphere. The position 
of sunspots in relation to this critical 
zone was discovered to be of utmost 
importance; damaging effects on world 
radio communications occur when sun-
spots are within this zone. 

RN1A industry Mobilization 

A new RMA-Government Liaison 
Committee has been organized to se-
cure informa Lion on govemment-indus-
try mobilization ana military produc-
tion plans as they affect the radio-elec-
tronic industry. The committee will 
also provide coordination between the 
government and manufacturers in the 
industry. 

Fred R. Lack, vice president of the 
Western Electric Co., New York, was 
named chairman. Other members are 
Frank M. Folsom, executive vice-presi-
dent of the RCA Victor Division, Cam-
den, N. J., and W. A. MacDonald, presi-
dent of Hazeltine Electronics Corp., 
New York. 

Versatile New Grinder Saves Time 
—Improves Grinding Efficiency 

Ingenious New 

Technical Methods 
To Help You 

Simplify Shop Work 

A new grinder, the Corlett-Turner G-3, permits chang-
ing of grinding wheels in a matter of seconds and as-
sures a true running wheel at all times. Each wheel is 
individually mounted on a ground, tapered arbor. 

Easy wheel changing is accomplished by a slight wrist 
motion on the end bells of the grinder head. A twist to 
the left releases the wheel arbor; the reverse action in-
stantly secures it in place. It's all done in a matter of 
seconds. No costly time is lost in repeated wheel dress-
ing. 
In addition to its primary function, the G-3 grinder has 
innumerable uses for burring, buffing, polishing, and 
production applications requiring a high speed spindle. 
Powered by a 1/3 horsepower motor, a three-step pul-
ley arrangement provides speeds of 5600, 8000, and 
12,000 r.p.m. 

Efficiency in precision work is also increased when ten-
sion is relieved by the act of chewing. And chewing 
Wrigley's Spearmint is a pleasant, easy way to help re-
lieve workers' nervous tension. For these reasons Wrig-
ley's Spearmint Chewing Gum is being made available 
more and more by plant owners everywhere. 

Complete details may be obtained from 

Corlett-Turner Co., IOW S. Kostner Avenue 
Chicago 24, Illinois 
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SOUND MEASUREMENTS IN BC STUDIOS 

(Continued from page 41) 

signal. The use of a warble tone ex-
cites several natural frequencies of 
the room, lessening some of the ex-
perimental difficulties. After about 
5 seconds the sound energy in the 
room has risen to a steady state con-
dition. Any time after that, the tone 
is stopped and the decay of the 
sound pressure at the microphone 
position is obtained graphically by 

means of a high speed level record-
er. After taking 10 decays at one 
frequency, adjust to the next test 
frequency. Other speaker micro-

phone positions may be used. Vari-
ous technics have been used, such 
as spotting 6 microphones around 

the studio and bringing them to the 
recorder in all combinations of twos. 
Straight lines representing average 

A sure-fire 
combinations 

for fast- selling  

combinatl°" 

... these GI HOME RECORDING Units 

buyers who 

There's extra customer-appeal in combination 
radio-phonographs which offer the added 
feature of Smooth Power home recording. 
Here, indeed, is the answer to your ever-in-
creasing competition in the home-entertain-
ment field ... the answer, too, for prospective 

want more than just an ordinary combination set. 

Both the GI Dual Speed Recording and Phonograph Assembly 
(upper right) and the ever-popular GI Record-Changer Re-
corder Combination (lower left) have ample power for noise-
less, vibration-free recording and reproducing . . . both are 
simple to operate, and sturdily built for trouble-free long life. 

And equally important— both units are remarkably low-priced to 
fit into your volume sales picture. 

For complete information on this popularity-building combina-
tion that can add new sales appeal to your radio-phonograph 
combinations, write us today. 

Th• GENERAL INDUSTRIES Co. 

DEPARTMENT I. • ELYRIA, OHIO 

slopes are drawn on the wavy rec-
ords, and the times in seconds to 
drop 60 db are computed from these. 
The studio characteristic of decay 
time vs. frequency is usually given 
as a plot. Much work remains to be 
done in clarifying this technic. 
Given a single speaker position, 

what are the decay curves with dif-
ferent single microphone positions? 
How shall we interpret the wavy 
line of the actual decay curve? Is 
the time taken for the pressure level 
to drop 20 db, say, the most impor-
tant part of the decay? 

There have been very good rea-
sons in the past for measuring decay 
time. The first broadcasters found 
that drapes were satisfactory for the 
early stages of the art. At a later 
date more critical listening showed 
these studios to be boomy at low 
frequencies and muffled at high fre-
quencies. Measurements of decay 
times quickly indicated the trouble. 
Ordinary absorbing materials when 
used in thin layers are effective pri-
marily in the middle and high fre-
quency ranges and are relatively in-
efficient in the frequency range 
below 256 cps. 

Studio engineers have various 
working rules relating the desired 
decay time at a certain frequency to 
the volume of the studio. The decay 
time at other frequencies is given as 
a ratio of that at 1000 cps. The 
Morris-Nixon data gives ratios 
which do not change for different 
size studios. It should be emphasized 
that these are practical methods. 
Working in a difficult field these 
engineers have tried to summarize 
in such data their experience in re-

lating measured decay times to stu-
dios judged to be satisfactory. 

For studio decay times of less than 
2 seconds, the reverberation over the 
average receiver in the home is not 

particularly apparent. Decay time is 
important, however, as a general 
indication of a studio's usefulness 
because of the several aspects of the 

room acoustics problem brought out 
previously. The musical director 
wants a full tone, with each instru-
ment developing those overtones so 
important to the musical ear. To use 

a pipe organ phrase, presumably 

a studio is desired which "speaks" 

readily. We hazard a guess that to 
do this the studio should have many 

normal modes, evenly spaced over 

the frequency range, with minimum 
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absorption to permit rapid build up 
of sound energy. 

A more searching technic is need-
ed. A step in this direction uses a 
graphic level recorder for steady 

state measurement.' For a fixed 
speaker-microphone pair of posi-

tions, the signal to the speaker is 
varied slowly over the frequency 
range and the microphone-recorder 
system gives a plot of the frequency 
response. It is advisable to use a 

high resistive acoustical impedance 
at the speaker so that the source 
looks into a fairly constant im-

pedance independent of frequency 
or position in the room. With this 

constant source the variations in 
pressure level as the frequency is 
changed are measures of the acous-

tical characteristics of the room. 
With the graphic level recorder a 

related test can be made by obtain-

ing a plot of pressure level vs. posi-
tion in the room for various source 
positions, over the frequency range. 
For the steady state condition this 
shows the point-to-point variation 
Future tests may show a definite 

correlation between this type of 
variation, ease of microphone re-
placement, ease of obtaining tonal 

balance and amount of departure 
above and below a straight line 

slope in the decay curve. It is pos-
sible that variations in placement 

of absorbing material and the use 
of diffusing surfaces may show sig-

nificant changes in the studio when 
investigated this way. The decay 
time test represents too average a 
condition to be of more than general 
value. 

Preliminary work on delivering 
pulses from an oscillator to a speak-

er has been encouraging. By using 
a triggèred sweep circuit on an os-
cilloscope it is possible to show the 
direct-pulse to the pickup micro-
phone as well as the pulse after one 
reflection. It is possible that changes 

in wave form caused by room acous-
tics can be investigated by refine-
ments in this method. 

Sound absorption coefficients and 
acoustical impedance values can be 

obtained by laboratory tests on most 
of the materials that go into a studio 
These tests furnish information use-
ful in predicting studio performance. 

Overall decay time tests on a studio 
should be made, but it is becoming 
obvious that this technic is not al-
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ways enough to differentiate be-
tween two studios judged different 
by those who work in the studios. 
Mathematical analysis has pointed 
out the true nature of the acoustical 
problem, although the problem is 
too complicated to allow a complete 
solution by mathematical means. 

We believe that a better under-
standing is required of the wave-

form itself during its buildup, 
steady-state period and decay at the 
various important points through-

out the studio. We must learn to 
correlate results from the various 
measurements it is possible to make, 
with the demands of the musician, 
the director and the studio engineer. 
We have at hand means of specify-
ing a wide variety of wall and ceil-
ing treatments as well as methods 
of breaking up the room surfaces 
themselves. It is time to consolidate 
this 
and 
lem 

information, use new technics 
meet the demands of the prob-
more specifically. 

is for 

Better performance 

with 

Bud Condensers 

FROM 

TINYMITE 

the difference 
will amaze you! 

Here is the highest quality in variable condensers 
at the lowest cost. BUD condensers are sturdy 
and efficient. All plates are electro-soldered to 
the rods on small condensers. When you see 
the BUD condenser line you are looking at a 
really complete line. 248 different condensers 
give assurance that there is one for every need. 
All condensers are available from your dis-
tributor for immediate delivery. 

BUY THE BEST — — — — BUY BUD 

Visit Bud booth No. 131 at the National A.R.R.L. 
Convention, Milwaukee, Wisc., Sept. 4-6, 1948. 

SAVE MONEY! 
We list a few for price 

comparison. 

LC- 1644 Tiny-Mite Tun-
ing Condenser. 50 
mmfd. Capacity 
Air Gap .017" Q 1 •4 `' 

CE-202I "CE" Midget 
Condenser 35 mmfd. 
.030" spacing $1.15 

MC 1855 Double Bear-
ing, Semi-Circulat 
Plate. Capacity 100 
mmfd. Air 
Gap .024" 

MC-911A Double Gang 
Midget, Mid-Line Plate 
Type. For either chas-
sis or panel mount-
ing. 100 mmfd, on ie 
.024" air gap .".• 1 

GC- 1805 Single Sec-
tion Giant condenser 
Precision built. 150 

mmfd. 5ge" $29.00 
Air Grtp 

Tc of perfection 

BUD RADIO, INC. 
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 

Ibis coupon is the key to the new lower prices 
in BUD Products. 

BUD RADIO, INC., 2124 East .51":th St., Cleveland 
3, Ohio. Send copy of NEW BUD CATALOG. 

NAME   

COMPANY   

ADDRESS   

CITY   STATE   
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Seletron 

Set 88 

SELENIUM 
RECTIFIERS 

TELEVISION 

The complete family of miniature Sele-
tron Selenium Rectifiers is designed for 
use on a nominal 115 Volt A-C line, to 
provide direct current for radios, tele-
vision sets, amplifiers, and other low 
power applications. 

Instant starting, small size, long life 
and simplicity of installation are a few 
of many features of the Seletron Family. 

Under all service conditions they 
have established a record for dependa-
bility. Accepted and recommended by 
leading engineers and manufacturers. 

CODE NO. 5L1 5M1 5P1 5R1 5Q1 

Current Rating 15 ma. 100 ma. 150 ma. 200 ma. 250 ma 

Plate Height 1" 1" 1-3 16" 11/2 " 11/2 " 

Plate Width Ye" 1" 1-3, 16" 11/4 " 11/2" 

Write for booklet. Address Dept. TS-2. 

Sfter-Loiill 

SELETRON DIVISION 

(ep RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC. 
Since 1922 in Radio and Electronics 

251 WEST 19TH STREET, NEW YORK 11, N. Y. 

SPECIALIZES IN 

36 HEAD RADIO TUBE EXHAUST-

ING MACHINE WITH 

BOMBARDER 

EISLER 

EQUIPMENT FOR THE COMPLETE 

INCANDESCENT AND 

FLUORESCENT 

LAMPS, 

LUMINOUS NEON, 

RADIO. X-RAY, 

TELEVISION, AND 

ELECTRONIC TUBES 

OF ALL TYPES 

• 
SPOTWELDFRS 

ilZES FROM 1/4 TO 250 KVA 

BUTT, GUN, ARC 

WELDERS 

Large or Small Contract 

Spot and Butt Welding 

Ask for Our Catalog 

MANUFACTURE OF 

TRANSFOkMERS FOR EVERY 

SERVICE FROM '4 TO 250 KVA 

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS FOR 

ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

EISLER ENGINEERING CO., INC., 778 So. 13th St., NEWARK 3, N. J. 

WOW Tester Circuit 

(Continued from page 29) 

transmission at 375 cps, while the 
other has zero transmission at 540 
cps. Thus, the former has a rising 
transmission characteristic above 
375 cps, while the other has a fall-
ing transmission characteristic up to 

540 cps. Both are quite linear, and 
with opposite slopes between 375 

and 540 cps. These two voltages are 
amplified ( T16, T17) and rectified 

separately ( IN34's), then mixed to 
give a balanced output at 450 cps. 
The output of the balanced dis-

criminator is monitored on the devi-
ation meter ( M2) which reads plus 
and minus 50 cps from center. Slow 
variations in frequency are read on 
this deviation meter. It is also used 

as a tuning indicator in final setting 
of the FM tuning. A balanced dc 
amplifier ( T13, T14) is required be-

tween the output of the balanced 
discriminator and the meter move-
ment of the deviation meter (M2). 

A jack is provided for operating an 
Esterline-Angus graphic ammeter, 
Model AW, 1 milliampere full scale. 
The output of the balanced dis-

criminator is passed through a 
bandpass stage of amplification 
(T12) before going to the output 
terminals. This stage passes compo-

nents between one-half and 40 cps 
but greatly attenuates the IF com-

ponents. A deviation of plus and 
minus 75 cps will produce 5 volts 

rms at the output terminals. 
Amplitude modulation measure-

ments are obtained by switching the 
rectifier and the monitor meter 
(T11, Type 1N34, M1) across the 
output of the input amplifier and 
passing the rectified components 
through the bandpass amplifier 

( T12) to the output terminals. When 
the AM gain control ( R3) is set to 
give 150 microamperes on the mon-
itor meter ( M1), 25,, amplitude 
modulation will produce 5 volts rms 

at the output terminals. 
The second unit is a VTVM and 

a frequency component analyzer 
used to measure the output of the 
first unit. Its input impedance is 
about 2 megohms. The voltmeter has 
3 ranges: ( 1) 5 volts, ( 2) 1 volt, 
(3) 0.5 volt rms. The analyzer has 
an additional sensitivity of 10 times 
over that of the broadband volt-

meter in order that small amplitude 
components may be measured. The 
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frequency range is from one to 32 
cps. 
The input passes through a cath-

ode loaded amplifier (V3) to the 
stepped attenuator controlled by the 
voltmeter range selector switch 
(S2). A low-pass filter in the form 
of a degenerated stage of amplifica-

tion ( V4), is inserted after the at-
tenuator so that the voltmeter will 
be insensitive to frequency compo-
nents above the desired band. 

The signal passes through a cou-
pling stage ( V5) to a cathode load-
ed driver stage ( V6), which oper-

ates two rectifiers ( type 1N34). The 
outputs of the rectifiers are filtered 
and applied to a balanced amplifier 
(V12 and V13) which operates the 
meter ( M1). In addition to the dc 
component, this output has a com-
ponent with a basic frequency of 
twice that of the frequency of the 

signal instead of being equal to it 
as in the case of a halfwave ar-
rangement. Also, for any given dc 
output current (meter reading) the 
peak value of the ripple is only one-
half as great for the balanced sys-

tem. These two factors aid materi-
ally in reducing meter-pointer 
vibration at the lower frequencies 

without necessitating the use of ex-
cessively slow time constant filters 
which would make the meter action 

responding to voltage slow in 
changes. 

The analyzer consists of a selec-
tive amplifier (V7) and a vacuum 
tube voltmeter (V10, V11). The 
selectivity of the amplifier is ob-
tained by the use of a double-T 
network in a degenerative circuit. 

A coupling tube (V8) is inserted in 
the feedback circuit in order to 

eliminate loading on the double-T 
network. A control ( R6) in the out-
put of the coupling tube serves as 

a means of adjusting the selectivity 
from the maximum as shown in 
Fig. 2 to any desired lower value 

The frequency setting of the ana-
lyzer is accomplished by two selec-
tor switches. The range of the small 
increment switch is from 1.0 to 2.0 
in 0.1 steps. This represents 1.0 to 
2.0 cps when the multiplier switch 
is set at Xl. The other ranges on 

the multiplier switch are X2, X4, 
X8 and X16, thus the complete 
range is from 1.0 to 32 cps. 

(1 he wrIter wishes to thank A. E. Dire, Rob-

cet Cürlson and Flunk Landis for their co-
operation in the design and construction of the 
equipment described.) 

PREMIER DIALS, 
PANELS & PLATES 
What counts, sales-wise, is 

what your customer sees. What 

gets the attention for Premier 

Metal Products, quality-wise, is 

their sharpness and clarity . . . 

close tolerances . .. rich colors 

and baked-in finishes. Let us 

tell you how these qualities 

can add important sales-appeal 

to your products. 

Etched & Lithographed on: 
• Aluminum • Brass 
• Bronze • Ccpper 
• Monel • Nid<el Silver 

• Stainless Steel 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 

PREMIER METAL ETCHING COMPANY 
1 LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y. 

43-3 21 st STREET  

Quality Products for Over 35 Years 

BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR 
TYPE 140-A 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE 

20 cycles to 5 mc. 

The six inch frequency dial of the Tye., 140-A Beat Frequency Generator has been planned for maximum 
readability and rapid setting, with combined scale lengths of the low and high ranges exceeding 22 inches. 
Continuous coverage of the entire audio spectrum is possible without bothersome range switching. 

Frequency Range: 20 cycles to 5 megacycles in two tube. Output Power and Impedances: Rated power output: 
ranges. Low Range; 20 to 30,000 cycles. High Ronge: one watt, avoilable over the low frequency range from 
30 kc to 5 megacycles. Frequency Calibration: Accuracy output impedances of 20, 50, 200, 500,1000 ohms, and 
2 cycles up to 100 cycles, 2% above 100 cycles, over both ranges from an output impedance of 1000 

Adjustment: High and low ranges have individual zero ohms. Output Attenuator: Five steps: X1.0, X0.1, X.01, 
beat adjustments. Low range may be checked against X.001, X.0001. Distortion: 5% or less at I watt output, 
power line frequency with front panel 1 inch cathode ray 2% orless for Ve voltage output. Write for Catalog "D" 

Limited stock available For immediate delivery 

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

THE 0 METER • OX CHECKER 

FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL GENERATOR 

BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR 

AND OTHER DIRECT READING INSTRUMENTS 
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crnbiti& RESISTORS' 
Of particular interest to all who need 
resistors with inherent low noise level 
and good stability in all climates 

Actual Size 

STANDARD RANGE 
1000 OHMS TO 10 MEGOHMS 

Used extensively in commercial equipment 
including radio, telephone, telegraph, 
sound pictures, teievIsion, etc. Also in a 
variety of U. S Navy equipment. 

S.S.WHITE 
THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

DEPT. 0, 10 EAST 40th ST.. NEW YORK 16, N. Y.— 

MEXIIISI SNAFTS.ituilit t INSET TOOLS • AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES 

SMALL CUTTING AND GRINDING TOOLS • SPECIAL TORMULA mUSLIS 

MOUND RESISTORIS • Plague SPECIALTIES • CONTRACT PLASTICS MOLDING 

HIGH VALUE RANGE 
15 to 1,000,000 MEGOHMS 

This unusual range of high value resistors 
was developed to meet the needs of scien-
t,fic and industrial control, measuring and 
laboratory equipment—and of high voltage 
applications. 

SEND FOR 

BULLETIN 4505 

It gives details of both 
the Standard and High 
Value resistors including 
construction, characteris-
tics, dimensions, etc. Copy, 
with Price List, mailed on 
request. 
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RADIO 
CATALOG 
23 PO Radio I, ledosioi 

Hdls • 62 pils Ré_io Putt 

It Hs. Sound AIPlulITlI & 
/amines 23 pgs Ham Gear 

9pgs Elecirona Test Equipment 

ue .pACKED 
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Write for FREE copy of this great, new Concord Catalog 
—a vast. complete selection of everything In Radio, Tele-
vision and Test Equipment. Thousands of Items ... new. 
latest 1948 prices. See new LOWER prices on guest-
quality RADIO SETS, PHONO-RADIOS, RECORD 
CHANGERS, RECORD PLAYERS. RECORDERS— 
wire and disc, PORTABLES. AMPLIFIERS, COM-
PLETE SOUND SYSTEMS. TESTERS. Complete latest 
listings of all well-known, standard, dependable lines of 
radio parts and e(uipment. 4,212.014 SATISFIED CUS-
TOMERS CANNOT BE WRONG! For more than a 
quarter century at CONCORD the customer has been the 
Most Important Person in the world. This established 
reputation for Customer Satisfaction is the reason Radio 
Men ( the Experts Who Know) keep coming back to CON-
CORD for every radio and electronic need. At CON-
CORD. YOU MUST BE COMPLETELY SATISFIED 
or your money will be cheerfully refunded. Write for 
Catalog Now—Please address Dept. 246. 

CONCORD RADIO 
CORP. 

ELECTRON TUBE 
MACHINERY OF (ç, 
ALL TYPES 

STANDARD 
AND SPECIAL 

DESIGN 

We specialize in Equipment and 
Methods for the Manufacture of 

RADIO TUBES 
CATHODE RAY TUBES 
FLUORESCENT LAMPS 
INCANDESCENT LAMPS 
NEON TUBES 
PHOTO CELLS 
X-RAY TUBES 
GLASS PRODUCTS 

Production or 
Laboratory Basis 

Manufacturers contemplating 
New Plants or Plant Changes 
are invited to consult with us. 

KAHLE 
ENGINEERING COMPANY 

CHICAGO 7 ATLANTA 3 1313 SEVENTH STREET 
901 W. Jackson Boulevard 265 Peachtree Street 
Downtown Chicago Branch: 229 W. Madison Street NORTH BERGEN, NEW JERSEY, U S. A. 

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP. 

Rieke Diagrams 
(Continued from page 36) 

coupling may no longer be critical. 
In fact the oscillator may now be 
effectively under-coupled or over-
coupled to its load, the extent de-
pending on the magnitude of the 
standing wave ratio introduced by 
the impedance mismatch and on the 
phase of the standing wave mini-
mum. Hence, it is inferred that if 
the oscillator at some time is likely 

to operate with heavily mismatched 
loads, it may be wise to under-
couple it deliberately in order to 
minimize the probability of opera-

tion in the over-coupled region. The 
extent of the de-coupling must be 
dictated, of course, by the require-

ments of power output, economical 
operation of the oscillator, and re-
duction in power variation with im-

pedance mismatch. 
(2) Consider the line running di-

ametrically through the Smith chart 
and orient it with the zero on top. 
If we agree to talk about reactance 
instead of susceptance, the semi-
circle to the right of this line is a 
region of positive reactance and that 
to the left one of negative reactance. 
The orientation of the power con-
tours with regard to the line is a 

function of the kind and degree of 
coupling, the feedback condition in 

the oscillator and where the refer-
ence zero position falls on the slot-
ted line. Thus, the curves in Figs. 
2, 3, and 4 were taken with a ca-
pacity probe as the coupling ele-
ment. It is noted that there is a 
slight shift of the pattern in the 
counter-clockwise direction in going 
from less to greater than critical 
coupling. On the other hand a simi-
lar set of measurements taken with 
an iris or loop coupling might be 
expected to alter considerably the 
location of the contours. 

(3) In going from 70( to 128% 

coupling, the curve of maximum 
power output passes from a posi-

tive to a negative reactance region. 
This may be explained as follows. 
In order to deliver maximum power, 
the oscillator must see an impedance 

equal to the resonant impedance of 
its equivalent tank circuit. The cou-
pling, in this case a capacity probe, 
acts as an impedance transformer 
whose action is a function of its 
physical position with respect to the 

plate line. Thus, for loose coupling 
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it requires a positive reactance at Its 

load terminals in order to properly I 
match the oscillator, and for over-

coupling it requires a negative re-
actance for match. 

Frequency Contours 

We said earlier that the presence 
of conductance and susceptance in 
the load would introduce an equiva-
lent susceptance in shunt with the 

oscillator circuit itself. The effect of 
this is to detune the oscillator so 
that it oscillates at a slightly differ-

ent frequency. The shift in frequen-
cy caused by the equivalent sus-
ceptance loading is referred to as 
frequency pulling. 

The points to observe about fre-
quency pulling on Rieke diagrams 
are: 

(1) f., is the resonant frequency 

of the oscillator for a matched load. 
(2) The amount that the fre-

quency is pulled for a given value 
of coupling and a given standing 
wave ratio is at once evident from 

the diagram. One can select a power 

contour representing a percentage 
of coupling and then read along it 
obtaining the pulling figures for 

various VSWR's. Furthermore, it is 
seen that the pulling figures for a 

given VSWR increase sharply with 
coupling. 

(3) Finally, it will be noted that 
the region beyond critical coupling 
is one characterized by a relatively 
large amount of pulling as well as 
large power variation. Hence, from 
the point of view of sound opera-

tion, one should regard this region 
as forbidden. 

It may be mentioned that in the 
case of ultra-high frequency co-
axial cavity oscillators it has been 
possible to make notable improve-

ments in frequency stability by 
capacity-loading the oscillators in 

accordance with the information 
contained in Rieke diagrams. They 
may be used to determine the proper 
coupling between an oscillator and 
a transmission line in that once the 
allowable power variation or fre-
quency drift from pulling has been 

assigned and it is known what the 
maximum VSWR is likely to be, 

the percentage of critical coupling 
is at once determined and thereby 

the power output from the oscilla-
tor. 

The authdr is indebted te Mr. Leigh Kirnbu11, 
formerly of Naval Research Laboratory, for the 
data used in the Rieke plots. 

TEST TV TRANSMISSION 
* and RECEPTION * 

New 

TELEQUIP 
SYNC GENERATOR 
and MONOSCOPE 

with 
Monoscope Picture Generator 

and Distribution Panel 

Produces regular pictures used with TV trans-
mitters. Gives synchronizing, driving and 
blanking signals for testing, research and 
development work, with monoscope controls 
and distribution signals for use at various 
points of testing. 

Invaluable to manufacturers of TV receivers 
and broadcasting units for checking fau!'s not 
likely to be observed by other methods. Con 

be used at transmitting stations as auxiliary unit. Available either 
in combination or as separate units. 

Now used exclusively by many leading manufacturers of tele-
vision equipment. 

Send for this illustrated monograph completely describ-
ing the new Telequip Sync Generator and Mcnoscope. 

TELEQUIP RADIO COMPANY 
1905 SOUTH WASHTENAW AVENUE • CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS 

2&aetted 
* PHYSICISTS 

* RADAR ENGINEERS 

* SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 

* ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

To enable us to carry out our long-term engineering 

program on missiles, radar, communications, etc., 

we must add a considerable number of qualified 

graduate engineers with electronic, research design 

and/or development experience to our staff. Please 

furnish complete resume of education, experience 
and salary expected to: Personnel Manager 

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION 
Bendix Aviation Corporation 

Baltimore 4, Maryland 
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CRYSTALS BUILT 

TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS 

Crystal users appreciate the com-
plete service James Knights Co. 
offers. 

If you have a special crystal prob-
lem, James Knights is equipped 
to build crystals to your exact 
specifications — no matter %Ole 
they may be. Because of a special 
production line for short runs, the 
price is right—whether you need 
one, ten or several thousand 
crystals! 

In addition, James Knights fab-
ricates a complete line of crystals 
to meet every ordinary nred—pre-
cision built by the most modern 
methods and equipment. 

Fast service is yours. too! Two 
company planes save hours when 
speed is important. 

Your inquiries — and crystal 
problems—are invited. 

Send For New James Knights Catalog 

JK 112" Doughnut Quar:z Crystal 

'744 JAMES KNIGHTS ea. 

Dr. Douglas H. Ewing has been 

named manager of Advanced Devel-
opment Engineering of the RCA En-
gineering Products Dept., Camden 
N. J. C. M. Lewis, who joined RCA 

in 1934 as transmitter design engineer, 
has been appointed sales manager of 
broadcast and industrial equipment. 

F. D. Meadows has been named mer-
chandise manager of the Broadcast 
Audio Group. 

Louis S. Danko, newly appointed 
sales manager of the special products 
dept., Acme Electric, Cleveland, will 
be in charge of transformer sales. 

N. F. Shofstall has 
been placed in 
charge of all en-
gineering for Gen-
eral Electric's Re-
ceiver Div. His new 
title is division en-
gineer. He succeeds 
C. G. Fick who has 
transferred to the 
company's research 
laboratory, located 
in Schenectady,N.Y. 

Lawrence F. Black and Charles B. 
Hull have been appointed assistant 
chief engineer and assistant division 
engineer of construction respectively, 
of the American Steel and Wire Co. 

E. D. Cooper has become sales engi-
neer of the Steatite Corp. of Keasbey, 
N. J., and will handle the company's 
new line of coaxial cable and wave 
guide equipment. 
Roland D. Payne, former sales man-

ager of service equipment for General 
Electric, has taken over the sales 

managership of Air King Products 
Co., Brooklyn, 
Paul Meissner has been named pro-

duction manager of Marion Electrical 
Instrument Co., Manchester, N. H. 
Frederick D. Ogilby has assumed 

the newly created position of manager 
of television sales for the Philco Corp. 
Leonard Hole has been appointed 

general manager of television station 
WABD. New York. He was formerly 
with CBS as assistant director of tele-
vision. 

R. B. Rennaker has been appointed 
sales manager of the Mobile Radio-
telephone Division of Federal Tele-
phone and Radio Corp., Clifton, N. J. 

ELECTRIC 
SOLDERING IRONS 

TEMPERATURE 
REGULATING 
STAND 

This is a thermostatically 
controlled device for the 
regulation of the tempera-
ture of an electric soldering 
iron. When placed on and 
connected to this stand, 
iron may be maintained at 
working temperature or 
through adjustment on 
bottom of stand at low or 
warm temperatures. 

are sturdily built 
for the hard usage 
of industrial serv-
ice. Have plug 
type tips and are 

constructed on 
the unit sys-
tem with each 
vital part, 
such as heat-
ing element, 

easily remov-
able and re-
placeable. In 
5 sizes, from 
50 watts to 
550 watts. 

For further information or 

descriptive literature, write 

107-1 

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL 
HEATER COMPANY 
DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A. 
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AUDIO ANALYSIS 
with Model AP-1 

PANORAMIC 
SONIC ANALYZER 
Reduce time, complexity and cost uf mak-
ing audio measurements with the unusual 
advantages offered by the Panoramic 
Sonic Analyzer. By resolving a complex 
audio wave into a spettioqr.pli shuwiimi 
the frequency distribution and voltage am-
plitude of the components, Model AP- 1 

• Eliminates slow point- by-point fre-
quency checks • Provides a quick 
overall view of the audio spectrum 
• Enables determination of changes 
In waveform content while parame-
ters are varied • Furnishes simple 
presentations for production line 
testing. 

1 J) 4 li III 

-°•3 N 

-02 M 

" V. 
-o i 

-o 

413 I 100 200 400 600 11( 21( *ilt 61( I 2Ó1( 

60 CYCLES 1011 

Panoramic Sonic Spectrograph of 
750 cps square wave. 

—05 

Use Model AP.I for analyzing ... 
• Harmonics • Intermodulation • Vibra-
tion • Noise • Acoustics • Materials 

Features...Continuous scanning from 40-
20,000 cps in one second • Wide input 
voltage range • Linear and log voltage 
scale • Closely logarithmic frequency scale 
• Built-in voltage and frequency calibra-
tor • Simple operation. 

WRITE for detailed specs, price and delivery. 

CORP. 
ANODAMI 

RRDIO [ 
92 Cold St. Cable Address 

New York 7, N.Y. PANORAMIC, NEW YORK 
Exclusive Canadian Representative: Canadian Marconi, Ltd 

FASTER, SIMPLER 
Flying Spot for Scanning 

(Continued from page 43) 

than for other standard phosphors 

but a complex network is neverthe-
less needed because the decay char-
acteristic is not a simple exponen-
tial curve but a curve of a complex 
function. When used with a filter to 

pass only the ultraviolet radiation, 
the P15 effectively has a persistence 

so extremely short that the small 
amount of equalization needed can 
be supplied by a single network. As 
a result, circuits and adjustments 
are simplified and substantially the 
same signal-to-noise ratio is ob-
tained, in spite of filter absorption, 

as with the arrangement using the 
total radiation from the phosphor. 
The screen of the 5WP15 has ra-

diation in the visible blue-green re-
gion and in the invisible near-
ultraviolet region. The blue-green 
radiation decays hyperbolically to 
about 30% of its initial value in 1.5 
microseconds. The ultraviolet radi-
ation has an equivalent exponential 
decay with a time constant less than 

0.05 micreseçoncis, The frequency 
response of the ultraviolet radia-

tion is substantially Constant for a 
range of 3 megacyclos and then de-
creases exponentially toward zero at 
approximately 100 mc. 

Resolution of better than 700 lines 
at the center of the reproduced pic-

ture can be produced by the 5WP15 
To obtain such resolution in the 

horizontal direction, it is necessary 
to use a video amplifier having a 

band-width of about 10 mc. 
The de power supplies for th( , 

5WP15 should consist of high-
voltage ( 20 kv) for recommended 
operation supply ( preferably of the 

limited-peak-energy type) and a 
negative supply of about 100 volts, 
depending on equipment design, for 
grid No. 1. Voltage for anode No. 
is obtained by means of a voltaeu 
divider, as is usual. 

By the use of the control grid ,1 
the 5WP15, a modulation pattern 
can be superposed on that from thc• 

transparency. A great many unusual 
artistic effects and double-image ef-
fects are possible by this addition. 
Studio directors, after a few experi-
ments using simple equipment, can 
devise many spectacular background 
effects without preparing extensive 
artwork. 

FOR HIGH 

TEMPERATURE 

HF AND UHF 
INSULATION 

G-E .7.1422 rod stock was specified for 

these IJG connector beads. 

• Does your high-frequency or 

ultra- high- frequency insulating 

problém call for a material that is 

comparatively low in cost ... easy 

to machine . . . resistant to high 

temperatures? Then investigate 

G-E # 1422 ... a new development 

in plastics! 

You get all these qualities when 

you order G-E #1422 rod or plate 

stock. That's why this material is 

particularly well suited for use as 

structural components in HF or 

UHF equipment. Where a low 

power factor is required ... where 

high operating temperatures pre-

vent the use of commercially avail-

able materials such as polystyrene 

. use G-E # 1422. 

For more details, just write Sec-

tion AG-6, Chemical Department, 

General Electric Company, Pitts-

field, Massachusetts. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
CD48 113 
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'ROJECTION TELEVISION! 
PROJECTION TELEVISION CHASSIS 

t. 

11. 
This outstanding set using famous 630 circuit is 
a modified version to accommodate 5TP4 Pro-
jection Tube. The intense source of light on the 
face of the projection tube enables set to project 
pictures onto screens of sufficient size to be 
utilized by auditoriums and small theatres. 
FEATURES: Set. less 30 KV RF Power Supply. 
contains 30 tubes. Full 13 channel coverage; FM 
sound system; A-F-C horizontal hold; stabilized 
vertical hold: 2 stages of video amplification: 
noise saturation circuits; three stage sync sepa-
rator and clipper; four mc. band width for pic-
ture channel. Exclusive Cutout Relay to protect 
projection kinescope in the event of sweep fail-
ures! Net Price—( Includes all tubes, less projec-
tion tube)  $340.00 
Chassis as above, but designed for 10" or 15" 
tube use, relay circuit not includen. Set complete 
less kinescope, ready to operate. Net Price $298.00 

• 
The following basic units comprise a complete 
package for projection television suitable for 
custom work: 

F 1.9 TELEVISION PROJECTION LENS 

8 Dimensions: Length 7". Diameter 
41/4 ". 
F 1.9 EF. 5 in. ( 127.0 mm). This 
lens incorporates in barrel a correc-
tive lens for use with a 5TP4 pro-
jection tube. It is easily removable 
for use wtih flat type tubes. Lens 
can be utilized to project picture 

sizes from several inches to 7 x 9 feet. Made by 
Bausch Is Lomb Optical Co. 
Net Price  $125.00 
Mounting ring available for above lens $2.50 

30 KV RF POWER SUPPLY 

Dimensions: Length 14", Width II". Height 
11 1:e. 
New improved unit of exceptional regulation. 
Has a focus control pot built in for use with 
5TP4 Tube. Voltage variable from 27 to 30 KV. 
Supply utilizes 6 tubes. 
Net Price. including DC Power StipP1V .. 599.50 

5TP4 PROJECTION KINESCOPE TUBE 

Features a metal 
backed white fluo-
rescent screen hav-
ing high brightness 
and contrast. 

Net Price  $67.50 

R.C.A. Projection Television Components. 

Send for FREE catalog "C" of complete line 
—including diagrams of major television sets. 

Include 25', Deposit With Order. Balance C.O.D 

Pioneers in Projection Television 

SPELLMAN TELEVISION CO., INC. 
130 WEST 24th STREET • NEW YORK 11, N. Y. 

TV Convention Pool 

(Continued from page 23) 

all sound requirements for CBS, 
MBS, NBC, ABC and the television 
pool. The pool will, of course, avail 
itself of the AM mikes spotted about 
the hall in the vicinity of each state 
delegation. The 4 main audio pickup 
locations will be the speakers' ros-
trum, the floor mikes, the TV an-
nounce booth and the No. 5 camera 
outside. 
One program director, during his 

particular tour of duty, will select 
the final picture appearing on the 
4 screens in the master control room 
and switch it to the distribution am-
plifiers located in the TV equipment 
room directly opposite on the left 
of the rostrum. This room will con-
tain the test equipment and main-
tenance facilities as well as the dis-
tribution amplifiers ( see drawing). 
The fifth camera operated in the 
pool by ABC outside the auditorium 
will be the only pool camera not 
feeding directly to the master con-
trol room. It will feed to the dis-
tribution amplifiers with a feedback 
to the master control room so that 
the program director can watch its 
picture and switch it into the pool 
feed if desired. 
About 20 outlets from the distri-

bution amplifiers will feed the final 
pool picture to its destination. Two 
will go to the AT&T station in the 
building for transmission north and 
south. Two outlets will go to NBC, 
CBS, ABC, DuMont, Bell and others, 
such as the receiver manufacturers 
who will have receivers on display 
and will want to receive the pool 
picture. Availability of individual 
outlets will enable NBC, for exam-

ple, to pick up the pool picture in 
its own studio in convention hall 
and switch to it if desirable during 
the limited period when NBC has 
exclusive use of the north and south 
share cable. 

In the master control room there 
will be complete sets of video equip-
ment to parallel the cameras being 
used by each of the 3 nets operating 
inside the hall ( NBC, CBS and Du-
Mont). Consequently, images from 
the DuMont cameras will show up 
on DuMont's monitors; images from 
NBC cameras will show on RCA 
monitors, etc. Since the nets will 
rotate at camera position No. 3 atop 
the control room, carrying their own 

SUPER VALUES 
from MID-AMERICA! 
Stromberg-Carlson DYNATENNA 

1 his famous-make FM 

antenna has been ad-

vertised and sold for 
many times the low 

price MID-AMERICA 
asks! Covers both FM 

hands. Delivers FM 

reception at its best. 

Complete with 60 ft. of 
300-ohm twin lead-in. 

Line is standard ap-

proved flat- type, solid 

dielectric with weather-

resisting insulation. 
Mounts anywhere 

easily . . . vertically or 
horizontally to match 

polarization of trans-

mating station. Diu,-

' traced instructions 

and all necessary 

hardware. A screw-

driver is only tool 

\ needed for assembly. 
Dynatenna is seam-

' less, heat- treated, 

all aluminum . . . 

will withstand 

, severest weather. 

$495 

\  each 

84.45 each 

in lots of 3 

PERMEABILITY TUNER 
Build a really HOT 5 or 6-tube AC- DC superhet receiver! 
Takes place of old-style gang condenser, of and antenna 
coils: regular 155 KC intermediate frequency. MA- 2167 

Complete with permeability tuned oscillator coil. 5124 4's 2q" s 2'4'; 2id diameter dial drum. Com-

plete with diagrams for building5 and 6 tube sets. 
Order MA-2169 Loop Antenna   15e 
Order MA-2914 Drilled, punched Chassis   See 

BANTAM 1-WATTER 

BCR-746-A tuning unit 
used as foundation for 
Bantam 1-Watter de-
scribed in Jan. 1948 OST. 
Makes tiny crystal. 
controlled CVV amine, 
Measures only 3 ' long, 
2 high, 11;',' wide. Re-

quires only 1 volts "A", 30 to 90 
volts "IV. Draws 8 to 15 ma 

crystal. 1S4 tube and plug-
under load. Supplied 

in coil MA-907 ..... 

SPECIAL AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 
Exceptionally hi. universal output transformer for 
up to 12" speaker -. Rated at 12 watts. Matches any single, 
push-pull or parallel tubes to 6-8 ohm voice coil. 12" color' 
ended leads. 2" high with 2'it" mounting centers for installa-
tion on chassis or speaker. Complete witl ns true- . $1 19 
tions for matching tube impedances. MA-1205  

Hermetically sealed 200 ohm 
CT to50.000 ohm grid. Use as 
microphone transformer 
line-to-grid, etc. 2q' 
xP4x14'. MA-1262 MO 

Single 3000-ohm to 4- ohm 
voice coil output for 50L6. 
351.6. etc. ' Hi' high on 2q » 
mounting centers. A ne 
MA- 121115 .. 

Heavy Duty Noise Filters 
Rated on 10 amps, 115- volt AC. Measures only Psi 'S•square. 
Install right in amplifiers, receivers and other equipment 
where line noises must be kept at a minimum. Na- 71110 
tionally-known manufacturer. MA-2164 . 

Filter for mobile power supplies. Rated 10 amps. 6-30 VDC. 
Has additional 2 rnffl. 100 VDC condenser. 2' high, cne 
2' square. RIA-2165 . . . . . . . . 

SPEAKER SPECIALS 
All with Heavy ALNICO 5 Slugs 

3 PM MA-206 2 $ 1.39 4x6 Oval PM MA 2187 51 39 

5 PM MA- 2071 51 39 6 PM MA-2189 $1 95 

ORDER FROM THIS AD! 
Quantities are limited, so get your order in now! Minimum 
order shipped, 02.50. Send 25% deposit, balance C.O.D. 
Cet on MID-A MERICA's mailing list to receive BIG BAR-
GAIN BULLETINS that list latest, greatest buys in radio 
parts, electronic equipment. Send orders to Desk RE-66 

4 
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Build Finer Receivers... 

Cut Costs With This 

NEW LINE OF 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 

TELEVISION 
COMPONENTS 

FOCUS DEFLECTION 

ASSEMBLY 

• PM-EM Focus Coil using 

G-E Alnico 5 

• Compact Unit Assembly 

• Minimum Focusing 

Current Required 

• Simple Mounting 
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMER 

• Molded Coils 
• High Efficiency 

• Avoids Corona Effect 

ION TRAP 

• Permanent Magnet 

• Easily Adjusted 

• 
• 

Small and Compact in Size 

Cushioned-Secure Clip 

Mounting 

For complete information on 

Television Components write: 

General Electric Company, 

Electronics Department, Elec-

tronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. 

169-G4 

GENERAL re, ELECTRIC 

camera with them, they will also 

alternate using 2 cameras each. In 
other words, if on Monday NBC 
operates camera position No. 3, it 
will have two cameras in operation 
for the pool—at Nos. 2 and 3 posi-
tions. On the same day, NBC will 

operate two monitors in the control 
room. The next day DuMont might 
operate a camera at No. 3 position, 
or two cameras for the day and 
hence two monitors in the control 
room. 

The monitors will be handled by 
3 video-control engineers, one each 
from NBC, CBS and DuMont. Each 
engineer will watch 2 monitors on 

every third day; that is, on the day 
his own net is operating 2 cameras 
in the hall. 

Similarly, an audio engineer 
from each of the nets will take 
charge each day, in rotation, with 
the engineer from the net on duty 
on the same day that his net is re-
sponsible for two cameras in the 
hall. 

One technical director will be in 
control of the switching each day. 

He will come from each of the three 
nets on rotation. Similarly, each 
net will take turns in supplying a 
technical supervisor responsible for 
the overall pool engineering and 
signal distribution. Add to these the 
4 cameramen, and the total pool op-

eration inside the hall will require 
13-men shifts, 2 shifts a day, or a 

total of 26 men daily. Camera No. 5 
side of the hall will be operated by 

WFIL-TV personnel for ABC. 
Finally, a program director, who 

will call the shots, will be supplied 
in rotating order by each of the 3 
nets on the same day that each net 
is responsible for 2 of the inside 
cameras. 

Cameras will be equipped with 
multiple turrets and lenses for 
wide-angle, closeup and long shots. 
DuMont will supply the distribution 

amplifiers for use by the pool; CBS 
will supply the audio control equip-

ment and one sync generator, and 
NBC will supply an alternate sync 
generator, as mentioned previously, 
while each net will supply 2 cam-
eras. 

LOCAL STATION PROGRAMMING 
Local Philadelphia television sta-

tions, besides having available 
pickups from the network pool, will 

(Continued on next page) 

POWER 
RHEOSTATS 

The Clarostat kind stands 
up under the most trying 
service. Thousands in 
daily use. 

Insulated meal core sup-
ports resistance winding. 
Imbedded in cold-setting 
inorganic cement. Maxi-
mum heat dissipation. 

Smooth rotation. Positive 
conduction. Minimum wire 
wear. 

25- and 50-watt ratings. 
1-5000 and 0.5-10,000 
ohms, respectively. 

Engineering Bulletin with 
details, specs, drawings, 
e:c. on request. Let us 
quote on quantity needs. 

ClAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. • 285] N. 6rk St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI CO. LTD. 
Montreal, P. Q., and branches 
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NOW 

el/1piece SOCKETS IN ALL 
POPULAR TYPES 

BUY quality throughout! 
Your G-E tube investment 

will be doubly guarded when 

you use General Electric sock-

ets. They're designed and built 

to team with G-E tubes for de-

pendable service and long life. 

Also, a General Electric 

source of supply for tubes and 

sockets alike, makes ordering 

easier for you . . . simplifies 

record-keeping . . . provides 

one-manufacturer responsi-

bility that stands solidly be-

hind both products. 

G-E tube sockets are stocked 

in a wide range of types. 

They're convenient to buy and 

install. For prices and infor-

mation on fast deliveries, ad-

dress your nearest G-E elec-

tronics office or Electronics 

Department, General Electric 

Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

I63-G3-0050 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

•TV Convention Pool 
(Continued from page 69) 

operate individual studios for spe-
cial programming for local interest. 
Local station pickups will be avail-
able to the station's affiliated net-
work for network telecasting. For 
instance, programs televised by 
WCAU-TV will be available to 
CBS but not to NBC or DuMont. 
Thus, local stations can televise 
their own programs, the affiliated 
net can televise the local station's 
programs and the local station can 
televise the pool's programs. 
While the method which local sta-

tions will use to relay its video sig-
nal from the individual booth in 
convention hall to its transmitter 
has not been fully worked out at 
this time of writing, microwave re-
lays are expected to be used where 
possible. WCAU in direct line of 
sight with the convention hall is 
scheduled to use microwave. 
WPTZ and WFIL-TV will oper-

ate in a manner similar to that de-
scribed for WCAU, with their own 
programming and facilities. 

INDEPENDENT TV OPERATIONS 
Independent television stations, 

such as WPIX, New York Daily 
News station, will have individual 
television studios for special pro-
gramming but will also have avail-
able the network pool pickups. 
These will be received by the AT&T 
lines to New York and will be picked 
up from the AT&T transmitter by 
ST link. Independent stations, how-
ever, will have to rely on their own 
ingenuity for transmiting inde-
pendent programs from Philadel-
phia to their transmitters when 
cable time is not available. For this 
purpose the Philco, Western Union 
and Bell microwave systems might 
be available. 

TV NEWS OPERATIONS 
Plans call for some spectacular 

coverage of events by newsreel for 
distribution to television stations 
beyond the range of coaxial facili-
ties. High-speed, efficient film pro-
cessing equipment is being setup 
for shooting and development on the 

spot. These will be flown by plane 
to stations not served by coaxial 
cables or microwave relays. It is 
expected that West coast set owno,:s 
will be seeing convention events not 
more than a few hours old. 

Shed  

• 
Glass Jewel Bearings by Bird are 

highly accurate and surprisingly inexpen-
sive. They're ideal for use in ammeters, 
volt meters, timing instruments, compasses 
and other instruments where large volume 
production and low cost must be 
maintained. 

Of special interest to instrument man-
ufacturers is Bird's method of mounting 
jewels. There's a minimum of stress and 
strain on the bearing itself as a result 
of Bird's special mounting technique. It 
is this special mounting feature which 
adds so materially to the useful life of 
Bird Jewel Bearings. 

Whenever there's a need for jewel 
bearings - whether in glass or in sap-
phire - Bird can supply the right bear-
ing to your specifications. Write today for 
more information and a quotation. 

Sapphire Bearings available in 
all jewel styles and mountings 

GLASS 
JEWEL 

BEARINGS 
for . . . Low Cost 

. . . Long Life 

Richard II. Bird (41 Co., inc. 
1 Spruce Street 

Waltham 54, Mass. 
"Serving Induttry with Fine levels 

Since 1913" 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 
5BP1 - $1.20 

) 

313P1-$1.25  ,SFP7--1 75 
3FP7-$1.20   5.1P2--S4.00 

POWER EQUIPMENT 
Step down transformer: Pri: 440/220/110 volts a.c. 

60 cycles, 3 KVA. Sec. 115 v. 2500 volt insula-
tion. Size 12"x12"x7"  $40.011 

PLATE TRANSFORMER. Fri: 117 v. 60 CY. Sec. 
17,000 v. (i, 144 ma. with choke. Oil Immersed. 
Size: 26x29x13. Amert ran  565.00 

PLATE TRANSFORMER Fri: 220 v. 60 cy. 3 
phase, 30 KVA. Sec: 6150. 5620. 5050. 4500 
volts. Oil filled. 89 gal. Size: 54"x32"x23" 
Amentran. Approx. wt. 1500 lbs.  5195 .$0 

PLATE TRANSFORMER: Prl: 115/230 v, 50-60 
CY. Sec: 21.000 v. 100 ma.  6145.00 

PLATE TRANSFORMER: Fri: 115 y, cc. Sec: 
9800 or 8600 y ,i, 32 ma d.c $12.50 

FIL XFMR for 872. with socket mounted atop. 
Fri: 115 v. 60 cc. Sec 5 Y 0, 10 amps. 35 
kv test  612.00 

OIL CONDENSERS 
.1-.1 mid @ 7000 vdc, GEPYR  53.95 
.25 mid ra 20.000 vdc  517.50 
1.5 mid @ 6.000 vdc  $12.50 

PRECISION CAPACITORS 
W.E. e. D-166602. 16 mid @) 400 vdc. temo 
comp: -50 to Plus 85 deg C.  $7.50 

W.E. li D-161270. 1 mid @ 200 vdc. Temp Comp: 
-40 to Plus 65 deg C.  $5.00 

REGULATORS 
LINE VOLTAGE REG 2 KW Saturable reactor 

type Fri 95-130 y 60 cy sec 115 y 60 cy. 17.4 
amp. 2 Kw 100'; PF  5160.00 

LINE VOLTAGE REG Ph 92-138v 57,63 ce 1ph 
15A See 115v 7.15 amp. .82 Kw 96'" PF $ 135.00 

MICA CAPACITORS 
STANDARD BRAND 

.08 mf q 1500 VDC. MX60  $11.50 

.03 mf ',, 2000 VDC, 551A-50  12.75 

.045 mf 47 2000 VDC, C11  12.75 

.00015 mf 41 20 KV, 1970-404  25.00 

.0001 mf @ 20 KV. 03  25.00 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO. 
121.T Liberty St., Now York City 7, N. Y. 

Digby 9-4124 
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Join alien HAS IT! 
HEADSETS 

HS 23-8,000 ohms, Used, with plug 98e 

HS 33-600 ohms, Used, with plug. .. 98e 

P 19-24,000 ohms. 2 rubber cushions, 
8 ft cord. New  62.39 

VVOSETS 

TS 13-200 ohm mike; 2500 ohm ear. 

6ft cord with 2 plugs  sz.so 
TS 9—magnetic phone. 1000 ohm im-
pedance, single button carbon mike 

200 ohms. 6 ft. cord, brand new  $2.50 

TS 15-200 ohm carbon mike, 2500 ohm 

earphone, 6 ft. cord, with 2 plugs. . 92.50 

FIELD TELEPHONE, with generator 

guaranteed 

ea $7.95 

handset, carrying case, 

SOCKETS: GE, 50 watt ceramic tube 

socket for 211, 838. 250TH and other 

tube types, bland new  ea. 35e 

ELECTRONIC CONVERTER, 110DC to 

110AC. 250 watts perfect condition . $ 14.50 

ATE INVERTER. :12ftsa, 12 volts DC 
input, 110 volts AC output; 125 watts 

intermittent. 100 watts continuous 

List Price $44.00 

Our Price $14.50 

Consult with us on all your requirements for 

communications equipment, parts and tubes. 

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders 
promptly filled. All prices FOB. Brooklyn. 

N. Y. Send money order or check. 

T. ALLEN CO. 
564 Atlantic Ave., Near 4th Ave. 

Brooklyn 17, N. Y. TRiangle 5-8241 

TELEVISION 
HIGH VOLTAGE METER 

0 to 30 KV 

AN ABSOLUTE 
MUST FOR 
PROJECTION 

TELEVISION WORK 

Now available for the first time! 
An accurate High Voltage Meter 
that's a necessity for television ser-

vice men, laboratory technicians and 
experimenters. 

A precision-made instrument with 
range from 0 to 30 KV, has 4" 
scale and only draws 20 microamps. 
Bakelite meter panel housed in solid 
oak cabinet. 

Send for 

FREE COMPLETE TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION AND DETAILS 

Pioneers in Projection Television 

SPELLMAN TELEVISION CO., INC. 
130 WEST 24th STREET • NFW YORK 11, N. Y. 
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TELE-TECH'S TV TIMETABLE 
IN GREAT DEMAND 

First comprehensive schedule of 
dates when new television stations 
will go on the air, the Television 
Timetable published as a loose in-
sert in the May issue of TELE. 
TECH supplied information widely 
needed in TV planning by manu-
facturers and telecasters. 
Although reprints were necessary 

and orders for large and small quan-
tities keep pouring in, a limited sup-
ply is still available. Single copies, 
250; ten or more, 10e each. Check 
or stamps may be sent to TELE-
TECH, 480 Lexington Avenue, New 
York 17, N.Y. 

PEERLESS PACKS 
eizeue PUNCif.e 

RECEIVING AND 

TRANSMITTING TUBES 
6C1   19r 636 
VR90   49e 807 

39e 
1.19 

250th Eimac. Net Price $17 OUR LOW PRICE 
59.95 631-PI Strobotron, Net Price $4.50 OUR 
PRICE $1.79 

MODULATION TRANSFORMER, Stancor A-38:: 
List Price $4.50. OUR LOW PRICE $.49 

A T. a. I2-V INVERTER Model 12RSB 12V DC' 
Input, 110V AC Output, 100 Watts. List Pr1c, 
$44.00. OUR LOW PRICE $17.60 

MATCHING 
SPEAKER 

LS3 
6" heavy dig,' P:\.: 
speaker. Mounted 
weather-proof and 
wind-proof acoustically 
treated metal cabinet. 
4000 - ohm transformer 
mounted or. speaker. 
Two-circuit jack on 
front panel. 
OUR LOW 
PRICE 

BUD CABINET RACK RC- 1749A 
Black crackle finished steel cabinet, accommo-
dates two panels, one 10 1,Z" and one 113e high. 
both 18-516' wide. Takes chassis up to 8',Z" 
deep by 15'' wide. 
Complete with two panels. List Price $23.50 

OUR LOW PRICE $9.75 

COAXIAL CABLE 
RO-11-U — 75 ohms. Rated 330 9c 
watts input. 400 Mc. Ilc per ft. 

RO-59-U — 73 ohms. Rated 130 5e 
watts input. 400 Mc. 6, per ft 

!poet's t, 
100-1 , 

Per 

I ono.: 

#14 COPPERWELD WIRE 
75e per 100- ft. Coil 

In lots of 6 or more. 65e per c.,. 

71/2" PYREX INSULATORS 
Type 67017 each gge 

32- ft MAST and HALF RHOMBIC 
ANTENNA 

Can be used for mounting your own array. Com-
prises 4 8-ft. mast sections of weatherized wood 
and metal fittings; 185 ft. of 42-strand 32-gauge 
bronze wire; 60- ft. sturdy rope; 1 hand reel 
4 16" galvanized stakes; 1 instruction booklet 
ALL YOURS FOR ONLY $8.95 COMPLETE 

15" MAGNAVOX 
SPEAKER 

Sensational value! Won-
derful for heavy duty pub-
lic address, auditoriums, 
theatres, etc. 3.2 lb Alnico 
V Magnet. 2' voice coil. 
Max. 30 watts. Reg. Price 
$89.50 

OUR LOW PRICE. 
while limited stocks last . 

• 

0 
't 

524.95 

CERAMIC SOCKET FOR 826, 829, 932 TUBES 
Spring Grip Contacts 29e each 

SPECIAL OFFER! TRIPLETT TEST EQUIP-
MENT 

Model 2400 Reg. Net Price 49.50 
Our Low Price   $35.95 

Model 2432 Reg. Net Price 88.50 

Our Low Price   $62.50 
Model 3212 Reg. Net Price 63.50 
Our Low Price   41.11 

MINIMUM ORDER $2.00 
All orders F.O.B. Jamaica, New York. 

Please add postage. 

eft_ 111111 
ire 

RADIO DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
92-32 Merrick Rd., Jamaica 3, N. Y. 
Branch: 71 Murray St., New York 7, N. Y. 
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Military Equipment Needs Discussed at AFCA Meet 

The anticipated needs of the United 
States' armed forces for electronics 
equipment and the steps taken to gear 
the nation's production facilities to 
meet any war mobilization emergency, 
were given a thorough airing by top 
Air Force, Army and Navy officers at 
the Armed Forces Communications 
Association's second annual conven-
tion, at Dayton, O., May 10-11. 
Nearly 300 civilian and military elec-

tronics-communications leaders who 
attended the convention were given as 
thorough a presentation of expected 
future needs in the electronics-com-
munications field as time and security 
requirements permitted. 

In addition to 3 top Air Materiel 
Command officers, headed by General 
Joseph T. McNarney, AMC command-
ing general, the assembled delegates 
heard Chairman Thomas J. Hargrave 
of the Munitions Board, Brig. Gen. 
David Sarnoff, AFCA president and 
president and chairman of the Radio 
Corporation of America, Rear Admiral 
Earl E. Stone, Chief of Naval Com-
munications, Maj. Gen. Francis L. 
Ankenbrandt, Air Communications 
Officer. and Maj. Gen. Harry C. Ingles, 
retired Chief Signal Officer who now 
heads RCA Communications, empha-
size the pressing need for civilian-
military cooperation to keep the com-
munications-electronics preparedness 
of the nation at a high level. 

Brig. Gen. H. A. Shepard, Chief of 
the Materiel Command's Procurement 

Division, who remarked that the AMC 
has discovered that electronics-com-
munications is the "meat of the whole 
problem," laid particular stress on elec-
tronics procurement in his statement 
that the command is getting away from 
thinking in terms of airplane deliveries 
and is accenting component parts pro-
duction. In this connection, both Gen-
eral Shepard and Maj. Gen. F. O. Car-
roll, of the AMC staff, said the Air 
Force expects to have considerably 
more money for such equipment as a 
result of Congressional appropriations 
actions. 
General McNarney, in his comments, 

informed that typical of Air Force 
communications trends is a new ex-
perimental long-range radio set de-
signed to operate in the two to 25 
megacycle frequency band with 20 pre-
set channels. This may be remotely 
tuned to any of 44,000 other frequen-
cies. With power output of 100 watts, 
this system will be capable of serving 
as the communication link for the 
radius range of any aircraft now in de-
velopment. 
Mr. Hargrave said that within a 

month, the Board will have for the first 
time in history uniform procurement 
regulations for all the services—cover-
ing contracts, auditing, pricing policies, 
and other factors. The Board also is 
assigning single-service procurement 
wherever possible, he said, noting that, 
using the highest 12 months' output in 
World War II as a basis, if war came 

o lo 

11•51RUC.1101S, Des\ gn w cost 
tbese requirements: 

I.hust permit outorootic stocking 

2. E.1irninote o cores rous 

iter winding 

3. Use minimum ok wire t be 

eng\neered edrerneW cAose) 
You'11 hove to specify PRECiSiOt4 01-FORtv\ED 

PAPER li.113ES. 

All Precision 

Paper Tubes ore 

Di Formed under 

heat and pres-

sure for great-

er strength, and 

to insure a mini-

mum of side 

bow. 

Write for new Mandrel List of more than 

1,000 sizes. 

2057 W Charleston St. Chicago 47, Illinois 
Plant No. 2, 79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn. 

WESTERN REP. 
Perlinuth-Colman Assoc. 

942 Maple Avenue 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

now 77% of procurement wouta De on 
a single-service basis. 
General Sarnoff read a message from 

President Truman emphasizing the 
AFCA's "program for maintaining close 
relations between the armed forces and 
the communications, electronics and 
photographic industries is an important 
contribution to the industrial prepared-
ness which must buttress the future 
security of our country." 
"The day may come, Gen. Sarnoff 

said, "when, through television, the 
Commander-in-Chief in Washington 
will be able to watch distant military 
activities an maneuvers, even over-
seas." 

Audio Society Meets 
Audio Engineer Society approved 

further plans in its organization at a 
general meeting of members last 
month in New York and plans were 
laid for a full-scale membership drive, 
dues schedules and an annual meet-
ing in the Fall. A new audio sweep 
frequency generator was described to 
the group by Hershel Toomin, Instru-
ment Electrical Co. The society plans 
to meet on the second Tuesday of 
every month hereafter at a place to be 
designated later. 

Correction 
TELE-TECH erroneously credited 

WPIX, the new Daily News television 
station, with having the first RCA 
turnstile antenna in its area. WABD 
reminds us that its 3-bay antenna has 
been in use since Feb. 24, 1947. We 
stand corrected. 

IN TELEVISION • FM • AM & AUDIO 

etde 
MOLDITE 

PRECISION 

IRON CORES 
• 

Permeability Tuning 
Coil Trimming 

Critical Alignment 
General Slug-tuning 

• 
MOLDITE CORES are made to exact specIfications, 
using an exclusive powder mix for each .specific re-
quirement, plus new methods of processing and 
moss production. 

RESULT—Higher quality and economy; greater 
circuit stability and flux density. 
SAMPLES on request for design, test and pre. 
production purposes. For quick, exact 
duplication of cores, send for Moldite 
mix numbers plotted on frequency 

graph. 

NATIONAL MOLDITE COMPANY 
25 MONTGOMERY ST.. HILLSIDE 5, N. J. 

Iron Core Specialists . Member R. M. A. 
MID-WESTERN REP. 

Irving Rose 
314 No. Michigan Are. 

Chicago. Ill. 

SO. AMERICAN REP. 
Jose Luis Pontet 
Cordoba 1472 

Buenos Aires, Argentina 
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eesee4re •11 ANAnffi 
THE SUPERIOR CAPACITOR 

eebtele mr) 

%oe geeetei 

In several sizes. This size 

l 2" long by ' 2" diameter. 

• Aerovox proudly presents a basic-

ally new capacitor designed and pro-

duced to meet today's more critical 

requirements. 

Duranite capacitors are not to be 

confused with conventional molded 

iubulars encased in usual materials. 

Duranite capacitors are entirely new— 

Aerolene, the new impregnant: the new 

processing methods; the new Duranite 

casing- all adding up to an entirely new 

concept in the capacitor art. 

Note some of Duranite's extraordi-

nary features herewith presented! 

Make comparative tests! You be the 

judge! 

• Literature on request. Samples available To manufacturers. Let us quote on your needs. 

TYPICAL DURANITE FEATURES ... 

• Toughest capacitors ever offered critical 

manufacturers and users of radio-electronic 

equipment. 

.> Positive insurance against troublesome 

and costly failures in the field. 

• Permanent, non-varying, rock-hard cas-

ing. Smooth, clean surface. Drop them; bang 

them; scratch them - no damage. 

• Pigtail leads firmly imbedded. Won't pull 
out or work loose. Wire breaks before it can 

Nee 
capacitors 

be loosened. 

• Really moisture-proof. Thoroughly and 

permanently sealed. 

• Withstand high operating temperatures— 

no wax ends to melt. Operation from sub-

zero to over 212' F. without damage. 

• Temperature coefficient of capacitance 

comparable to wax and oil capacitors. 

• Aerolene impregnant eliminates necessity 

of stocking and using both wax and oil ca-

pacitors. One impregnant does work of both. 

Results in lower inventories and manufac-

turing costs. 

• No deterioration in stock. May be stored 

in advance of actual use with corresponding 

economy and convenience. 

• Duranite does not dry out. Does not de-

velop cracks or fissures. Stays tightly sealed. 

• Smaller dimensions than usual paper tu-

bulars. 

• Standard marking; color-coding — capaci-

tance, tolerance, voltage. 

FOR RADIO-ELECTRONIC AND 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U.S.A. 

SALES OFFICES IN All PRINCIPAL CITIES • Export 13 E. 40th Sr., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

Cable ' ARLAN' • In Canada AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT. 



J. H. MOSHER 
Field Soles 

H. B. WILSON 
Application 
Engineering 

J. H HALGREN 
Application 
Engineering 

J. S. STARRETT 
Industrial 
Specialist 

H. S. GWYNNE 
Assistant to 
Manager 

R 1. KELLY O. H. MYERS 
Manager, Application Manager. 

Engineering Customer Service 

C. W. TAYLOR 
Manager, Tube Parts 
and Machinery Soles 

RCA offers Equipment Manufacturers a Nation-wide Service on 

Tubes, Parts, and Equipment 

J. M. SADOWSKY 
Manager. Component 

Parts Sales 

E. J. BÂCHER 
Field Sales 

1 Or KIRSCHNER 
Field Soles 

E. A. FREED 
Field Soles 

..41 • 

B. WA.EY 
AppIno• 
Engineering 

D R. YODER 
Application 
Engineering 

H. F HAFKER 
Applicoe an 
Engineer log 

W A. POND 
Application 
Engineering 

C. R. KLINGER 
Field Sales 

G. R. RIVERS 
Manager, 
Tube Soles 

M. 1 CARROLL 
Field Soles 

L. MARTIN 
Manager, 
Field Fcrce 

L. S. THEES 
Manager 

SALES AND ENGINEERING 

FIELD FORCE 

L. D RIMMEL 
Field Soles 

HEADQUARTERS GROUP 

G. D HANCHETT 
Application 
Er gineerirg 

W. L. HOPKINS 
Field Soles 

N. F MACKENZIE 
Applicatoon 
Engineering 

êà. 

T. B. PERKINS 
Application 
Engineering 

SALES AND ENGINEE 1 ING SPECIALISTS 

W D LEAHY 
Field Soles, 
Government 

L. T WEAGLE 
Tube Parts ond 
Machinery Soles 

• These RCA Tube Department specialists devote all of 
their time exclusively to the problems and requirements 
of radio and electronic equipment manufacturers. 
Whether it be on tubes, parts, or test equipment, they're 
ready to help when and where you want them. 

For your convenience, RCA maintains completely 
equipped application engineering laboratories at Harri-

TUBE DEPARTMENT 

M. E. MARKELL 
Industrial 
Specialist 

1 T. WILSON M COPAN 
Application Field Soles 

Engineering, Television 

1. WACHTEL 
Application 
Engineering 

W H. WARREN 
Application 
Engineering 

son, N. J., Lancaster, Pa., and Chicago, Ill.— and sales of-
fices at Harrison, Chicago, and Los Angeles. A call to the 
office nearest you will bring prompt service ... or, write 
to RCA, Equipment Sales, Section FR63, Harrison, N. J., 
for the same prompt attention. 

The Fountainhead of Modern Tube Development is RCA 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

HARRISON. N. J. 




